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the

tea-

The early dawn

of

some others,

here, known as

Be

Crowds of these rude people rose against
the local authorities, defied their orders,
released prisoners and occasioned serious
disturbance. . Our Lieut. Governor adopted prompt measures at first (as your
readers will recollect Gov. Seymour did
not, in the New York riot, caused by
President Lincoln’s draft for troops to

—

|

Of wild birds carolling free,
Nor saw the glad earth waken

In bloom on flower and tree.
But stealing into its slumbers
Came a yearning strange and sweet,

the

Santal

merely

it little more

ed regiments of infantry and cavalry into
the excited country. The cavalry terri-

That thrilled it with hope, and kindled
Its heart with passionate heat;
Aud upwards bravely it struggled,
Up where the far dim light
Glimmered faint as the gloaming
That sinks into starless night.

ln

fied the

Santals,

proach to

who fled at their ap-

their

native jungles.

Order

has been restored, and at the sacrifice®f
very few lives, the whole district rendered
quiet as before.

« . The sodden mold lay heavy.

The waters were cold and drear,

the

Santals

Twenty-five

had

years ago,

a rebellion

like

this,

which was not so easily quelled.

But ever the brave little flower
Wrought on between hope and fear ;
Till one bright day in summer
The sunlight stooping low,
Kissed it—and then it opened

The thought that pushed itself to the
front upon coming back to my own field
is the crying need of more
the

Fure as untrodden snow ;

churches

ordain

men.

Unless

women,

and

send

them out herewith full powers, I can not

Pore as a soul in heaven,
That, buried deep in its sin

see what we shall do.
*

Still feels the glow within,

How

urgent is

the call for several strong young men no
words of mine can tell. And the dark,

discouraging thing that faces uy, which-

And brayely struggles upward,
Up from the deeps that defile,
Till at last a white-robed angel

ever way we turn, is the fact (if it be a
fact) that there is not one single man at

It opens in God's own smile.

home, in

i

our

churches

so far as heard

INDIA LETTER.

and our

schools,

from—ready and

willing

to come to India for his life-work.

MIDNAPORE,

Feb. 28, 1831.

Qur last cool month has
quickly
slipped away. The heat has come nn
like
a strong man armed, earlier than

Before the middle of the

month camping
out under the trees was
quite uncomfortable, not to-say unsafe.
Some of our itinerating parties were driv-

1f the

editors, pastors, or principals of schools

can let the light into this darkness we
shall heartily rejoice and thank God.
Here in the city of Midnapore we can
find full work for one strong man at once
upon his arrival, and before he léarns a
word of any native language. Of this

more anon. ,

en in by the increasing heat, which in the

Midnapore District is far greater than’in
Orissa, owing to the geological stratum
which forms so much of our surface,
having but a thin layer of soil above it,
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HADES.
BY

PROF.

J. J.

BUTLER,

D.

D.

Mankind in all ages havé believed in a

the present. Death
does not
rock beneath | | life beyond

In the Balasore District it ‘would not
be strange if our missionaries could continue their itinerations- till the middle or

end of March. The alluvial formation is
deeper, and the proximity to the sea
renders the climate considerably cooler,
When in the Midnapore Station we have
to shut up the honse, fastening the glass
doors to keep out the burning heat, and in
March and April and May, [ have found
Balasore cool through the entire day, with
doors wide open, and no punkias agoingy
and early in the afternoon there comes up
the delightful sea “breeze, which lasts
through the night. We are already shutting the glass here in Midnapore at 9, A.
M.
:
Three weeks of this month I have been
obliged to spend in the hills. The climate of Darjeeling during the winter is
charming and invigorating. Snow falls
occasionally but soon melts away. Ounce
during my stay I enjoyed what I had
never witnessed outside of America, a
delightful snowstorm!
Full four inches
of snow fell one day, and I could hardly
. belieye I was in India!
The hill sani-

end all. This world, so frail and transient, such an enigma to many, is but the
portal of our existence, with the illimitable hereafter to succeed. The first conceptions of it are material, such as relate
to the body. When this fallsin death it
is laid in the grave, to molder to dust.
There is the unseen, dark and silent land:
“There is no work, nor device, hor knowl-

edge—in

the

grave.”

It is

the

under

world.

But they did not stop, here. Man has
yet a nobler part. After God had formed’
the body from tMe dust, he imparted to it
the animating spirit, and he became a
living soul, with intellectual and moral
faculties like those of his Creator. So
when the body dies the soul survives, and”

returns to him who gave it.

It does

sleep with the body, or rest in the

not

grave,

but has a conscious existence in its separate state, And this is a social one. The

Old Testdment in

various

passages,

as

Isa. 14 and Ezek. 32, and the New
Testament more fally and distinctly, refer
to the world of departed spirits, und their
conditicn as happy or
rable, accord-

ing to their charac
Nor are these
tariums are almost deserted in the Winter ‘conceptions confined to the Bible, but
months, only permanent residents re. essentially the same are spread over the

. maining. *‘ The season
begins in March
or April, when there is a general exodus

{rom the cities of the plains hills-ward,
“The government” leads the way and
all who can follow.” Now that the railway
Attrain ” takes you within nine miles of
Darjeeling the rush will be greater than
ever, when the season opens.
The event of the month has been the
census. On the night of the 17th inst. the
eount was made throughout British India,

but it will be weeks, probably, ‘before the
result is defillitely known., The govern-

ment of India has expended an immense
sum upon this census and it will probably
be more accurate than any previous one,
though it is well nigh impossible to secure
a complete or correct enumeration of ‘ the

population in a country like
fears and superstitions of the

The
people

pre-

literature of the

world.

Homer,

Virgil,

Dante and others give

expression

general sentiment on

this subject.

to the

It is

lated,

but merely

transferred

forms to

be filled excite the fears of ignorant peoPlgg - Some of these questions remind one

intelligible.

- of poor Artemas Ward's chapter on the
census. His questions, ““fave you ever
had the:measles? And if 80, how many n
are as relevant as some here.

The

term is

not been established by men

of

where

But complaint is made

that

this

80,

Zngland, even, would do well to give up

exception, I believe, are
denominational, that is, are largely
supported
and

managed by men of some particular -€hristian sect. They are not sectarian, how
ever. They open their doors:freely to all,
aud allow all to enjoy like privileges.
But
they are a help to the interests of the denominations that maintain them.
They

service many

They

active

who would

draw

and

otherwise

overstocked

with

in
not

colleges.

university.

see

.New
very

Engmuch

The

Bap-

REV.

cmARLES

I

lesson

by

the

of

anchor,

for

the

day;

by

the

These

the

superin-

The school having

the celebrated

ed and

on the Lord's

impressive,

The theme
of the truth
practically
and career

Scotch

divine,

timely,

Day.

from first to last.

was the substantial evidence
of the Christian religion, as
illustrated in’ the teachings
of Moses, and the life, doc-

trides, miracles,

of Christ.

death

and

resurrection

It was in all respects
a most

instructive

and

course.

powerful

disy

.

Singing by the assembly and*prayer by
the pastor followed.

He

An opportunity was

himself has long been a member, and- then given “for any present to come for-

* The church in which

ward and make their profession of belief in Christ; with the announcement
that ‘after being received by the church

tinge a preacher,
He has contindaily walk and
Christian walk,

they would follow the Redeemer in the

are regular. attendants,

part of

and joyous song of praise, all joining in
the . pleasing harmony.
The apostolic
‘benediction was then pronounced, and
the large congregation, without crowding
or goseiping, retired from the sanctuary;
the evident language of every thoughtful
heart present being expressed in the boly

Wash-

is God's Word in this sense, that the Spirit.
ordered the record to be transmitted.

* THE BIBLE AND SCIENCE.
BY

REV. J. «M.
M.

of two

ways. First, in not claiming enough. Second, inwclaiming too mnch; or what the
Scriptures do not claim for themselves.
The, nature of the
composition will readily
suggest the kin
inspiration to. expect.
God 1s responsible for bad conduct in history no farther than this: he has seen fit to
send it down to us accompanied with his
oracles, yet strongly expressing his disapprobation of the events as they passed. It

A MISTAKE OORREOTED.

WOODMAN.

A growing belief seems to prevail with

of Scripture into the shade.

This is be-

So far as science is concerned, this is evidently a matter of opinion; since other
scientists, equally informed, give an opposite opinion.
Many

books have been

written to recon-

cile the Bible with the hypotheses ofzmen.
Man reaches first principles only by hypotheses; yet they are often dealt out to
us as established science.
Few have time,
while searching some ehosen field of particulars, to stop and look up theeries of
first principles. - The easiest course will
be likely to pass unchallenged, viz:
to
copy the established theory, as taken for
granted.
So long as the Bible is called
upon to reconcilg its teachings with the
theories of men, it has anything but a fair
chance. It is too much like requiring a
true witness to account for the contradictions of one.gho is false, or retract his
own testimony.
We propese to let the
Bible speak first, and then

see

how

these

gentlemen agree with what prophets have
set forth as the Word of God.
No wantis more apparent than our

present need of a work upon Nature and
Revelation that shall meet the demands

+ ‘BY T. G. DAVIS.
It has ofien been said and written, that
in the days of the fathers, the F. Baptist

denomination was opposed to education
and an educated ministry. This I be

Unconverted young men studied divinity
as others stidied law or medicine, as a
trade, and entersd the ministry for a livelihood as others entered upon other professions. To this the fathers were justly
opposed. And not strange if in some instances this opposition was carried to the
extreme of opposing ‘theological or spe-

cial schools for ministerial training.

Our

people have ever been sticklers for a divine call; but have ever believed, that if
a highly educated person like Saul of
Tarsus, was a subject of this call, his education would be of great benefit to. him and
to the churches and community where his
labor was bestowed. They have ulso believed that if God called a man of limited
education, truly pious, with good common sense, he had a place for him, where:
by labor and study, he could not only be
useful

but

magnify

his

calling.

If, in

the early decades of our denomination,
none could have been ordained but graduates of colleges and theological schools,
there would have been a greater scarcity
of

nfinisters

than

now, and

we

should

not bave become the people we now aré.
I do not say that we owe our prosperity,

of the Christian”student:—A work that under God, wholly to an uneducated minshall gather strength from the opening istry, but most of them were self-educatfacts of science in nature; and easily, nat- ed, except as they learned of the Master.
urally and harmoniously blend the recordBut I venture to say, that most or all of
ed changes in nature with those unrecord- | them would have been glad of the help
ed, unmeasured changes of the past, noted that a good thorough school education
by inspiration.
This work, to meet the would have givea them; and had present
demands of the public, must be adapted to privileges been accessible to them, most
the comprehension of the common reader; or all of them would have availed themallowing the rocks to tell their own story selves of them.
Iam an old man, and
in the homely language of those who dig
have been familiar with the docirine and
them from their primitive resting places,
and who chisel them into shape

for

build-

ing. It must deal largely in root-truths.
In other words, it must trace secondary
causes to First Cause.
Two hooks of creation’s record’ are be-

polity of our people from boyhood.’ Eld.
Randall was my mother’s brother.
I
remember to have seen him and heard

him

preach

in

Vermont.

I remember

his looks and that -he laid his hand en
my head; but don’t remember what
fore us, viz:
Nature, with her present
He died when I was: eight
form of forces, and the Bible.
To both “he said.
we bow with reverence, in the full belief years old. I muy say that I was born
that each is but a part of a great whole. and educated in the F. Baptist faith;
Both are alike from God, and each is de- I have associated with many of ‘our minsigned as a factor in man’s education.
Men are too often creatures .of mere appearances.
In
childhood
appearances
were the first to shape our intuitions, as,
"all throngh onr lives, they are the most
active in stamping impressions, and really
ranking all others as our educators. We
welcome appearances, while realities toil
for a hearing.
It is owing to this fact
that we have so much to unlearn in every
sphere of matured action.
Among the

first lessons in the truth as it is, is this,
that the real truth, in most subjects, lies
deeper than is reached by a casual observation.
« Judge not from appearances,
but judge
righteous judgment.”
Paul
touched it as follows: ¢ While we look
not upon things seen, for

the

things

seen

are temporal, but the things not scen are
eternal.”
It is immortalized in modern

verse as follows:
“Pell me not in mournful numbers
Life is but an empty dream!

¥

For the soul is dead that slumbers,
And things are not what they seem.”

of

the

Scriptures

can

not

be

maintained unless it can he proved that
God endorses all that is found in them,”
has done the

subject much

great injustice to the Word.
cal portions

of

the

harm,

the church that ever dismissed a minister
or refused to engage one on the ground
of his being too highly edacated.
‘Times and customs have changed very
much during our centenary existence.

What would serve society very well fifty
or seventy-five years ago will not answer
for to-day.

as it is

a

The histori-

Bible, certainly, were

never intended for any such thing. The
Holy Spirit did not make this history, and
manifestly can have no part in changing it
while recordingit. All that it can do is
to place suitable portions of it before the

For

instance, because, when

a boy, I used to go half a mile for fire in
4 cold morning if we happencd to lose it,
would seem a poor reason for ignoring
friction matches now

they are known and

cheap. So of other things. No woman
now cards, spins and ‘weaves her flax,
tow and cotten. 4‘ Instead of the thorn
shall come up the fir tree; instead of the
briar shall come up the myrtle tree.”
Christianity is progressive, and ‘in its
progress is to bless the world by ** turning it up side down.” I will say to all
Freewill

The claim that ‘all Scripture is given
by inspiration of Ged” is not a claim’ that
all parts are alike inspired in the same
sense.
The common error, * That the in-spiration

isters, but never met one who thought heknew too much, and I have yet to fad:

Baptists, and all

others,

use al!

the good h
bat God puts within your
reach. Go on with your schools, colleges.
and educated ministry (the more highly
educated the better), Yo don't forget that
it. is not by learning, ** nor by might nor
by power (human), but by my Spirit saith

the Lord.” All these may be good helps
in the spread of the gospel and conversion of the world.

is on God.

Bat

our

dependence.

** Without me ye can do

Every breeze that blows over the sen
will affeet the course of the ships sailing
thereon ; so every act will in some meas-

ure change the course of a life,
The

real

thief joips

in the

>t
chase and

people for their perusal, such as it was, | bawls at the top of his Yoice, * Stop
disapproving when wrong and approving thief, Stop thief!” Those Who Sndfur

when right. Four kinds of inspiration
have long been held forth by standard the-

so often

with

pretty ‘certain

the lives of Christians are

to ‘be delinquent

thexg-

hu-

The
Immedia
y in front of the pulps the | man productions ‘as in history.
ordinance of the Lord's Supper was second gives an Idea, leaving men to

good man, than profess to be a good man.
and be a devil!.

= Two

persons

LH

WibtL

first

of thé

superintends

the

Epic Dramu.
recording

The
of

-

nothing.”

he should make high professions. It is
better to profess te’ ‘be an angel and baa

the evening: service.

|

o0-&
nan
ono

be seen that in claiming inspiration for the

Bible we are liable to errorin one

the Afflatus

baptism.

came forward; the pastor announcing
that baptism would be ‘administered at

and

which he has attended during the succesnue," in the north-western

The service was concluded with a sweet

selves.

of

°

cant—the President and his wife included." filled.” From the above classification it will

ologies, viz.: Superintendence, Suggestion, Suggestion: clothed in words, and

ordinance

Mr. Garfield and

sive terms nf his'service as a memYer of
Congress, is situated on ** Vermont Ave.

wild ‘the world of departed spirits.
Whatever
size our
cter, when we die, we go to the
and BLTEDEtD as it went its way- among invisibl
e world, to the fature 8'ate, oter-

gilt emblems

and

The sermon was extemporaneous; but
evidently carefully prepared, and the result of much ‘study and reflection. The
delivery was emphatic and earnest, point-

becoming interest in the example set by
was for a considerable
of” the Chistian church.
ued to maintain, in his
conversation, « consistent

Many

with
star

President than to all persons”in authority.

It is manifestly proper that the religious people of our country should take a

aod Lazarus. Many. suppose it should
always be so rendered, But neither of
these translations is correct, as all ac-

gathering

the

lished

M. DENISON.

runiors were afloat, each

servants,

and

Doctor Alexander Campbell,—West VirMoreover, the work done in our colleges,
ginia. He had. read a portion of Scriptand the advantages resulting therefrom,
urg, and aunounced the cpening hymn,
are by no means proportioned to their
when President and Mrs. Garfield ensizes.
The
smaller
colleges
have
Their coming in was
a struggle it may be to live. But their tered the church.
entirely unobserved.
Not a head was
faculties generally enter into the spirit of
turned, not a rustle occurred.
They
such a struggle, and in consequence put
in a large amount of work.
So also stupassed to their usual seats as the hymn
dents in a moderately sized class, receive
was sung, and the sacred service went
more individual attention, and 80 get a
on. The singing was by all the congremore thorough drill than in classes that gation, led by a few trained voices and a
swarm with numbers, and so,too, they are
melodeon, located near the pulpit. Then
brought into more direct contact, with the | followed a short prayer by the pastor; in
teacher and feel the impulses of his enwhich no other reference was made to the

the President

quainted with the Greek original know.
Hades does not mean the grave, or re-

at the tops

quietly retired, the régular audience and

how it can be asked to do so

Or

cause a few men writing with marked
ability upon this subject have said . this.

with a carpet of subdued

and altars of home.

The Episcopalians and

of

Drama.

floor is covered

tendent, who made brief practical remarks
on the topic of the ¢ home and domestic
character of the mission of the early disciples of Christ.” The whole review was
of a very quiet and evangelical design,
clearly showing to the children and parents present the value of the fire-sides

be lost.

in Epic

‘The

march

either. At the beginning of our demomination the religion of the Standing Order,
so called, was little better than ritualism..

neal
utraxr

useful

time in poetic figure

grand

the masses that matured natural science is
destined to cast the cosmological portions

devoted to a careful review of the Script-

out

and suicidal am act as that.

BY

unferment-

commandments.

no chancel rail. It is a small unornamented lecturn, of black walnut, supporting the Bible and hymn book. Behind
the pulpit is a modest gothic chair. The

sessing appearance—Rev. F. D. Power,
see it die for the want of support, but I do-|:
a graduate of Bethany College, estab-

not

the two latter kinds our Saviour says,
‘“ Not a jot ora tittle shall fail till all are fal-

the church, with

ed wine, and served to each communi-

ten

lieve to be a mistake. Freewill Baptists:
as a denomination were never opposed to

F.Baptists also but one.each. Admitting
visitors took the seats assigned them.
thata denomination itself has a right to be,
There
was no delay, no crowding, no
then I claim that it isits right and duty to
It was a calm and quiet hour
have at least one educational institution of confusion.
of worship in the sanctuary—as if nothing
the first class.
What ones then would
Dr. McCosh dispense with?
I do not see unusual had occurred, or was likely to
how it could be reasonably asked of any | eceur, on the occasion.
denomination to shut the doors of its
The minister entered at precisely the
college,except perhaps the Congregationalappointed hour. Passing quietly into his
ists, who have nearly as many ad\ all the
pulpit, he immediately began his sacred
rest put together.
A denominationhaving
duties. He was a young man, of preposbut one college may perhaps stand by and

strange

ried around

or

fourth gives items of the

ously obscure.

audience-room

retinue or parade of any kind.
The services of the Sunday-school were

tists have but two, the Methodists but
two in the highest sense of the term collegeor

Prayer,

a small recess, on a low elevation, having

The,

Rhe house of God without the least show,

to them and to the world.
The
denominations
land
generally
are

ed every first day of the week.
The
manner of the administration was remarkably unobtrusive, the bread being car-

'8l—the

vines were put up at Christmas time, and
are still beautiful. Over the pulpit are
similar wreaths, intertwining in gilt letters, the words: ¢‘ Good Tidings of Great
Joy.” On the sides are the words: ¢ The
Redeemer ” on one side,-*‘ Imnzanuel ¥ on
the other.
The President and family—usually consisting of himself, wife and venerable
mother and young
daughter—occupy
no special pew.
[He sits uoobserved
among the other worshipers, commonly
near one of the windows, having come to

their college charter and resolve themselves .into preparatory schools.
This
might look plausible enough at first sight.
But let us. see. These colleges, without

The thir. care

occupies a space of some sixty-five by
forty-five feet. There is a gallery over
the main entrance. The pulpit stands in

interspersed

of

Clothe it as they saw fit.

it
No. 1.,
A belief in the Bible, as having been given by inspiration of God, prepares one to
enjoy any just exposition of the divine
text.
This enjoyment is increased in ‘proportion as the subject explained was previ-

cross,

them are weak in resources, and limived in
patronage. Dr. McCosh, of Princeton, recently discussing this matter, suggested
thut some of the smaller colleges “of New

enterprise.

[in March,

light, are ornamented

being left to the voluntary principle, has
resulted in a too great multiplication of
a consequence

by a clean

it and in truth.”

sides with well-preserved foliage of vines,

matter,

hig family

domestic

NO. 16.

linen cloth—the ordinance being celebrat- tally words the idea, as in the Lérd’s

morning

colors. A baptistery is under the movable pulpit floor. The pews are without
doors, with easy backs and comfortably
cushioned. The walls are hung with a
delicately tinted paper, and handsome
pilasters of gray.
The windows, of
which there are four on each side, shaded
by green Italian blinds, projected at a
sufficient angle to admit the required

vice is strictly guarded against, and profanity and open contempt of religion re:
ceive a check, if they are’ not wholly suppressed, than in schools devoid of these
safeguards?

into

repose—a

we came in—the

its commencement.

this-class.

have their sons in religious schools,

from year to year

and

Sunday-school was still in session, thongh
8 considerable. audience was. gathered
around, and the stated service lacked
nearly-half an hour of the usual time of

But is it not true that those who have little or no regard for religion feel safer to

encourage,

of quiet

of the last- Sunday

strange that schools have

as

one

At the time

D,

ligion may not be the power in them it
should be, yet the value of this feature of
our higher schools may appear, if we consider what might, and in all probability
would have been, the effect on our youth
had it been otherwise; that is, had they
been under the control of intidél”
men, or
the despisers of religion. At first thought,

colleges, and

is

among friends, at home.
D.

I have spoken of the religious element
in our colleges and higher schools of
learning.—I do not think of a college or
university in the country founded by private munificence, and controlled by 4 vol-

it might seem

in its

spread—the emblems covered

homeljke feeling, similar to that you experience on entering a pleasant family words: * God is a Spirit; and'they that
circle. You are at once made to feel “worship him, should worship him i in spir-

In the hills where I havo been, there: cepgacle of the dead body. It does not
"Was a general gcarv among the tha-coolies mean the plane of torment; but it denotes
and

tibule,

LEGES.
BY PROF. J. FULLOXNTON,

rendered. In other passages it is rendered

*“ hell,” as in the parablé of the rich man

the Fourteenth

appearance.
It is understood that meassures-are in progress for the erection of a
larger and more commanding edifice.
You enter from the east side, on the
Avenue, ascending an easy flight of plain
steps. The door-way stands in an unassuming gothic frame. The first impression, on passing into and through the ves-

to : the

English.
Doubtless many will be : dis.
appointed at this. In the common version

It is between

graceful, and quite uopretending

them.

no mere poetic imagery; it is truth in
harmony with the deepest sonvidtions of
the soul.
|
As treated in the domain olliterstre iv ‘thusiam, and gather therefrom an inspiris often set forth in figurative representa- ation not otherwise experienced.
All the
tions, and the details give ftee scope to leaders of thought do not graduate from
the imagination. In the Scriptural ac: the large colleges any’ Bop than all the
\
counts there is not much of detail, little blockheads from the smalle
80 I pray President McCosh—by the way,
to gratify curiosity, but enough to show
on the divine authority that there is such one of the grandest men in America—when
a state, and ite connection with the pres- he wields the knife of excision, to spare at
least one New England college to each
ent or probationary life.
In the new version. soon to be issued Christian denomination.
ep
HO
it is understood that Hades is not transIN OHURCH WITHH PRES. GARFIRLD.

Aent an almost impassable “barrier tp fall
it is 'sometimes rendered ‘* grave.” Some
and faithful Jeckoning. Some
of the contend that it should always be so

needless questions of the blank

transferring

now pretty generally understood, and is
on the whole perhaps least objectionable.
In whatever way it is rendered, if the idea
of the original is obtained in the connec-

Pargurmas.

quell the Southern rebellion), and march-

And chilled by the world’s cold pity,

ington.

In the case of Hades there is no single
word in English that expresses its -meaning. It might have been rendered by the
use of a phrase, though perhaps making

of

A.W.G.

_The radiated
heat from-the
is sometimes fearful.

Such is the general conception,and

‘The chief stir caused by the census was

- Slumbered the bud of a lily
While Spring came over the wold;
Blumbered nor heard the singing

psig

from

among the Santals of a district north

Lapped in the sodden mold,

nll FAO

17th

pity.

‘such is the import of the term in the ‘Street Circle, in which stands the elegant
original.
‘| equestrian statue of General Thomas, and
The translators have taken the same the Iowa Circle—one of the largest at
course with this word a8 with baptizo and the capital. The building is neat. and

the eighteenth discovered these fugitives
‘tion, this is sufficient.
returning from their hiding places in the
ei
jungles of Nepal and Sikhim.
SOMETHING MORE ABOUT OOL-

Dinder the dark cold watery,

Ania

the

tions, in order to avoid the dreadful count

THE LILY.

usual this year.

coolies fled on

of that fated night.
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BY

are the most children, and those best
suited for the sacrifice. Hundreds and I
doubt not thousands of poor frightened

gardens, from the homes of foreigners,
from public works . of various descrip-

ir itn

days, and “E50

thirty

~

I

|
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If a man will live below his profession,
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s. S.. Bepurtment.
Sunday-School, Lesson.--May. 1.
(For Questions

see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

** LOST AND FOUND.
DAILY

READINGS.

MM. Lostand found.

Lukel5:1—10.

TT.
W.
TT.

F.
S.
S.

Sinners called. Matt. 9: 10-13.
Sioners warned.
Ezek. 18 1 23-32.
Zaccheus saved. Luke 18:§1—10.

one spoken, while all'three are designed
‘to present the greatness of Christ's love
for sinners, and his mercy towards them.
As Christ is filly repreWhat woman.
sented by ‘the shepherd, so, in this case,
the woman as fitly symbolizés the Church,
A candle. The
1 often called the Bride.
Church must have light to guide her in
searching for what is lost, and light, too,
which can be carried about. This she

STAR,

Coiinnuilvitidis,
TALKING AND LISTENING.
BY M. M. BISBEE.

Allinvited. Is. 55:1—13«
The invitation slighted. Matt. 22: 1-14.
Baul saved. Acts 9:1—-22.
‘
ine

| the house.

If the Church

does

I have ‘lately been balancing in my
mind the respective merits of these two
accomplishments, and trying to decide

her duty ‘any evening gathering, we may .observe

‘the search will be thoroughj and attended

with some discomfort. Here the sinner
is represented by the Jost coin, the one of
highest value then in general use. It is as
GOLDEN TEXT: “ Likewise, I say unto you, valuable when lost as before, but is of no
“There is joy inthe presence of the angels benefit to any one.
The sheep wandered
of God over one sinner that repenteth.”—
away, the coin ‘was lost by the carelessLuke 15: 10.
ness or the misfortune of the owner.
Neither the shepherd nor the woman sat
Luke 15: 1-10.
| idly bewailing their loss. Christ's love
is an active, working love. So" should
Notes and Hints.
© |
ours be.
:

one who is the
drawing a crowd

acknowledged leaddr,
to himself, always, b,

his ready repartees ‘and

20,

1881.

’| tant trusts, or neglect to arpolat the pér-

delphia. It is an excellent work and

son whom of all the world we think most
fit, or may appropriate money where ‘we
think it will be lost,or withhold appro-

ought to be read by everysparent.
We
make a few extracts.
The following
offers useful suggestions
for dealing
with an angry child: = ‘‘Anger is very

priations where it seems to us most need-

which of the two I would rather possess.
finds in the Word NL
a candle, jo- A good talker'seems, at first thought, a
deed, lighted by the hand of God. Sweep person greatly to be envied. -In almost

tsi

APRIL

flashing

ed, or move too slow, or rush rashly into
hazardous enterprises, be too conservative or tda radical. Old men may seem
too tenacious of former methods, and
‘‘ keep in old ruts”, while younger men
may be too anxiousto rush into new and

untried methods,fo do‘ the great work
that needs to be done. Brethred, we have

need of patience.
There are dangers
Tall along the line. But it is fair to
Wit.
believe that we all have the good of

Bashful boys, wriggling in their chairs; God's cause at heart. That those who
gaze at him' with envy, and coquettish
young ladies, toying with
him with admiration.

their

fans, eye

Seated in a corner, retired and comparatively deserted, a quiet, plainly dressed
lady may, be seen. She attracts but little
attention, and one would never guess

her

do not agree with our views

are

just as

sincere in their opinions as ‘we are in
ours, that we are all earnestly seeking
for the very best thing, that those who
have the matters in charge and on whom
the responsibility. rests, and who have
looked into the matter carefully, are
quite as well prepared to judge as we
are who have given little or no attention
to the subject. - We all desire religious
‘and denominational prosperity andlare
praying for it.
There, are great ‘opportunities before
us and much land to possess, and if we
consecrate our efforfs unitedly to do
God's will we are able to go up and possess the land. When we look at what is
needed, and our weakness, the work as-

to be popular; but that gentle, unobtruThere 'are different methods. of insive lady wins
more real friends in a sinTHOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
terpreting the parables of our Lord, some |
‘gle evening than the voluble, captivating”
I. None are too vile to receive the gentleman will in a winter of Society.
regarding
them
simply
as. general
:
representations of divine truth, or cer- mercy of God.
He is a talker; she, a listener.
tain phases of truth, and seeking to
II. No labor is too hard to be underEnter a school-room: before the hour
find in them only broad outlines of the taken in behalf of lost souls.
for recitations has arrived. In the usual
I1I.. The saved in heaven know about, riotous assembly thereis always some
picture presented, and others looking
upon them us finished pictures, every and are interested in, what takes place leading spirit to be found, somebody
detail of which is to be studied with a on earth.
whose bright speeches and funny narraIV. If Christ was rords to do and tives win hosts of admirers; but this gen«close scrutiny of all the parts, as well as
of the general effect of the whole. The sufter greatly for one lost sinner, we ius can not claim as many warm, sincere
latter method may be pushed to an un- ought not to shun toil and Sslf-denial |to friends as the quiet little girl * to fortune sumes such a magnitude, and so much
warrantable.extreme, and the interpreta- save even one.
and to fame unknown,” whose art lies remainsto be done, we may overlook the
4-0-0
progress we have ‘made within the last
tion become fantastic, and yet in the
not in talking but in listening.
«careful analysis made by some expositors,
GLEANINGS AMONG THE NOTEIt is true in every class of society. I forty years. Though we may be far beof what may be called the allegorical
MAKERS.
have come to the conélusion—a painful hid older denominations, I think we’
school, many beautiful and important
(From the Monday Club Sermons.)
one to me—that the listeners have the may safely believe that no denomination
lessons are drawn out. We shall en~
This simple imagery is of itself a suf- best of it. If one will only keep his ears, among us has made more commendable
-deavor to make a discreet use of these ficient setting forth of man’s natural con- instead of his mouth, open, he will not progress in Christian work, according to
analogies, and to guard ourselves Ageing dition. He is lost.
only present a much better appearance in numerical and financial ability. Such an
‘exaggerated interpretations.
The stray sheep and the missing silver public, be sure of offending no one, but, opinion I have heard admitted, outside of
' In respect to the parables in this chap- are the emblems of every unrenewed in newspaper phraseology, ‘‘ be able to our own denomination. Let us thank
God and take courage, and ‘strengthen
ter, two of which form the lesson of to- soul.
In what do we differ from learn ‘something to his, advantage.”
-day, Ryle and others, of the first class, those you call Christians? they ask. How
Here is where the perpetual talker loses ; the things that remain”, and thus receive
hold that the great object in them is the are we lost? In what did the lost sheep he is always, giving, never receiving. I the favor of Him without whose aid there
same; they all set forth the love and of the parable differ from the ninety and believe no one ever listened, thoughtfully can be ne permanent success.
.mercy of Christ towards sinners, but nine in the fold? Not in appearance but and attentively, to any one, on any subThose who were the leading men forty
under three aspects. The special features in condition. Sinners are lost, not be- ject whatever, without learning some- years ago have nearly all been called up
higher. A few “of their co-adjutors reare regarded as subordinate, and simply cause they are unlike other men, but be- thing of interest.
intended to illustrate the deep, s€lf- cause they are out of the right relations to
If everybody goes into society to. lis- main. To such let me say, we have had
sacrificing love of Christ toward sinners. God.——The fact that God makes any at- ten, where are the talkers coming from?” our day. We have done what we thought
“« The two parables of the lost sheep and tempt to save lost men proves that he is My friend, while the world stands, there God called us to do. We may have
the lost piece of money present the same the sinner’s friend.——The shepherd does will be talkers enough to keep society made mistakes, it would be strange if we
idea, but in two different aspects. The not send his herdsman into the wilderness from stagnating. There is not the least have not. We had not the advantages
that now exist, and we are human.
Our
idea common to both is the solicitude of to hunt for the wandering sheep, He goes ‘ground for apprehension on that score.
record
is
made
and
our
work
nearly
God for sinners; the difference is, that in himself.——The eyes that look through
A certain small friend of mine is one of
the first instance this arises from the com- eternity search for lost men ; the feet that the most charming talkers, and, at the dod®. Let ug thank God for the denomipassion with which their misery inspires walk among the golden candle-sticks same time, one of the most wretched lis- tional improvement we have been the
Him ; in the second from the value which
tread the dusty roads of earth to find them ; teners of ‘my acquaintance.
Just at the humble instrument, under God, of achievhe attaches to their persons.”— Godel.
the hands that hold all worlds in their ‘most thrilling point of an anecdote I am ing. Especially let us thank God for the
Then drew near. ‘ Were. continually hollow, are outstretched to lift them up. relating, she is suddenly *f reminded” of noble band of young men that God has
drawing near;” a customary
action. ——No man is to be counted as beyond a similar experience’ of her own with called, and is calling, to the ministry of
Publicans. Tax collectors. To hear him. God’s reach. Faithful effort in his behalf which she proceeds to favor me, in bliss- his Word, and on whom will soon devolve the responsibilities we have borne
They had become interested in his teach- is supplemented by the help of One, who
ful disregard of the fact that I have not
ings, attracted by the matter and manner goes after that which is lost ¢‘ until he yet concluded. When I do succeed in 30 long. Wisdom will not die with us.
. of his discourses ; some, perhaps, came to find it."——On the level of our appre- saying all that I have to say on the sub- God will call to the front the right men,
And let me say to our
find fault. Regular attendance upon the hension it was not much that a strolling ject, she utters, with an absent smile, as we pass away.
young men, the burden and work of the
preaching of the gospel often puts men in tinker should abandon his cups and his that unspellable * M-m” of school- girls,
the way of receiving valuable instruction, ribaldry ; but there was reason for joy in and instantly begins: * My Aunt Allie®, denomination will soon, and ‘does even
evenif they do not seek it.
2
heaven, if they saw, there
dhd then, the etc. Now I would not advise this partic- now to a great extent, rest upon you.
Pilgrim started on his progress through ular damsel to cultivate the art of listen- It is a great responsibility, but He who
2. Pharisees and scribes murmured.
guided those who have gone before you
centuries,
drawing
multitudes
“¢ These ignorant leaders of the Jews the
ing for she talks altogether too charmin this glorious work, will guide you, and
could not understand a preacher of relig- after him into the kingdom of God.
ingly, but as a general thing, it is one
give you prosperity if, with as true and
The conversion of any soul is an event
ion having anything to do with wicked
worth careful cultivation.
No matter
perfect consecration of heart, you seek
of
profound
importance.
Itis
certain
to
people!"—Ryle. Receiveth sinners;
Rehow dumb or awkward -one may be, or
the baptism of the Holy Spirit without
ceived them cordially. ¢ His
enemies be a center of spiritual force; it may be of whatever infirmity possessed, one can
said this in reproach but it is important the initial impulse of a movement that always listen—if he be not deaf—and lis- which all human effort will be unavailing. You will meet with trials, perhaps
evidence of a blessed truth.”—Schaf. shall belt the globe with its influence.— ten well.
opposition, from even good men. You
Eateth ‘with him. Especially offensive to Rev. Edward 8S. Atwood.
I can do no better, in closing, than quote
will not always be of one mind in your
or
the Jews. They found no fault with him |.
Mr. Hale's sensible advice on the subject,
plans, but keep the unity of ‘the Spirit in
SUNDAY
SCHOOL
NEWS
AND
NOTES.
- for teaching sinners, but for associating
from his valuable, or rather invaluable
the bond ot peace. Endure hardness as
ith them on terms of - social equality.
At a meeting of the Manchester .Sun- little book, ¢“ How To Do It.” I wish we
Jesus was no respecter of persons, and day-school Union, Prof. Robert Craig might all be compelled to commit that good soldier\of the Cross of Christ, and
when the chief Shepherd shall appear
his Gospel is for all classes alike. ¢ Cen- delivered an ‘address on the ¢ The book to memory, every word :
you shall receive sctown of glory. Resure will fall, not only on the most in- Teacher's Paradox ; or aim high and fire
«If you just say ‘yes’ and ‘no’ and
forms and improvements may not go fornocent and excellent persons, but on the low,” in which he compared the relation- ‘indeed’ to your partner, in that flabby,
ward as rapidly as-you desire. But let
~ most innocent and excellent actions, and ship of the teacher and the scholar to that languid way in which some boys and
patience have her perfect work. Sudden
we must not think it strange."—M. of the locomotive and the train. The girls I know pretend to- talk sometimes,
growth'is not always a healthy growth»
Henry.
locomotive can not draw the train if it is he will think you are engaged in thinking
Early fruit is not always sure to keep
3—7.
What man. The word man is separated from it. = It should be before it, of somebody else, or something, else,—
well.
God always takes time in his
generic, not contrasted - with ‘‘ woman,” but attached to it. So the teacher should unless, indeed, hesupposes that you are
work in the physical and intellectual
in v. 8, but with God. Ifa man would bein advance of his pupils, and yet not thinking of anything, and that you
realm, and why not then in the spiritual?
do so much for a lost sheep, will not God,
attachedto them by simple language and hardly know what thinking is. I kuow a
We have need of patience. Most sinceredo all the more, for a lost sinner ? Of you. kindly feeling.—S. S. Times.
man who, long before he made his presly do I commend you to God, and his
He makes a direct application of the
The American Bible college for Young ent fame, had found troops of friends. Word, earnestly praying that he may enargument to his hearers. If ke lose one. ‘Women, located at Binghampton, N. Y., He had made them by listening with . all
dow you with his wisdom and crown
One out of\a hundred was not a great loss sent its first foreign missionary to Tounhis might. Whoever sailed down on him’ your labors with abundant success, and
to the owner, but that one is worth saving goo, Burmah, last week, accompanied by at an evening party and engaged him—
enable you, with your better advantages
for its own sake. In the wilderness. Not five other missionaries and teachers, to though it was the most weary of odd old
of culture and education, to render much
a barren desert, but the usual pasture. India, China, and Japan. Others are ladies—was sure of her victim.
He more efficient service for the Master.
Qo after that which was lost. This shows expected to follow, to Rbme, Tripoli and would look her right in the eye, take in
But “It is not by might nor by power,
the especial characteristics of the shep- Beirut. — Baptist Teacher.
her every shrug and half-wbisper, enter but by my Spirit saith the Lord.”
herd, and is, as Dr. Arnot says, a proof
o>-o-0
You are a teacher or a pastor, sitting into ail her joys and terrors and hopes,
of his ownership. ‘“He careth for the
help her by his sympathy to find out what
in
the
quiet
of
the
Sabbath
evening
thinksheep,” and that, too, with a peculiar and
the trouble was, and when it was his turn
| = Yaelf-sacrificing tenderness.
Until ke find ing of the work you wish to do for Jesus. to answer he would answer like her own
BY HENRY REYNOLDS, NM. oD.
#. Patient and persevering; so should You remember some scholar or parish- son. Do you wounder all the old ladies
« Train up a child in the way he should go; and
we be. Layeth it on his shoulders. Exact- ioner who is away on a visit or gone to a loved him? And it was no special court when he is old he will not depart from it.— Prov.
new
home.
You
would
like
to
speak
ily, “on his own shoulders.” A beautiful
to old ladies. He talked so to school- erbs.
First impressions upon the mind of a
.» dllastration of Christ's tenderness towards some kindly word of Christian warning |boys, and to shy people who had just
"the wandering, and an instructive ex- of encouragement. Write the message, poked their heads out of their shells, and child are the most lasting, and it is highample to us. Rejoicing. The lost one is and send it on its way to-morrow. It may to all the awkward people, and to all the ly important that the first impressions
saved. Cometh home. Referring to the be this is the very opportunity God gives gay ard easy people. And so he com- | should be of the right kind. Many a
whole process by which the sinner is you to comfort and help a soul in peed. pelled them, by his magnetism, to talk child is started in the wrong road by the
. brought to safety. ‘ Home among God's If you postpone the writing, yon will so to him. That was the way he ‘made thoughtless and ignorant mannér
in
children ; home in the conscious love of neyer do it. Now is the time, while the bis first friends,—and that was the way, I which the parents manage him. The
his Father; home under the cire and impulse i8 on you.—S. S. World.
*| child may be spoiled by indulgence or by"
think, that he deserved them.”
The Independent thus concisely puts
protection of God."—Pelaubet.
**Itis to
severity. In none of the duties of life do
0
LW
Bh non oo
‘be remarked that the shepherd does not the creed of unbelief: ‘“ Article I.—Zgo ;
| the parents more need to possess true
PATIENCE.
-carry the sheep back to the pasture but Article I1.—Nego.” If there were not so
wisdom than‘they do in the management
to his own dwelling.”"—Godet. Rejoice. | much of Article I., Article II. would be
| of their dhifldren. Hundreds are willing to
;
BY
REV.
DEXTER
WATERMAN.
.Joy delights to communicate itself to entirely lacking.
acknowledge that they realize their own
The third annual session of the Island
Ye have need of patience.. No situa- incompetence when they are brought face
others. One's own joy is increased by
‘fellowship in rejoicing. Joy in heaven. Park Assembly is announced to take place tion in life shall we ever find where to face with these difficulties, and some‘Heaven is full of joy, but there is no joy | | June 29 to July 15. Its attractions are: there will be. no need of this Christian times feel like despairing ; but those who
purer or stronger than that which is ‘felt A god nogmal course, first-class lectures, | grace. We shall need it with ourselves, ‘have sufficient patience; perseverance and
-over the salvation of sinners. One is of fine music, good accommodations, fine with others, and with those who are got wise firmness will finally overcome, in
buildings, models of Palestine and Christians. We need it in all our de- quite a satisfactory manner, all obstacles,
*; great value in the sight of angels.

MENTAL TRAINING OF OHILDREN,

5. 8—10.

Jesus immediately pronounced | Jerusalem, and an

exceptionally good

nominational work.

We

shall

not all

conductorin the person of Rev. A. H. think alike in the management of the va~+)esson in another form, but to set forth Gillett, of Grand Rapids, Mich. He: is rious departments of Chfistian work.
‘What may seem to one the depth of wiscertain other features of the topic a live man. —National 8S. 8. Teacher.
- another parable, not to repeat

the same

‘he was treating. He could not bring’ all | |
points into one parable, hated Ju this, and > Opportunity is‘rare, and wid men will’
shall find never letit go by heedless] :—Bayard
1
- ome things Bot brough¥ion in the first Taylor.
o-B

0-b

¢

in that
of the Prodigal Son,

domi may appearto another the most un-

wise and injudicious thing that can be

done.’ Executive boards may appoint, as
we thigk, unsuitable persons to impo

und train up their children in the way
that they should go.

dren, parents will find much

useful

as-

is

to

every

noying and
dealt with.

in-

REV.
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of proper:
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SAMUEL NEWELL.
REV,

WA-

WHITFIELD.

The subject of this notice was’ born
Barnstead, Nov. 27,

1788,

and

died

ia
ia

Lawrence, N. Y., Sept. 6, 1880. When 18
years of age he began to learn the carpenter and joner’s trade, at which he

worked more or less through life.
Miss

Noy.
Polly

Jones, by Rev. Enos George, of Barnstead,

occasionally are
severely
The following sensible ad-

She died about 15 years
“In 1818 he moved to
there he resided several
highly esteemed by his

ing: “When a child is unusually naughty
and cross the chances are that he is not
well, and instead of punishing him by
keeping him at-home at his lessons, let
him have a run and a Tromp out of doors,

called to hold towif

ago.
Woodstock ad
years and was
townsmen; was

“bil e from 1890

to

1829, and in 1828 and,
he was elected
to the Legislajure. In March, 1831; he
moved to Johnstown, Canada, where he
made
a profession and united with the
Methodists. In 1832 he
began to'preach,

and if possible, in the pteen fields. The exercise, fresh air, the sweet-smelling turf,
and amusement,
will generally drive
away all irritability of temper, provided
there be nothing seriously the matter with

him,

the

Bhosle

NEE 0 Eh go

vice of Dr. Chavasse is worth remember-

him;

weakness of the nominal church are

sad resuifof the
struetion.

vefy™dg-" 10,1811, he was married to

Cross children are sometimes

and in 1835,he preached in Hemmingiord,
Lower Canada, being sent

there

by his

In 1837 he came to Lawif there be anything the matter with | Conference.
rence,
N.
Y.,
where
he lived until his
medical aid should at once be

sought.

If a child is cross, ten to one

stomach is out of order; for,
well, it is

cross.”

not

natural

fd

him

death.

his

if he
to

Soon after

rence he

be

became

he

settled

in

acquainted

Law-

with the

Freewill Baptists and finding their doctrines and usages to agree with his
views, he united with them and beartily

be

Many children possess bad tempers, for
which their parents are sometimes to maintained his elation with them till :
blame. - Says Dr. Chavasse A mother rd eath.
Father Newell's labors in the ministry
ought never unnecessarily to thwart her
child. Some mothers are like perpetual were mostly confined to Lawrence, Hop‘blisters to their children—they are snap- kinton, and Dickinson, yet he was always
ping or raging at them
continually;
|Wwelcome in all-thg;ehurches of the Q. M.,
they spoil their tempers, as the mouths and even after he had passed his fourscore
of colts are frequently spoiled, by too years he was listened to with interest, as
he retained his mental powers in a wonsharp a bit and by too tight a curb.”
Children are apt imitators; they learn derful mannér.
Father Newell's gift of preaching was
by imitation. Hence what the parents
not
what is called a revival: gift, yet he
wish their children to be, they should be
before them. If parents scold, fret and was a sound, logical, and instructive
worry, the children will soon learn to do preacher. He had a gifl to show the fallacy
of the old doctrines of Calvinism ; and he
the same and increase the
domestic
uproar.
If the parents deceive _their delighted to preach a free, full, and comchildren, the children in return will de- plete salvation. As to his character it is
ceive them and learn to tell falsehoods. safe to say he was a good man whose life
Honesty is best taught by example. was worthy of imitation—a wan of faith
When the example 1s good, then pre- fally trusting in Christ and him alone ,
cepts are valuable
as
an additional for salvation ; quiet, peaceable, a friend
means; but if the example is bad, pre- to all ; he kept the even tenor of his way.
cepts will be of no avail.
The posi- His last illness was long and painful. He
tion of parents is one full of great respon- was taken.ill the 10th of June and died
who
sibility and those who well acquit them- the 6th of Sept. His daughter-in-law,
selves of their task are worthy of all hon- "cared for him in his last illness, says he
was a great sufferer, but he bore it all
or.
—
with Christian resignation, often saying,
“It is gain to die.” His mind was clear
SIN.
J
—
until a few days before he died.
He
BY REV, A. F. HUTCHINSON,
niade all the arrangements for his funeSin in the unregenerate exists in two
ral. The coffin in which he was buried
forms—as an act of transgression of the
was made by himself 10 years before his
divine law, whether doing what is known
death. He was opposed to the fashionable
to be forbidden, or neglecting to do what
and expensive funerals of the day. He
is known to be required,—and as inward
chose the preacher, the text, his bearers,
moral defilement or depravity.
This disand the brother to make the arrangetinction is not arbitrary or far-fetched but
ments, whom he charged not to have his
exists in the

nature

of

things,

and

is

remains taken to the church, but.

plainly indicated in various passages of
Scripture, as witness the following, the
words in italics in each part indicating
the distinction:
Wash me thoroughly
from mine ¢niquity and cleanse

me

clean hands, and a pure

heart.

(Zech.

18:

1.)

24

Not

Mr. Pierce,
services.

saved us, by the washing of regeneration
and renewing of the Holy Ghost. (Titus
3:5.)
If we confess our sins, he is
faithful and just to forgive ug our sins
and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.
(IJohn 1:9.) He that is unjust, let
him be unjust still: and he which is filthy
let him be filthy still. (Rev. 22: 11.)
Now it is certain, this matter is notclearly presentéd, if indeed it is really understood, in many sermons
and theological
writings, and it is equally true that as

Methodist,

rm————— AEP

took

Rr

part in the
I,

THE ORISIS OF THE S80UL.

by

works.of righteousness which we hate
done, but according to his mercy he.

°

Parks, Rev. Mr. Canney, Free Baptisfs
and Rev. Mr. Biasedell, Baptist, and Rev.

3-4.) In that.day there shall be a fountain opened to the house of David and to |
the inhabitants of Jerusalem,
for sin and for 4
uncleanness.

take

Baptist meeting-house at-Nicholville. Rev.
Mr. Preston of Fort Jackson preached
the sermon from Phil 1: 21, 23. Rev. R.

from

(Ps.

to

them directly to their last resting-placa.
The funeral services pre held in the

my sin. (Ps. 51: 2.) Who shall ascend
into the hill of the Lord? or who shall
stand in his holy place? He that hath

BY

REV.

A.IT.
MH.

MORRELL.

in the Sunday-school lesson for April
3rd one, amongst the numerous deeply interesting truths presented, strikes
us with appalling impressiveness: Let us
call it the “Crisis period of the soul's
probation.”
One of the three persons appearing in
that lesson saidto Jesus, “I will follow
thee, but let me first go, bid them farewell,
which are at home, at my house.”
John
9: 61.
Hid
Doubtless this man was well convinced
of the propriety, duty and safety of be-

ministers and Christian workers a failufe ‘confing a discipleof Christ, and yet was
here is disastrous; and no qualifications not fully cammitted to the undertaking. ot sy can supply the deficiency. Fail- He didnot fee} willing to do the thing reure)in/understanding the true nature of quired, immediately.’
The Saviour comprehended his position
siny involves the failure in applying the
gospel remedy.
Many who are truly —that his attitade was non-committa!,and
converted fail “ to continue in the grace well knew that it was now, or perhaps
of God ;" their inward depravity not being never, with this convicted sinner! that,
removed they ‘are easily overcome and should heturn away from the presence of
ensnared by Satan. It is indeed true that Christ,and the then, powerfully pursuasive
many converts, if not all, feel no motions moral forces acting upon him, all tendof evil, and ippocently conclude that they ing to hasten the moment of final purare indeed free from sin. Butsubsequent pose to follow the Son of God, he would
experience shows them their sad mistake ; lose everything. His interest in his own
and because they find yet remaining evil salvation deglining, in proportion to ‘the
passions and inclinations they often are interference of other aftairs of worldly
led to doubt whether they were ever truly concern ; the Spi
rieved, departing ;
converted. How neccessary it is that his back. turned towards his Saviour and

Christian teachers understand the word of

God on this vital su

his fuce towards ruin, nothing

oh and have the save him!

experience that will enable them to lead
others into the true way of salvation.

now could

Hence that moment was the

pivot on. whigh eternal destiny turned!
Ob! how momentous to that half-decided
Pardon and justification does not remove man, No less so,is the momentof the indeinward depravity ; it does take away the cision of thousands to-day!
|
guilt incurred
by a life of sin, but does
This lesson of warning ought not to be
not, and can not purify the heart.” Heart unimproved by us, espeéially by awakpurity or sanctification is - obtained by ened and anxious souls to'whom the# Sacleansing and not by pardon.
In proof of viour comes 80 nigh with the offers of sal-.
this we vite 1 John 1: 7: “And the blood vation. Delay for a sjogle moment, to

his Son,

cleanseth

from all sin,” and the . passages

sistance in a work entitled ‘ The Mental

above,

Culture and Training of Children by Pye

doctrine only.

Henry. Chavasse, M. D., published by
Messrs.’ Lindsey and Blakiston, of Phila-

it

a most joyous

If these views

are correct,— and they can not be doubted
—how can Christian teachers ignoge. this
subject as they do? The worldliness ang

one else besides. It therefore should
as quickly as possible be subdued ; not by
the mother herself getting into a passion
—certainly not, that would only increase
the mischief tenfold—but by throwing
oil upon the troubled waters; by ‘a soft
answer, which turbeth away wrath’ by a
gentle, and yet bpa firm demeanor; by
turning his attention to something else,
until he be calm, and then by lovingly
telling him of -his- faults; By adopting
such a plan he will be likely for the “future to correct and repress his anger.”

In the difficult matter of training chil- of Jesus Christ,

)

py

i

weakening to a child, as

inbred sin und are living

and solid Christian life.

This is not put

forward

Very many

us’ submitto Christ,

quoted

as a

Christians

all denominations enjoy the

precious

or and necessary it might be in oth
of ‘circumstances, imperils the highest wll

ex-

perience of full salvation or freedom from
a

Fr

by attempting to do;

some other thing “‘first,” however prdp-|
being of the squl.

The ‘crisis has come

and past, and gone forever!

3

»

present were both entertained and instructed. ‘These children will know
something about missions when they become men and women, and will be able

WORK.

G.C. WATERMAN,
CONDUCTED BY REY.
——

_POND'S
EXTRACT.

3

:

ONE

WAY...

to do good work

iEvery one who has had much exper
ry
iona
Miss
of
iit
geme
mapa
the
in
ence
it: difSocieties in our churches has found
ough
thor
and
al
gener
ficult to awaken a
es
culti
diffi
The
work.
the
interest in
quite
or
y
nearl
been
,
cases
some
in
have,
overcome by the faith and persistent hard
that
work of a few determined souls, so
6 small degree of success has attended
their efforts. Something of this kind has
been accomplished in the Roger Williams
church, of Providence. Last year they
held a Missionary Intelligence meeting,

thing like these things can be done in
scores of churches where but little interest
is felt in the work, and will help to
awaken an interest that will result in
permanent advantage to .the cause, and
to those who work for it. We must learn
to use all our forces, and by many methods seek to enlist the sympathies and
helpful services of all our people.

Selections.

for an artist.’

in the influence of the mother over the
children.
She is ambitious for them, usin
ng
it
kindness of one of ‘the ladies havi
ually moreso than is the father, and the

charge, we are enabled to give our read-

ambition/inay
be misdirected. It
not Zebedee who brought John

ers an excellent account of it, taken from

the Providence Journal. In speaking of
it she says: * We have felt, as doubtless
do all especially interested in missions,

James

understanding of our missionary fields
and work, and while they will not often
search much themselves, yet will gladly
we

them, and

bring to

trust not only be awakened to a clearer
perception of the needs of the cause, but
stimulated

likewise

them

the

do their best by the same influence. * The

personal

render

to

for

was
and

two places of honor in the coming kingdom.”
It was their mother, Salome.
Many a Hannah has consecgated her
Samuel to be a prophet: In a
0st of instances in the families of farmers and mechanics, that one or more sons have received a college education has been due
to the maternal sagacity and importunity. And all through the course of study,
the boys have been steadily inspired to

that the people generally need a better

receive what we

to Jesus, desiring

sympathy and aid.” We are sure that
this is just .the case in most of our
churches, and meetings Bimilar to that
"described below will be found useful in]
helping the work. Of course it involves
some labor and care, but it will usually
prove 4 good investment for the cause.
The report from the Journal is as follows:
.

mother aided thg younger ones in learning the lessons, heard them recite at
home, visited the school, attended the ex| hibitions, wrote letters of stimulus, en-

couragement and pride to those at college, and olten spoke the deciding word
as to the life-calling, having herself been
first inspired from above. It will be remembered by those who have read the’
admirable
nell, that it

PAN DESTROYER and SPECIFIC FOR

INFLAMMATION AND HEM.
_ ORRHAGES.

Rheumatism,

cheerful, noble woman. A friend of Flaxman and an old bachelor, who, of course,
was, expected to’have no better views of
marriage, said: * So, Flaxman, I am told
you are married ; if so, sir, I tell you you

artist.”

Going

mgmoir of Dr. Horace Bushwas his mother who, at the

‘How so, John?

|

Rome,

too,

il

really necessary to make
¢But how P’ asked Flaxman.

Catarrh.

went

to

that

account

of

the

who bestowed much labor on

cir-

ehcountered

wife ; not in the form

from

en accurate, and is always

to effort.

the

school

tees.

late

in

depart-

ments of church extension, evangelistic
work and special work in different parts
of the country for the freedmen. The
paper abounded in apt and beautiful il;

Brief remarks were made by the President of the Society, setting forth the duty

of personal responsibility in aiding these
A general service of song at

oe

the

com-

mencement and excellent singing by the
young people of the Society added much
to the interest of the occasion.

The

ex-

ercises closed with the benediction by the
pastor, Rev. A. T. Salley.
.
ANOTHER WAY,

Variety is not ouly the spice of life, but

_ also one of the elements of success in
conducting missionary nisctings. Nas a

change from the style of meetings de-

scribed above, a very interesting exercise
may be produced by the children of the
Sunday-school. - In connection with our

church at Laconia, in

this

always

sides!

been

What

in

a

the

their

faith,

their

enthusiasm,

their fortitude, and their affection!
That pastor is weak indeed, and sorely
to be pitied, who has no circle

of admir-

ing and sympathizing ladies, who are
neither weak-minded nor sycophaatic,
but who appreciate Christian character,
intellectual ability, right ideas, and faithful labor, and are not ashamed to show
it.
‘Their coarser-minded,
money-getting, or place-seeking husbands are often

too busy to think, feel, and act in this direction, and the atmosphere of co-operation and encouragement about the pastor
is left to be created by ladies of intelligence and piety. Blessed is the man
and the cause which they champion!
And have not the churches of all denominations learned

within

the

last

ten

years to value highly the organized cooperation of women? What a testimony
is borne in this respect by the ‘large and
fruitful Woman’s Board of Missions, in
each branch-of the church; fruitful in

RF A

eH

ples and methods!
'T'he single example
of one woman, Mrs. President Hayes,

quietly but effectually

given,

has

been

worth more to that cause than any other sin-

gle instromentality ; and as drinking is a
social habit,and woman controls the social

realm, the triumph

of the cause

nearly be assured when

ladies

ciently enlisted in its-behalf.

therefore, may

will

are suffi-

Whatever,

be underrated or neglect

ed in connection with any good object,
let it not be woman's help.—Dr. W.
W.
Patton, in 8. 8. Times.
.

lilt
Mh
an eo

of recila-

«Marriage i3 the associationof husband

very interesting Missionary concert

tions, dialogues and music by members
The selections confined

and wife.

ready
our

forusein case of acciden
Ointment will 2id ia healing

scars,

inflamed

This 18 the obligatién of marriage.

exercises -pantonship is Rap.

were conducted entirely by the offiders of have u mission to perform,

the Band, one of the vice-presidents, a
bright young girl of not more than fourteen smamers, presiding with grace and
dignity befitting the occasion. The concert was held in the church on: Sunday
evening, a collection was taken, and
all:

Com-

Husband aod wife

and in ac-

complishing this mission each has a part.
The wife has her domestic duties; the
husband his business affairs. Both are
essentiul to sucgess. Bach is to be interested in his own sphere and also in that
of the other. God said: ‘It is not good

for mian to be alone; I will make him an

helpmeet
!

for him'—a

help

worthy

of

was

Earache,
_

stamps or currency.

cured

Telegraly Tang!

of one doctor’s visit.
_ For sale everywhere.

13 incoaveaient.

Broken

;

i

expres-

That's all orthodox. If ye know these
things, happy are ye if ye do them.”
* The men who saw the miracles all
died long ago.
I wasn't acquainted with
any of them.”—1Ingersoll.
Same way with the men who saw Servetus
burned.
But the colonel must
firmly believe that Servetus was burned.
** A little miracle now, right here—just
a little one,—~would do more toward the

advancement of Christianity than all the
preaching of the last thirty years.”—In-

;

“God will not damn a good citizen, a
good father, or.a good friend.”—Ingersoll.
.
Certainly not; nor any good man. ‘A
good mun showeth favor, and lendeth;
he will guide his affairs with discretion.
Surely, he shall not be moved forever;
the righteous shall be held in everlasting
remembrance.”—Psalm xxii: 5-6.
¢ Study the religion .of the body in pre- |
ference to the religion of the soul. A
healthy body will
give a healthy mind,

and a; oaltly TaTE will destroy supersti-

—~-Ingersoll.

G.
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COLLEGE.

“Upon the shadowy shore of death,
the sea of trouble casts no wave.”— Inger:
pe oh
soll.
The colonel must have been singing
that good old hymn, *“ When I can read
my title clear,” in which occur the lines:

wh

30

., Ohio.
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BIBLE;
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or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.

courses of study for both sexes.
Connected with
the Institution is the best commercial college in

Back or Side Ache, Nervous
Head
Ache,
Gout
and all Nervous Pains.

Of course, colonel ; they are the hardest kind to save.
“I will never ask God to treat me any
fairer than I treat my fellow-men."—Ingersoll.
Well, that's perfectly orthodox. * For
if you forgive men their trespasses, your
heavenly Father will also forgive; but it
ye forgive not men their trespasses, neither will your Father forgive your trespasses.” ** For with what judgment ye
judge, ye shall be judged; gnd with what
measure ye metgg shall be measured to

March.
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Spiritual Songs.
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You can try it for the price’
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Pout Extract Medicated Paper for cloeet
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of great service ‘Where the
val

For
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This is
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t
Faceache. When
Joe theextract
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«tions, its effect is simply wonderful.

Piles,

®pective places.

and lived to a good-old age:

the eliphiest foar of harm,

Toothache

the

Freawill Baptist Publications.

ressing of
and prevent

or ‘Sore

5 aise Rinthraiy

John

than ten thousand words in an unknown
tongue.
Brethren, be not children in understanding ; howbeit in malice be ye
children, but in understanding be men.”
—1 Cor. xiv: 19-20.
*“If you go to hell it will be for not
practising the virtues which the Sermon
on the Mount proclaims.”— Ingersoll.

a

and hold the attention of the large

this Elixir,

for

their

as to help

in

the best selling article
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cumstances he compounded

thinzs

:

** Reason is the light of the soul, and if
you haven't the right to follow -it, what
have you a rightto follow ?P"—/ngersoll.
¢* Yet in the Church I had rather speak
five words with my understanding, that
by my voice I might teach others also,

They should be together, ex-

cept when separated by duty. No comlarge amount of information, facts and pany should be so delightful to the wile
arguments being woven together in an as her husband's, and the husband should
|
attractive manner, and so presented ag to seek the company of none with the same
pleasure as he seeks that of his wife.
secure

audience in attendance. The

casteth out fear.”

Fifty years ago, Elder
Downs was given up by his

p

Burns
and Scalds. Io, arin
it is unrivaled, and should be rent in 1 sYery family

go

self-denying labors,at home and abroad, ‘tion."—~Ingersoll.
as well as in contributions of money
That explains why the Indians have no
What new vigor also they have infused” superstitions.
intq the temperange cause, basing their
¢‘ People who have the smallest souls,
efforts on distinctively Christian - princi- make the most fuss about saving them.”

in

of an accomplished and skillful directress. A few weeks since they gave
a
the exercises consisted

both

- CHRISTIAN IDEA OF MARRIAGE.
Dr. Yancey delivered a sermon on marriage in Louisville, Ky., with the following remarks under the head of ‘*Companionship”:
Z

for several years, under the supervision

of the Band.

war, on

State, a chil

dren's Mission Band has been maintained

which

devo-

How warmly they entered into the

civil

nation,

Virginia, Maryland and West Virginia,
so the influence of the schgol extends far
through the surrounding gountry.
A paper entitled ‘* Ourj General Home
Missionary Work” was read by Mrs. A.
T. Salley. The workAf the Society from:

canges.

‘She has also a romantic

power edhe

on . Loudon,
Maryland
and
Bolivar
heights, which are in the three States of

ustrations.

incentive

Christian chirch,by reason” of their imagi-

that locality, and to its extensive influence. As the chapel bell can be heard

its organization was traced in its

an

tion in her nature which makes her a
worshiper, an enthusiast, and, if need be,
a martyr.
THere are no more self-sacrificing patriots than women, no more_earnest partisans, no more thorough devo-

Chapel Hall, now in process of erection,
Reference was made to the exemplary
conduct of the students, to the change of
toward

ac-

Woman has an intuition of the goodness of a man or of a cause, which is oft-

by many students in order to
the increase in numbers and
of the school, the erection of
gentlemen and ladies, and to

sentiment

church

and direct action.

of the school, referring to the great sacri-

public

of ‘her

tivities, or family labors, so much as in
her perpetual inspirations, which operate
on character, suggest thought and study,

“the Ku Klux element, and the ostracism
from society which was for some time the
lot of the teachers, were vividly narrated.
Government buildings were finally given
to the school,-and help from the Freedmen’s Bureau assisted the work, which
had received its greatest pecuniary impetus from John Storer, of Maine, in a gift
of $10,000.
Miss. Phebe J. Wood read a paper giving an account of the subsequent history
fices made
attend, to
efficiency
halls for

Con-

gregations seldom understand how much
of the value of a pastor is. due to his

cumstances connected with the founding
of Storer College, an institution for the
freed-people, situated on Camp Hill, nedr
Harper's Ferry. The opposition felt in
the locality to the establishment of such
a school, the dangers

us.”

eases, when used in season.

as well

keep

' ~

«Skilled operators graduate from the Tele;
Department, New Hampton Commercial Co; lege,
New Hampton, N. H. Send for circulars.

critical moment, turned him from law to sions from Col. Robert G. Ingersoll’s
théology. - Kindredto this is ‘often a sis-_ latest lecture, * What must I do to be
ry Exerci
Interesting Missi
| ter’s love and ambition. Many a young saved?” We have read the tract and we
Female
Complaints. {f.5
The Missionary Intelligence meeting, man has owed to this source both his have read the entire lecture. If this is
be called in for the Jnajonity of female direacesif
the » xtract
be used. lull
directions accompany
held at ‘the Roger Williams church, on strong desire for an education and his truly Ingersoll’s creed, the colonel isn’t
Sunday evening, March 20, was attended means of obtaining it. A sister's spoken so far out of the way. He is coming
CAUTION.
by a large and interested audience. - The words, suggestive letters, and open around, may be. He manages.-to get conPond’s
Extract
Zz been
imitated
The
genuine
has
purse,
have
started
him
on
his
career.
object of the meeting was to present, in a
siderable Scripture into his creed; as he
the words “Pond’s Fxtract” blown in the glaes,
And what can be said in too high sets it forth. There is lots of: hope, in
definite. and concise manner, the Home
-and our picture trade-mark on surrounding buff
wrapper.
None other is genui-e.
Always 1neict
Missionary work of the denomination, es- praise of the inspiring influence of a no- fact there is a great deal of cerlainty for
on having Pond's Extract.
Take 1.octher preparatioa. Itis never sold wn bulk, or by measure.
pecially that part of- it having reference ble wife? © Ah, words fail to depict her the colonel. We subjoin a few articles of |
to work among the freedmen of the grand ideals of character and action, her this man’s creed, just to show from ~ Price of Pond’s Extract, Toilet Artiand $Speciaities,
South.
As this work was commenced at lessons of courage and fortitude in times
what book he got his declaration of faith ; PONDS- clea
EXTRAGT....i0c., £1.00 nnd $1.75
Harper's Ferry, from which it has ex- of distress, her refining influence on lanToilet Cream...... 1 00 | {atures cure...
96
* Honest industry is as good as pious
Avesesens
Bster......
... ..
tended through the Shenandoah Valley, guage and manners, her faith in her hus- idleness,” says the colonel.
,
three of the papers read had reference to band’s possibilities, her methods of conWell; that’s all right. That's orthoedicated r“aper
cealing or supplementing his weakness!
this locality and the work done there.
dox. The Bible says the same thing and
Prepared on'y by POND'3 EXTRACT (0.,
The first, by L. D. Burlingame, gave Reference has been made to Dr. Bush- said it long before the colonel thought of
:
NEW YORK AND LONDOX.
an account of the settlement of Harper's nell’s mother, but he often confessed, it,—*¢ Faith without works is dead.”
Tor sale by a!l Druggists and Faccy Goods Dealers,
Ferry,referred to the grand scenery of the what his intimate friends knew to be
Orders for $2 worth, carriage. f:
on receint of
“If I go to heaven I want to take my
#295
Orders for £5 worth, carrieme free, 01 receiph
locality, spoke of various experiences of true, that in both intellectual and spiritu- reason vith me.”— Ingersoll.
al respects he was immensely indebted to
of 85, if addressed to 14 W. 14th St.. New York.
flood, cholera, ete., gave incidents conOf course, so you will, * for now
we
nected with the armory, established: there his companion in life, at whose feet, so see through a glass darkly; but theo
in Washington's time, called up vividly to speak, many others have sat, receiving face to fuce; now I know in part; but
the incidents connected with the #John lessons for mind and heart, suggestively, then I shall know even as I am knewn.”
Brown raid, and closed with an account not dictatorially, uttered. I well remem- —1 Cor. xiii: 12.
of various vicissitudes connected with the ber hearing one jocosely say of her,that if
* Fear is a dagger with which hypocrisy
she should die, he would put upon her assassinates the soul."— Ingersoll.
war of the rebellion,
tombstone these words of Paul: * Mary,
A paper, by Miss Kate J. Anthony,
That is good gospel, and ** perfect love
gave an exhaustive

t room,

©

‘Spraing‘and Bruises. it.

‘ INGERSOLL'S CREED."
‘With this title some one sent us a little
epigrammatic

\ neat ornament

Js a Sure remedy for
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Itisa sure cure.

Te
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containing
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rs, making
a very
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Flaxman studied the great authors, and
returned to London a great artist; and
Ann Denman helped to lift him to this
pinnacle of fame.”

tract,

Stomach.

The Ladies’ Sewing Companion

&o. Our * Onturvrh Cure,” specially prepared
to meet rerious cases, contains all the Saaathe

dent that wedlock is for a man’s good,
rather than his harm, and you, Aun, shall
accompany me.”
'U'bey worked,
they

econowized, they

the

work,

economize,’ was the reply.
‘I will never
have it said that Ann Denman
ruined

to Rome,’ said he, * and show

Lungs

ply.
se 5the Xerace
Ext:
promptly.
y

must

you great.’
* Work and

John Flaxman for an artist.”

from

The Extract isthe on'y specific
for this disease, Cold in
Head-

on

and that if he would become a great artist, he should visit Rome and Florence,
and study the great works of Raphael and
‘Michae! Angelo and others. “And I,
said Flaxman, ¢ would be a great artist.’
* And a great artist you shall be,” said his
wife, ‘ and visit

"Bleeding

: Dishifieria & Sore Throat.Dé-

he

bring all his powers to bear on his

,

how

went

excel,

cases of
Am

Nose, or from any cause,is speedily controlled and
oi! stopped. Our Nasal syringes (25 cents) and In
ha ers ($1.00) are great aids 12 arresting internal

¢It

to tell her what his friend had said,

that if an artist , would

.

Hemorrhag.s.

How has

He

waluadie

n Back or tide, &o.
0O1r Ointment (50
cents) for use when removal of clothing is ligpns
venieat, iiagreat help ia relieving inflammatory

with

happened,’ he replied,‘ in the church, and

Anp Denman has done it.”

EE

asterlil

home,

it happened, and who has done it?

Neuralgia.

No other preparation nas cured
so many

DD

G00D AGENTS WANTED,

HALF A CENTURY OLD,

THE GREAT VEGETABLS

her hand in his, said: ¢ Ann, I am ruined

the

been held, and, by

has

think of marrying a man who bas no
money. Begone with all such miserable
perversions of marriage!
About a hundred years since there lived in London
John Flaxman, a young artist of great
promise. At tweniy-seven years of age
John Flaxman married Ann Denman, a

Flaxman, taking a seat by his wife,

. ‘WOMAN'S HELP.
was instructive and full of interest. This
similar meeting in behalf of the | It furnishes a large part of the inspirayeaar
work at Harper's Ferry and our general tion under which men act. -This begins
Home work

And there are young ladies who would not

are ruined’ for an

work, which

our Foreign

in the behalf of

for the cause. \Some-

him. A good wife is man’s best helper—
a helper in his business, a helper in adversity, in poverty. The prevailing notion is that a man is not ready to marry uoless he has enough to ‘support’ a wife.
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for publication
and all letters
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AIM OF THE PREACHER.
Much depends upon the minister of
Christ having the right. object in view,
taking

direct

aim

at it.

We

imagine that some ministers fail in
‘or both of these particulars. * Some
be aimless, but it is to be feared that
greater number have some selfish or
ordinate object in view, and

one
may
a far
sub-

if they

aim

for it and hit it; they fall far short of hitting the true mark which Christ has set
before them. Christ came to save the
lost, and for this he lived and labored and
died ; and when he arose from the dead

/
his disciples—and
€+imnihe commissioned
comission extends

to

us—to

that

prosecute

"7 this work in all the world until every
man, woman and

child’ shall, have

"offer of salvation.
“long

as

the

As this will exist as

probation

endures,

there

Noth-

labor.

successful

True

success

is to be attained by making these, which

D. D.

are so thickly strown in our pathway,contribute to the grand result.
The acorn germinating is far from being the magnificent oak. It is only when
it has borne

and then

of

obstacles to be overcome.

PROF. R: DUNN, D. D.,

AF All communications designed
should be addressed to the Editor,
on business, remittances of money,
addressed to the Publisher, Dover,

Unwearied vigilance is a necessary coning great is to be accomplished without
attention, industry and application to the
work. It 1s.easy to understand that labor
of some kind, physical or” mental, is indispensable to a laudable success, bat
watchfulness is no less so. We are in a
world where difficulties are to be met and

Editor.

PROF. J.J. BUTLER, D. D,,
REV.J. M. BREWSTER,
:
REV. W. H. BOWEN,

ateness..

WORK AND WATCH.

Morning” Star.

will

the storms

und

frosts,

the

snows and winds of many a severe winter
that it- is entitled to that appellation:

mon is a good thing

but

it

is

not

the

mark at whielt'the preacher should aim;
it is rather the ipstrument By which he

the man that
the blow.
at the head.
imagery and

rhetorical flourishes may interest, amuse,

delight and captivate thd audience
out reaching the necessities

of

with-

a single

soul.
Aiways aim directly at the heart.
The mark is not the sermon or the head

but the heart.

Learning

the end, but it is not the

the most important.
correctly,

To

born

is nowhere near the man of mature years.

It takes time to bring this about; and the
strength of character which his. manhood
develops depends upon the discipline
through which he passes, the obstacles
overcome, the afflictions suffered, and the

vest.

should know Christ

‘mot

head but with the heart.

to his business, who

not give
does

not

attention
watch

as

must not only work, but he must see to it
that his" work is efficient—that every blow

telli—that obstacles are boldly met and

with

the

can de-

pict better the state of the lost soul

than

he who has been conscious of it himself,

who has tasted the ‘“ wormwood and the
gall,” and felt the peace of sins forgiven ?
It is the man who has been comforted
himself that knows how
to comfort
others.
.
The sermon should be the outgrowth
of the life and character of the preacher
himself, aiming to reach ig the heart,,to
«convince, to persuade and to lead the man
- to Christ. If he has behind his words
Christian

character

and

life,

genuine

spirituality and love for the souls of men,

"he can fall back

upon Jesus with as-

surance that he. will work

through

him

effectually. Then no matter how much
education he has,
the more the better ; no
matter how polished the steel he wields,
the better the instrument the better the
execution, if Christ be behind it all. He
is the efficient power—the final cause in

this matter.

Similar injunctions

are given to all

Christians. Hear the Master: * 1 say unto
all, watch.”
They were to watch against
temptation and resist it, watch for the end
of life and be prepared for it,and watch for

Now it-is nothing against

the utility of education that a man full of
Jesus—full of love for souls,without much
culture or depth of intellect, has been ex-

their guard, become cold

indifferent

and

or with trembling solicitude,
they lose their
interest in the matter as ix were of little

It was

not

the education that ingaired him, it was the
want of the spiritual unction to utilize the

possible ; he will find a use for it. But
«especially should he live near to the
. Saviour, in constant sympathy
mi

yi,"

com-

and suffering as well as in prosperity,that
‘he may know the various phases of their
necessities, and be able to administer to

them
4)

and

munion with him, and bring himself into
frequent contact with men jn adversity

Here it is all in a nut:

shell, easily . comprehended: We must
watch and work with manly firmness until we become strong or fail of ultimate
success.
4
%
“ Those who toil bravely are strongest.”

The attention here

undivided.

must

be single

or

The eye mdst be upon

the

mark, the pressing forward must be intent, simple in purpose and in act. He
that has his hand on the plow, at the
same time looking back, can not make

good work—is not fit for it.

He can not

serve God and mammon if he tries, and
yet he necessarily has so much to do

.those truths
best calculated to lead their

souls
to Christ, and keep them in vital
communion with Him, The preacher's
aim is wique, and his work is sublime—

its consummation
happy and its rewards.
#

next illustration, Matt. 18:

15-17, and as-

of St. Petersburg” is to be composed

of

the council are to act upon all messed
proposed by the commandant, subject to
the approval or veto of the Emperor.

‘ The measure,” says the Agence Russe,
the

late

Czar.”

Mr.

nature, in all his duties;

and he goes for-

ward step by step, methodically and habitually working out the great problem of
life, laboring for the salvation of others,
and drawing continually nearer that hour

UHURCH DISCIPLINE.
A correspondent, * W.,” tries

very

hard to take exceptions to the editoriai
on the above subject, but he does not
touch the points there advocated:
He
commences: *‘ The principles and the
important duty of church discipline should
be understood, and faithfully practiced,
go that churches may not dishonor themselves by allowing in their members what

they publicly condemn.”
This is just what the editorial

attempt-

It would not have churches
dishonor themselves either in keeping, or
in the manner of excluding, unruly mem-

In many

:

respects,

the

monarch

whom

the Nihilists slewy the other day,
grand

man.

He

was

was

absolutely

Che

monished, entreated, and,if possible, re-

formed. This was, and is always to be,
the first buginess in disciplining an offend-

ing brother.”

This is too often forgotton.

Our correspondent continues: ‘¢ The
principles of purity, love and forgiveness,
taught by Christ, though not having direct
reference to churches, (is it possible that
hé meant to say this?) does indicate in

what spirit discipline should be conduct-

free

from that corruption which is the blackest

curse of Russia,

and

which

taints

the

to

his

nearest relatives of the Great White Czar.
He

had the

truest

aspiration

do

duty to the huge Empire over which he
ruled, and morning, noon or night he
never spared himself

in

toilsome

work.

as he was,

less from

writhed and groaned not

impracticable

impotency

to

ameliorate the evils. For, while honest and
sincerely well intentioned, Alexander II.
was a weak man. True, he began his reign

with a spasm of self-assertion; but the
favorites gained his ear; his family compassed him about; the whole huge, stub-

‘bof, ponderous vis inertie of immemo-

tence;

or, if it must

be so, to remove the

unrepentant offender.

:

:

«« While there should be love, forbearance, modesty, patience and a forgiving

CURRENT TOPICS.
—-THE question which exhausted so much
of the time of the late Congress—namely,
how to meet the maturing government
bonds—has been settled by the new administration by a policy which commends

community
is des-

obstacles ; and his impotence

to

do

this,

with the self-consciousness that it behooved him to do it, embittered all his
later life. Alexander ILI. is a stronger
man than was his father. He ‘has no
favogjles, and he has a firm will and a
wise wife. Whether that strong will
shall lean'toward despotism or toward re-

upon him sees nothing

in

its

true

light.

However excellent and valuable it may
be, it is so distorted and buried up in rubbish that it is impossible for him
=

.

*ala

to

.

dis-

.

cover its beauties or appreciate its excellenéies. He settles down into a state of
moroseness where his peevishness and
fault-finding shut out the sun-light of all
happy, pleasurable or useful associations.

The Standard puts it thus:
There is no disposition of mind so inim-

-ical to comfort, to usefulness, to piety
and to God himself, as that which produces a generation of croakers

which, more-

to hold them still at the reducell rate of
three and one-half per cent. interest.

As-

surances have been given, however, by
leading capitalists and bankers, which

and

com-

They are well known in every

tion,—until, as the Boston Advertiser fitly

remarks:

‘To

save the Indians

from

both will have to show

much

patience.”

,

The average Indian is, like every other
barbarian of the common type, physically
inferior to civilized man. In very many
cases he is diseased by the natural results
of exposure, ignorance and’ the manifold
accidents of untutored

ticists have

caused

life.

The

roman-

the impression

the state of nature is a state of moral

nocence, physical

strefizth

that
in-

and happy

joys. Rousseau and Chateaubriand seem
to have believed this as a well established dogma. Butihe realities of the case
are opposed to
m. Throughout nature, creatures left’tb themselves are more
frequontly bruised, diseased and deformed
than in a state of perfect health. ‘The

as sent to Russian representatives abroad, Germania of Tacitus is almost a roménce,
author's purpose being,not to describe
which does not hint at any unwillingness'] the
4 people with fair and unfeeling fitness,

the tares as not applicable to the church.
It was used in the editorial simply as an

illustration, and we fail to see its inappro-

will endeavor to strengthen her power,

the doctor to see his old student at Geauga
Seminary, now atthe pinnacle of greatness.”

3

ib

LJ
ou

secure

an

instructive

reading.’ The statistics of every school from
which a report could be obtained are printed
with the report, and show an aggregate of 815
schools, with 61,276 scholars, among whom
there were 2,285 conversions during the year;
17,138 copies of the Myrtle and Little Star

appropriation

from

the Peabody fund to aid jn holding one or
two teachers’ institutes for colored

The

Harper's

people

|

during the year.

Ferry Quarefiy

was held here last week.

Meeting

At the Minis

ters’ Conference the question

arose

of li.

censing a brother from the North, who

‘had been holding meetings in this vicinity
in

member

a

was

He

good ‘standing in a Northern church, his
walk and character here had been without
reproach,
but ou the fact appearing that

to the

he had contributed almost nothing

support of bis family during -the- ‘winter,
which he had left in Massachusetts, the
Conference, kindly but firmly refused to

grant the license uatil the brother had removed

all groundof complaint against him

in that respect.

The tribute thus

paid

to

the sanctity of the family relation is sfg-

2,
nificant in the highest degree.
These ministers know the Treatise by

were taken by these schools and $16,447 were
raised for the support of the schools and be-

heart, and to take any action that is notin

nevolent purposes.

accordance with its printed articles would

© A clergyman overtaking a boy

on

the

road

usked him where he was going. * 01” he said,
I’m going tothe meeting

hear about

They are

the: fidelity to denominational usage and tothe
upholding of denominational principles set
ister.
“ What'do you know about missionan example that in some respects could be
aries? * Why,” said the ‘boy,* I'm part of
profitably imitated farther north.
the concern.
I’ve gota missionary box, and I
Among the visiting delegates were two
always go to® the missioniry-meeting.
1 befrom the vicinity of Luray and Staunton
long.” Not only every child but every adult
who had come two hundred miles to atshould feel that he isa * part of the concern,”
and has a responsibility in missions, in Sabtend the meeting andto solicit teachers to
bath-schools, in public worship.
This*will be | go to their sections
and hold schools.
the case when all are trained up from childOne of them did not know a letter of the alhood to have an interest in these things, to phabet a few years ago, but by his own efmissionagges.”

to

seem to be next to impossible.

Freewill Baptists to the core, and in their

* Missionaries!” said the

min-

always attend to_ their and do something to
promote their prosperity. Every one can then

say, ‘““Why,
long.”

I'm part

of the
:

concern!

I be-

So much depends on the laws of human

life

that the matter should have a more prominent
place in our courses of study in all our schools.

Health,

the

means

of

averting

blereditary

taint, and of prolonging life, is the next in importance to the welfare of the soul. = Igno-

death of millions who pass away prematurely
in infancy, childhood and youth by transmitted
diseases.
Life is also abridged by vicious habits, by vileness of principle and character, so
that comparatively few live to ** threescore
years and ten.”’ "The great majority are borne
away before their time. These are the facts as
they are@and not as they should be.
Most of
men ought to live longer than they do and
would, were they not unwittingly or recklessly
the cause of their own destruction. _ Here is a
grand opportunity for reform.
.
Food and Health says that Cooper Union
‘* is not by any means the only place of public resort in N. Y. city where lack of ventilation combined with other causes .is working
grievous harm.
We are going to make it our
business to investigate this matter thoroughly,
and trust to thoroughly arcuse the publi¢
to
the necessity of doing something.
What is the
good of having clean streets, that is, if we ever
do enjoy such luxury, if we are to visit poisontainted libraries, churches and theaters, travel
in poison-tainted cars and steamers, and live
in poison-tainted offices and rooms$” The fearful dangers which threaten us as a people
from the use of poisonous, adulterated food and
of canned fruits should alarm the people, and
awaken such a public sentiment as shall react against their use and cause our legislatures
to enact such laws as shall restrain or stop the
nefarious business of adulteration, and prevent
the use of cans that will poison their contents.
Self-protection at ull events i demanded.

forts since then he has acquired a good elementary

full of ‘the

that ‘was

pith of the gospel.
The previous educational supply has only increased the demand forit among the
people. The calls for teachers and preach-.
and

ers, schools

from

up

churches, come

new sections each year, a gratifying proof
of the growing desire for self-improveSunday-schools, missionary and:
ment.

temperance work and all the good causes
of/ the age recelve theircordial support,—

an assurance that they are to be equal to
‘the demands that will be made upon them

in the coming years.
Gi. F. MosHER.

,
SO -o
-e

‘ Ocean

Park Association.
NO.

4.

The Guilford grove and beach property
at Old Orchard has been purchased by an

ussoclation of F. Baptists, duly organized

under a charter granted by

of Maine.

The

the ‘legislature

purchase

money

ready been paid and the grove,

charge of the agent of the

has al-

under

the

Association, is

being cleared and a survey of lots made
with reference to a day for the opening of
the

grounds

and sale of

lots,

which

will

internal

development.
EJ

The

Emperor

.

-

occur the first of May.
| A plan of a Temple for holding general
public meetings, to be erected on the
grounds, has been adopted and the loca
tion for the building

will

it

and

selected

be erected early in the season.
Wis desired that all persons who intend to erect cottages or other buildings
the present season, should at once report
to the agent of the Association, Dea. O.
Daurgin,of Saco, Maine, or to the following
committee, Rev. I. ID. Stewart,,Dover, N.
H; B. F. Haley, Esq., New Market, N. H.,
and E. W. Porter, Lowell,
special rates can be made

Benomanational Hetos.

he

Sanday

last

and

education,

preached a sermon

that

Mass.—so
with

railroacs

to favor both the Association and

the

per-

sons whe desire to build. = The larger the
amount of material purchased
at
one
time, the more favorable the rates of
freight can be made; also, better terms of
purchase.

Special Correspondence.
HARPER'S

FERRY,

W. VA,

Three years ago we were

the laying of the corner
Hall, for the use of girls
| tend the schooi but

Apr, 12.

down

stone

here

who wished

could

at

of Myrtle

find

no

take shares than could

rooms.

without

as

well

kept

be

used

for

as

during

May

the

the present season: to such

anniversary exercises,

his

people, and

person

It's

however

merely

general meeting

the dedication

for

We hope a large number

new

;

rate

can

the next

of

Temple and grounds by the first of August.

costly,

:

in all direc-

this

beyond

the first of May and it is desired that cot

find it completed, and a parc of the ornma.
mentation and the blessed influence “On
The work here is growing

of

tages and society buildings shall be erected
as rapidly as possible, so that we may
have sufficient accommodations to hold &

hall, but our next visit here is doubtless to

Camp Hill.

The time

meeting of the Association in May.
The grounds will be ready for building

chooses

the

a

in the

to membership

not be now ‘promised

preparatory

work that is now being done for

eligible

Association.

is aiding a greater movement than it falls

to promote.

persons they

The taking of a share, makes

per cent.

for his subject the name of the man whom
the State hung for attempting to free
them. ‘The person who gives his money
or his influence to help promote this work

to the lot of most wars,

now for per-

ued at one hundred dollars, as was made
upon the shares, which was twenty-five

30th, when Fred Douglass will deliver an
oration oh John Brown.
Surely, it should
mark an era in the history of this country,
when an ex-slave, honored by an appoint.
-ment to an important office by a government that once held him in bondage,
comes up here to dedicate a hall to the educational uses of

by

will make the same discount on a lot val-

much=

the
laid

announced

sons to subscribe by sending their ‘names,
with the money, to the treasurer, B. ¥+ Haley, New Market, N. H., and get the discount of twenty-five per cent.
The directors hold out, also, the followIng lnducement to persons who will build

the

Stone and brick are
already
on
ground. The corner stone is to be

as

ken, so there is an opportunity

the average in our New England seminaries for young ladies.
Last Monday work was begun on the
is to

accommodated

circular, the directors have extended both
the time and the number of shares to be ta-

knowledge that their rooms were to be inspected. But we found them invariably
neat and clean, and quite

be

in the first one hundred,

To-day we see the hall completed, every
room occupied, and its great worth fully
established.
We were shown through the
building the other day, while the occupants were at recitation, and

to

On account of more persons desiring

to at-

of our churches

will erect society buildings the present
season upon ‘‘ Temple Square,” where lots
are reserved for this purpose.
The grounds are easy of access, so that
material for building can be delivered at.
the grove direct from the Boston & Maine
railroad, or by the beach railroad, upon
the beach and near the other end of the
:
grove,

This

railroad passes

directly

through

the lot, so that lumber will need but

little

to assume the daties of an autocrat:
tions. New sections are yearly learding handling. This is also true in case of »,
but to hold up to the fashionable men and
of
the school, and sending up their young discharging it from the Boston & Maine
.
women
of
Ipxurious
Rome
an
ideal
‘picHis Majesty, the Emperor, on ascend;
!
ing the throne of his ancestors, assumes ture of natural health and virtue. The men ‘and women for an education. A railroad.
‘a8 an inheritance the traditions consecrat- Germania resembles Atala, if not Paul young man came: from Norfolk a few
It is very desirable that all persons who
ed by time and their acts... Russia has and Virginia. Natural history has ex- months ago. The next term'he brought have subscribed for shares should at once
now attained her full devélopment. "Feel- posed the comparative hollowness of these ‘three or four others with him. There are send the amount of subscription due to the
ings of jealousy and disggntent. are equal- ‘romances, and the natural ‘history of the many cases like that. This week the State
Treasurer, so that the necessary improvely foreignte
her. ' The Em
will first American Indian shows him"to have the
give bis attention to the internal develop- elements of civilized man, but only in a Superintendent of Public Schools has been ments ofground can be carried forward as
ment-of the State. The Emperor's for- stunted, rudimentary and ‘germinal con- here to arrange the terms on which mohey rapidly as possible.
His health is not remrkable,
his appropriated by the last legislature, for the * Also, that new subscriptiohs be made ;and
eign
policy will be entirely, pacific. Rus- dition.
sia will remain faithful wo her friends, strength is limited, his muscular develop- normal training of colored youth whq pro- there is every reason to believe that lots” * +
°°
:
reciprocate the friendliness of all states, ment very slight. - .
pose to teach, may be applied in their bepurchased and buildings erected now, will
<A cordespondent, referring to Rev. Dr.
Bull's ‘recent visit to ‘the White House, remarks that ‘‘ it must be a great pleasure to

“
Lr.

and a copy has been sent, through the Yearly
Meeting agents, to every Sunday-school in the
denomination, The report of thé Corresponding Secretary,"
Mr. E. W. Page, of New York,

needed chapel and for recitation purposes.

Only the duty of protecting her honor or
secyrity may divert her from the work. of

3

Bap-

Union has been published,

new hall, which

reasoning:

that afford the only ground on which he
can expect a happier reign for himself or
his country than his father enjoyed. Here
is the official announcement of his policy

The 44th annual report of the Freewill

tist Subbath-school

the appearance of the school, and hopes to

be able to

‘during th¢/wicter.

government in all its branches, and the
humanitarian help of the country. And

bonds will be allowed by the holders to

or turn his back upon all previous pledges

to
!

extinction requires the wise action of the

run on the new terms.
——TnEe Czar suddenly raised to power
will find enough to do to fulfill his pledges
and satisfy the conflicting demands made
upon him. Years ago it was understood
that
‘he would never consent to rule
Rugsia as an.auatocrat.” The question now.
is, whether he will meet this expectation

/

communi-

The same paper declares that the Indian
problem is medical and physical as well
as political and moral, which conclusion
it arrives at from the following course of

make it reasonably certain that at least
two-thirds if not more of the six per cent.

up

‘the present time.

plainers who delight in railing, and make
it a business of converting honey into gall.-

tined to strengthen very materially the ty, and should be treated to ‘‘ rosemary”
hands of the government.
It matters but (or *‘ rue,” or some bitter herb; for they
cured by the grace and
little to what particular person or persons “do not care t
tenderness an
yve and patience and
belongs the credit of devising the scheme courtesy and cheerfulness of Him who deannounced by Secretary Windom, it is ‘a lighted to do the will of God.
measure which will make the new government popular at the beginning of its 7re- ——THE Indian problem has been a vexed
gime.
The principal advantage sought to question ever since the Caucasian usurped
to be attained in the abortive legislation the rule of this country from the primitive
of the last Congress will be secured by owners of the soil, and it has steadily
this act of the Executive, in stopping the grown in importance and perplexity as
six per cent. interest on a large part of the men of the forest have been compelthe public debt, and the holders of the led to retreat within narrower and yet narbonds will have nothing to fear as to the rower limits by the advance of civilizanegotiation of their claims,

days

rial rotenness, of tenacious, mualtitudinous rance of these things, or inattention to them,
officialdom—lay doggedly across the hard "results in the abridgment of life and consepath of reform. Alexander's aspirations quently of usefulness. The evil commences
were powerless to pierce the dense, solid with “ill assorted marriages,” resulting ‘in the

ed.”
These *‘ principles” are the inherent
principles on which the church is founded,
and without which it can have no existence. They’ are to come into exercise on form, remains to be seen. The suspense
all occasions, and especially in cases of will node long, for Alexander Alexandrovitch is not the man to dally or éxtemdifficulty and discipline.
Our brother closes up with sentiments porize.
in perfect harmony with the editorial, as
~——MURMURING i8 a very unfortunate
follows :
habit to say the least. It augments like
«Every scandal or rumor of immoral
all other habits and wherever it fastens itconduct by a member, should-be promptly”
self it destroys all happiness, ** hushes the
investigated by the church; so as to vinmusic of nature and darkens the brightest
dicate the accused if possible; or if in the
skies.” It scatters all those pleasurable
wrong, by kindness and sympathy to win
emotions that dwell in generous and thankhim back, through confession and peniful souls. He who has this habit fixed

and act in common with other Governbers.
Rf
vo
He objects to the use of the parable of ments in maintaining general peace.

r

a

find it.

If this

be prepared to pay it they are not willing

The Christian who prosecutes the great
busihess of his life with undivided atten-

son,

pot,

be excluded.

he is continually on'his guard, be will be
led away imperceptibly from his Christian duty. Whether he is aware of it or
not, when he becomes filled with the love
of the world, *‘ the love of the Father is
:

and

which are as follows:

has no reference to church discipline
where among all of Christ's teachings
is there anything that does? We fail to

lican,” i. e., let him

over, the Secretary of the Treasury will

not in him.”

marks in regard to both father

jisters
ef the Free Baptist denomination

will be found very interesting and

¢“is a part of a scheme for the whole em-

He took but few pleasures. The melancholy of his position made somber his
features and darkened for him all the
brightness of his life. For he had -the
bitterest consciousness of the abuses that
were alieniating those subjects who had
been wanting to couple the names of *‘God
and the Czar.” He knew how the nation
writhed and groaned and he,absvlute
des-

with the things of the world. ‘that unless

the requisite counsel and, comfort, ed to do.

and to bring forth in private and public

gn

at large and which, if successful,

the matter and the manner,” if he would
save himself and his héarers. Study and

of him. ' He should get all the learning

:

It is still more surprising that «*W.”
should make the objection: he does to the

several

to obtain elsewhere. We understand that his
work when completed will embrace biographical sketches of nearly all of the deceased min-

** Council

pire, projected by

itself to capitalists and to the

soul,‘ ‘take heed” to his teaching *‘both to

is required

the

men, &e.

men, be strong.”

education,
Ry
:
* Take heed'to thyself and unto the
doctrine ; continue in them ; so shalt thou when he will hear, the sentence, ¢ Well
save thyself and them that hear thee.” A done, good and faithful servant—enter
thou into the joy of thy Lord.”
minister, then, must take care of his own

. .self-consecration to thie work

A council called

by the "landlords and independent tenants. These 228 delegates composing

church.

and Strong’s encyclopedia, spent

government of the leading cities of the
empire.

the case the tares blended so intim%tely
with the wheat appropriately illustrates
hypocrites in the church, to say the least.
Barnes says, ‘Our Saviour teaches us
here—1. That hypocrites and’ deceived
persons must -be expected in the church.
2. That this is the work of the enemy of
4. That
an attempt to remove them entirely
would injure real Christianity,”
&c. Some
others think it has reference to the Jewish

isters in’ the different Baptist denominations
for the supplementary volume of McClintock

‘making eoncessions which were planned in this office last week, gathering from the files
by the late Czar, having in view the self-’ of the Star information which he was unable

one delegate from each city district,elected

$8. That all hope of removing

tendént expresses great satisfaction with

Rev. J. C. Stockbridge, I). D., of Providence, R. I., who is" writing sketches of min-

——Ir is stated that the new Emperor is

the nature of

consequence.
The apostle says, ¢“ Watch
ye, stand fast in the faith, quit you like

traordinarily successful, while a man of tion, watches, and prays, and wofks, with
«cultivated intellect and profound elo- systematic efforts. There is method in
quence, without these spirituai endow- his progress, and habit, which is second
ments, has proved a failure.

distinguished ; so that from

progress and be sure to make it. ¢ Watch spirit in conducting church discipline;
thou in all things.” Here is where Chris- justice, firmness and persistence are as
tians are most likely to fail. They get off much needed.” oO
Be
on oo

‘¢ own salvation with fear and trembling,”

Who

them up there is danger of ¢f rooting up
the wheat with them.” This could not
possibly be tiie case if the hypocrites were
already outside of the church and easily

«Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty.” Barnes says, ‘‘It was to be brought to
So itis the price of success. The man the church in order that he might be ad-

or

only

* Kingdom "—the church, ‘that in rooting

be unto thee as a heatheh man and a pub-

;

The man who does

religion
He

in his

sert in the face of Christ's own declaration: ‘It does not say a word about what
The
that this may be the case, the: utmost churches should do with offenders.”
watchfulness should be exercised.
Ie editorial used it as the attempt to settle a
who gives no attention or care to he personal difficulty which was finally to be
germinating, growing and maturing Seed brought into the cQurch for their action.
must not expect a very promising’ har- “If he neglect to hear the church let him

only

it.

seed or children of God

work done. All these do their part. in
‘giving strength of character. In order

before they are aware of it, and neglect
their work. Instead of working out their

a man must experience

the good

people I have met,” makes'some just re-

child

to

means

« hypocrites ” which are so mingled ‘with

perity without detriment to others. These
are the principles by which the policy of
tbe Emperor will invariably be guided.

NOTES

BRIEF

:

advance her welfare and secure her pros-

Archibald Forbes in his lecture on ‘Royal

The

is a means
teach

Cruden says
reference to

giving it its character.

-may reach the true mark. A perfect plow “triumphed over and that adversity which
“or hoe is not'the object of the husband- can not be avoided is bravely endured
man, but the instrument to be used to gain and made to contribute to manliness of
the harvest. A fine net is not the object character. ©
It is the vigilant man who sces the
of the fisherman—it is to catch fish. So
the true object of the ¢ fisher of men} is temptation and meets it successfully, who
to catch men, and he must not misthke apprehends the difficulties before him and
surmounts them, who discovers ways
the instruments or means for the end.
Shall he resortto clap-trap to fill up and means to compass his ends, and who
finds opportunities for doing good multithe house, make the support of meetings
easier and the salary higher, and secure plying on his hands. The more he does
popularity and self-aggrandizement? No, the more he can do, and the more- he
no! Never! These are by no means watches the better he can do the work.
This principle holds good not only with
lawful objects. His work is to save the
souls of men; and if in the use of legiti- common employment, but also with all
mate means to accomplish this end the professional labor. The lawyer, doctor,
house is filled and he becomes popular, artist, and minister of the gospel, all,
all right, if it does not make him proud must prosecute their work with watchful
care. ‘‘A bishop must be
Vigiand divert him from his true work.
Brandishing a polished sword is no evi- lant.” Peter exhorts the elders to ¢ be
<¢‘They watch for your souls
dence of a brave soldier; there is no vigilant.”
power in it; that must come from the as they that must give account.”
hand that wields it—from
«controls the hand and aims
It is not enough to aim
Novel theories, beautiful

be diffefence of

These obstacles are made to do much in them entirely would be in vain.

well as work, is very liable to fail.
‘be occasion for this work until the end.
mes more depends on the .watchOftenti
The question then is, at what shall the
ing
and
care than upon the work done.
preacher directly aim, to compass this object? Shall he seek to preach eloquent,
beautiful or great sermons? A good ser-

may

There

opinign as to its meaning.
that *“tares” has special

half. There are’six normal schools
white pupils in ‘West Virginia, and

for
the

pot'be less «valuable
shall have

after improvements

been made

and

many

State thus makes Storer College the medi-

buildings epetted.
Brethren and sisters

number of colored pupils,

we have now;a location for an

um for the normal training of a limited
The Superin-

other

on
of New England, ;

encamp-

.

o
ms
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God spare him yet a little longer to administer
unto the church there; every one loves Bro.
Riggs. On Sunday we bad quite a congregation and.a good feeling prevailed. On Satur-

By united front we can. What

is going to tell
E.W.P

day.and Sunday following, we met several
of the brethren of the Ft. Smith Association at

Union church in Quarterly

Growth

Winisters and Churches.

Tbe

Eastern.

next

On

Quartgrly

Monday

Meeting

we

traveled

Rev. E. C. Cook received a donation of the

6.
value of $20 from friends ‘in’ Dover, April
enRev. C. W. Purington, late of Weld, is

CALHOUN

& NORTH

(Mich.)

Q.

field church the Sth inst. Owing to misundepstanding of the time, but four of the churches

were represented by letter or delegates.

Rev.

Wni. Taylor was chosen moderator.
Revs.
J. Ashley and F. R. Randall preached the
Word with good acceptance and power.
Rev.
J. Ashley commences to labor “with the -Hadley’s Corners church April 24th, preaching every alternate Sunday morning and evening.

The Whitefield church has enjoyed a good
Its affairs
degree of prosperity the past year.

have been peaceful and pleasant. Very few of
its members have been removed by death,

have

commenéed

life.

& new

Next session with the St. Jo. River

Friday evening, August 5.

Their pastor,

at

Rev. N. 8. Palmenter, is laid by for the present,
with nervous prostration; hus been very sick,
1 have enjoyed two
but is slowly recovering.
.Sabbaths with them, and shall be with them

unfavorable and the

on account of the

“The Waterbury River church is being sup. plied with preaching by Leroy 8. Bean, a stu-

that he will be induced to'withdraw his resig-

other friends
nation, the church and many
having earnestly requested him to do so.
York.

The F. B. church in Buffalo have sold their
-house of worship on Niagara Square to the
The latter
Congregational society for $15,000.
soclety intend expending $1,000. or 81,500 on
the building. The F. B. society intend to
build a new church in another part of thescity
In the sale of their house
as soon as aay be.
cee
the bell, organ and pews were reserved...
Rev. Dr. Ball and daughter bave just returned
from 8a visit to Washington, D. C.
New interest hus been awakened in the

with

have

They

church and society at West Falls.

TUSCARORA

John 3: 3—5,
MINISTERS’,
and

acceptQ.

Rochester

church,

ed a call to the Penfield

MARION
with the

M., where his work and responsibilities will

iousness,
Nervous
and many
Mandrake

Now is the

Make

of the

pastoral

death have

visited

Towa,

oil, and the

of

Rev. N, W. Bixby, “of

White,

church, June

a

Tows'¥ x

Tow

also

is

We met there, Rev. Bros. Howell and

valiant service in tB8* cause there. ‘We next
Mazzard- Chapel and found

pastor

although

a live

Brg. Riggs 1s the

afflicted with an affection

the lungs, he has Leen doing good work.

of

May

JELLY.

H. TRUEX

ATT

Notices.

Mw

Grove

3—5. Quarterly meetings remember

Ni bel a 2, suiowior, Clerk,
e

held

with

theT

suitable anniversary exercises.

aged

H. A.

CHEMUNG

Q. M. will hold its April

April

session

Mass.

6 Sones” and

with

,

Each Q. M.

192 pages, board cover.

v mail,

ENGLAND

Giving

next.

Per order of

With

Chairman-

all

mission

money

within - the

bounds

Central Assoclation should be sent.
All money contributed for the Mane

sion should be sent
e.

Rev.

munion

8.

I. Bates,

Treasurer

b2t
Mis-

cost, on Ensilage.

This

(25622)

Free Com-

R. I
\

Portland

Monument.

NJ

=~

2.60

Me

Mrs Joho Stanton Ucpenhagen

Mrs 8 M Moshier Lowville N Y
Mrs

L Moody

Hillsdale,

Adrian

1.00
J.J.

Books
*

1.00

1.00

Mich

Mich.

8.00
Treas.

BUTLER,

bBriggs—R

8

P

}in— G Chamberlin—3 F Cummings—0 Cole—C
E Cate-~B F Carter—Mrs A Carter—L Chase—1 B

A Chase—J D

Cortland—J B Davis—
C Dewey—T H
Drake—Il1 F Davis—H C Dodge—J B Drew—L E
Davis—H N Dowley—J R Davidson—E J Doyle—
G& Damon—M Eggers—J P Eastmun—C A Eaton—
A G Fotbergill—J Flemming—A M Freeman—S P

Frost—A

F

1 Falls—C

A txleason—(x A Green—H J Gould—Mrs L A
Gelatt—C H Gilman—J Gardper—J Goodwimn-—J
H Greely—Mrs A J.Gould—A I, Gerrish--J Haines
—G A
Hartley—O C Hills—J C Hackett—S Hazelton—W G Howe—K Hodgking—T
8 Hatch—G ©
Haynes—R W Hale—W BB Hopkins—E Hull—Mrs
LL
Huntregs—Mrs D D Hunt—E
TL Hobbs—R E

L¢ Har-

mon—W Henry—s G Hodgdon—C E Johnson—D
Jackson—J Jordan—8 W Joy—S8 Jenkins—L Kellogg—J Kimble—3
Krum— Irs E 8 Leavilt—F W
Lyford—W H Lyster—J W Lucas—C A Littlefield

—E G Lane—Mrs E F Laughton—E M 'Leman—E
B Ladd—J B Lash—A L Libby—G Mowry—K W
Merritt—W H Moore—Mrs J McAtthur—Mrs J 8
Morrell—H P Mansur--3 Mudgett—J

W

—~EM Merus—B
T
Marston—S
Nesselrode—I
Norton—F
Nicholg—J M Nej:on—4
Neal—S
8

Nickerson—N Norton—C W
Nelson—G W Ordway
—E Owen—M L Orcutt—O ¥ .Penney—0'
CO Pratt—
8 Beebles—E
8

Fugsley—Mrs EK Perkins—H _B .Pearsors—C R
Pexkins—H Preble=0O D Patech—T M Parker—
Goodrich-T

, E

Prices

low.

Descriptive

Circular

frets

Liberal Commissions, Large
Siles. For terms
J.C. MeOURDY & CO.,
Philadelphia, Ps.

offering this pd pbk to
the public for the first time.

3

Its mag-

than the price of the combination,
and
it makes a neat and novel watchcharm

Jamis by mail, nickel-plated 85c.
am;
goid plated, Sc.

AS

Er

RID

OUT

& CO.,

**

"10 Barolay
Bt. N. Xo,

”
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AGENTS!

AGENTS!

AGENTS®

SUNLIGHT Ano SHADOW

JOHN

B. GOUGH'S

bran’ new book, just published,

is the best chance ever offered to
from the bright

you.

Its Scenes are

drawn

and shady sides A real life, and

"John

B.

[YS

Gough

can portray them. For Pathos, Humor, and intense interest, it Is
without a
peer. It is the “booming *’ book for Agents, and out~
sells all others 10 to 1.
80th thousamd in press. 1000 Agents
wanted, men and women. Now is the time. {9 Exclusive
3
tory and Special Terms given. wg=Send
for Circulars. Address,

A. D. WORTHINGTON

& C4., Pribs., Hartford, Conn.

15t14

AGENTS
WANTED
FOR

and

ME

|

T

THE
MOST
COMPLETE

T

|

toall;

embodies latest

research. Contains Life of St. John; tables showing time of
ables and miracles of Old and New

Testaments; the twenty-

four Sermons of Christ in their order; the eighteen miracles

ofthe Apostles. 1020 pages. 4275 illustrations, price, $3.75...
Extra terms.

Selling fast.

Agents making $200 to

$400.

. a month, . Bradley Garretson & Co., 66 N. 4th St., Phila

OF THE

HAZELTON,

ORGAN

HAINES,

-BILLINGS.

a

TWENTY STYLES at from $22

The above well-known Pianos are unequalled in
variety of styles, at prices which cannot fuil to
uit. All fully warranted, Send for Catalogue.

to 8160; ForTY STYLES at $160 to
ft +8500and up;
prices. Sold also
I for EASY PAYMENTS, from Bem
uate bo
The
BABY
ORGAN
Al is especially adapted
to children, but

HUNT

“will be found equally useful for
- adults, having fine quality of tone

Wew

BROS.

Eng.

Gen'l

608 WASHINGTON

SON & HAMLIN ORGANS are eertainiy the
BEST IN THE WORLD, having won HIGHEST
AWARDS for DEMONSTRATED SUPERIORITY at EVERY
ONE of the GREAT WORLD'S EXHIBITIONS ror
TH
YEARS? being the only American organs which
have been found worthy
of such at any.
~ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUES and PRICE LISTS,
ree. MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN
CO., 164 Tremont
.. BOSTON ; 46 East 14th St.
(Union Square), NEW
ORK; 149
Wabash Ave,, CHICAGO,

Mass.

Scriptures.

nifying poweris equal to & $1 micro)/scope. Asa com;
it is worth more’

and power, and sufficient compass (three and a quarter
octaves) for the full parts of hymn-tunes, anthems, songs
and
ular sacred and secular music generally,

Peden -B

Pitcher—G W Prescott---Mrs A W Preston—N I’
treasury. Toe minutes of the last Y. M. have not
Poase—M A Quinby—F Richardson...T H Roberts
been published because of the lack of funds.
The oping sermon of’ the Ministerial Confer | —C 8 Roberts—E Ray-:8 A Roberts.-W Russell—
D Li Rice—L W Raymond-«~W J Robbins: -H Rus.
ence
wil be on the Steuing of June Eth, instead
Rowell---L A Shumway—R P Slater J A
of the ith, as noticed in the Star. I muke this ‘gell=N L
correction at the instance of the Chairman ef Sutton—Mies H Stalder--J R Smith—WM Stout
Committee.
R. A,’COATS, Clerk. .
=P Smith—~J Scott—M A Shepard.--A L Spear—J
Swain—J © Steele--M W_Spencer—1' Spooneér—H
GENESEE Y, M, will be held with the F.B.
N 8nell—A P Strattan—-E M Stubbs<l Stone—W
church in Scottsburg (Freedom ¢. M.), comw Sharpe—J J Tufts-<Mrg D. Towné.--Mrs W
menciog Friday, June 17, and continuing over the
Sabbath. Conference sermon at 10, a. M. by Rev. T homas—M M Turner--H Thompson-<G F Tibbettg---S
Tasker—s Vittum~R Varney—R J Vari
C. B. Hart. Q. M. clerks will please forward the
vey—I Webber—J Westlake—I A Weller—u
Alatistica) reports for the Register and also the
Wheeler—H Williamgon.-.8 ¢ Whitcomb- .H 'W
ve-cent tax on all resident members which is
due the Y. M. Notice how to reach :the place of Wwilliams-.J C Woodyard---F A Weuiwoith.--B
Weight---L 8 Whiting-<.J Willis-«W P Whites.W
meeting will be timely given iv the Star.
W Willinmg«-) Westly..-Mys L M Ward=AD
16
WM, WALKER, Clerk.
Willinms~J A Leighton.
/

Organ

Voluntaries.

$2.50.

Batiste’s Last Compositions. $2.50.
Organist’s Reliance.
(10 Nos, ‘each $1.25,
Complete $6.) By EUGENE THAYER.
Zundel’s Original Organ Compositions,
($1.25.)
ok
Pp
Pg
In these six well-made books will be found a
very large number of voluntaries, some classical,
some new and light, but 41! geod.
Organists will

be glad to use the longer ones intact, and to adopt
the shorter compositions as themes from which to
vary.
Billee Taylor, price reduced to 50 cents.
Olivette, price reduced to 50 cents.

Johnson's New Method
for Harmony
($1.00).

By A.N. JOHNSON.

‘in the world”

A

Managers,
ST., BOSTON.

Leading

London

Physician Establishes
an Office in New York"
for the Cure-of-Epilep=
tic Fits.

!

Dr. Ab. Meserole (late of London), who makes a
specialty of Epilepsy, has without @oubt treated
cured more cases-than any other living physiand
d
0
i
aS
4 0 0 d
y cian. His success has simply been astonishing;
we have heard of cases of over 20 years’ standing,
By Lowry & Doane.
he 5 sucpessfully cured by him. He has
published a
valuable work on this disease, which
he sends
/
Ne with
a
large
bottle
of
his
wonderful
cure
free to
SOME OF THE RICHEST HYMNS IN THE LAN
any sufferer who may send their express and P.
GUAGE, SET TO BEAUTIFUL
MELODIES
0.
address.
\
4
advise
any
one
wishing
a
cure to
BY THE
ABLEST
WRITERS OF SACRED
SONG, ARE

the

OLIVER DITSON & C0., Boston.

old popular price, $30 per

Railroad.
tunity

“It algo

for

turnishies an excellent oppor:

keeping

school

boarder

ing-house

connected

with

frgfonn

no reffdla

ards

the Institute:

The

Housqis 23x30, two stories high, the KEIl.17x35
story and a half high, the ‘half story well lighted

by luthern windows,

and

the

stable

21x26,

with

goud cellar under the whole,
A
good Cistern,
and one of the best Wells of Water in ‘the village,
are on
the
ises. The
Lot contains about3s
Square
8 of Land, and is situated on the main
street from Pittsfield to Rurnjam. The premises:
cost over $3000; but will be sold at a great reduc.
tion.

Address,
YU IMEV.

Match 28, 1881,
bi

A.

L
i

GERRISH,

|

Otneyville, RI
’

$30to $1000; 2 to 33 Stops.

PIANON $1235 up.
Paper
free. Address Daniel F. Beatty

receipt

76 East Ninth Street, New
Itt

73

Randolph

Street,

AND

PURE WHITE

Is the ONLY

York.

AND

NARROW

~

LEAD,

“SCHOOL

OF

Latin

ol,

Price,

JOHN

oon

REV.

G. S. RICKER,
Lowell,

CHURCH

& CO.

OHIO.

Preacher, and vs
A Distinguished Author, Noted Ohio,
en
J | CR
of Oberlin Cotege,
late Presidént
sion

soon after
his conver
to
Mason:
Christ. Messrs.EK. A. COOK & CO, 13 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ill. Price in Paper cqvers 35

{ nounced

rovereéd with Fruit Trees, in an excellent location
for a Club, or for x Family of Children to be edu:

4614

mail, post-paid.

By Rev. C. G. Finney, D. D.

|

10.000, FEET OF LAND,
Kor

$3, by

FREEMASONRY
© EXPOSED!

TWO STORY HOUSE and ELL,
ets Sheds, &¢., with

ts.
dh
;
“They also keep a full assortment of Anti.-Masona
Cynosure,
ic Books, and publish the Christian,

fur.

| 16-page weekly paper opposed to secret societies.
Mass.

=

OF SINGING,”

CINCINNATI,
| Or 806 Broadway, N, Y.
from |
and

Containing Eight Rooms, besides Pantries, Clos.

cated, and who wish to board.at. home.
ther particulars, terms &c., address,

work that teaches

n perfect vocal method on a new plan, and
large collection of beautiful songs.

SHEET
LEAD.
SALEM, MASS,

FOR SALE!

.

befogged systems are too complicated to be practicable. ¢ Palmer's Theoryof Music” makes
it clear as the spnlight. Price, bound cloth,
$1.00 by mail,
SINGERS, For the price of two or three les=
sons, you can have ¥. W, Root’s

OF

steps
LEwWisTON, ME. a few
Bates College, Theological
Seminary

Fp
-

8t.,
4t14

may be called & SELF.INSTRUCTOR. . "Phe old .

PIPE

FRANK A. BROWN, Treas.

John

THOROUGH BASS, HARMONY and COMPOSITION
In a manner so +jmple and progressive that it

Chicago.

GRINDERS

9

THEORY OF MUSIC

of 26

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
CORRODERS

No.

PALMER’S

in

BIGLOW& MAIN,

AND, MANUFACTURERS

in Pittsfield, Me. It furnishes a fine opportunity for a family having children they wish to educute, as itis situated only about 25 rods from the
grounds of the Muine Central Institute, and less
than 100 rods from the
pot on the Maine Central

copies

A Speeimen, in Paper Cover, sent on
cents.

FOR SALE!

rooms ty students, there being

100

AB, MESEROLE,

FOR MUSIC STUDENTS.

in books of its class, and em=
Hymns and 170 Tunes, at the

LEAD

HE subscriber offers for sale his HOMESTEAD

address Dr.
New York.

IN THIS COLLECTION.

board covers.

commenda-

or any of the higher problems of composition; but
confines itself to those things that every organist,
every good player, and every composer of * the
people’s music” ought to know.

FOUND

It contains 32 pages in excess of the uan=
al number
braces 239

“The best book

(for its objeot), was

tion bestowed by an enthusiastic pupil on a former book by the same author. Fowever that may
be, this is his newest treatise, and ean hardly be
excelled for plainness of explanation, ease and
thoroughness, - It does not attempt Counterpoint,

Martin—

N McLaen—A L Morey—L Malvern—J (3 Munse
‘(x W Mathews—J Mulvern—A C MecCoon—A
Moultou—A Muoger—S H Minnis—Mrs J Merrill

L Parkinsou—Mrs

FC
)

STEVENS,

Boston,

Batiste’s

¥ Baille—W M

Hatchinson—dJ Fales—E N Fuller—Mrs

R.

WY

the

ancient and modern sources,

GREATEST NOVELT® OUTIIE \
COMBINATIONWATCH CHARM
COMPASS AND MICROSCOP
MAGNIFIES 500 TIMES.

EESVEN to $120 each; SIXTY STYLES at $120

WAR
: ia

%
PRICE, $22,

Address

of

containing nearly 5000 distinct

(From Am, Journal of Medicine,)

Bickford—F H
Bubar—F
C Brooks—S Bedell—
Miss
L J Burroughs—J Berry—H A Beardsley —
Mrs L S Bennett—H H Bryant—S H Briggs—C A
Bopra—W 11 Bailey—W H Brown—W' I Cutler—J
Cadoo-C M Chase—H 8S Coleman - A B Chamber-

M Kord—A E

STYLES

PENN $000.

HULL,

The

Size, $2.00.

NEE] to a large CONCERT

¥

Organ Gems. ($2.60.) By F .L.DAVENPORT.
Organ Seleetions. ($1.50) By PETERS.

Burnham—L

ing.

109 (shown in the cut), the latest
and smallest size, J 3gukuly known
as the BABY ORGAN,
at only $22,

send

“TOR ORGANISTS

Money Letters Received.

&

of them,

SA

splendid Thesaurus of Arguments, Facts, Illustra.

WANTED.
address,

WANTED EVERYWHERE.
MENTION THIS PAPER.

THAN 100

indi-

tions_and
dences of the Truth of the Word of God,
One MAG:
CENT VOLUME.
1000 Royal -Octavo:
pages. 100 Illustrations, Full Index. Four styles of bind~

1)

MASON ORGANS
& HAMLIN
MORE

its’ nam¥

240 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.

or Confirmations

Address all communications to’
W. H. BROWN,
Manager.
96 Tremont Street,
Roston, Mass.

AGENTS

415

MJ Allen—D Allen—T L Angell—S A Atkins—
E Alden—M Atwood—W Aandrews—N W Bixby—

J N Benedict—W A Bachelder—F

:

A new and massive wok,

And all Nervous and Brain Diseases
Paralysis.
No other like it!
Sent hy mail everywhere!
i

States.

obtained

lt is precisely what

| “TESTIMONY OF THE AGES

RHEUMATISM!
NEURALGIA!
DYSPEPSIA!

Price of Book 50 cts.

Co.,

Mass,

Rev F K Davison, Biddetord, Me.

Parker---Penfield

be

1311

Address

.

are now regularly made, from sTYLR
If the work can not
for it by mail.

H.

EXPRESS.

GEMS.’’

25 cents,

"DR. RHODES’.

Double

New’

cates—a collection of ‘¢ Gems.’” It has 7192 pp., 32
more than usual, at the old standard price. Board
covers, 35 cents each, $3.60 per dozen, $30 per hundred;
paper covers; $3 per dozen; $25 per hundred.
By mail, postage prepaid, 35 cents eaeh,
$4.20 per dozen ; paper covers, $3.50 per dozed.
* One Specimen Copy, paper cover, by mail,

forming
a

Small Size, $1.00.

and

8t132tol6teow

hi

BY MAIL, 60 CTS.

H Preble, Fairfield, Me.
C A Eaton, 34 Sudbury St., Boston,

Fernald—S Fisher—H

United

Send Post-oftice order if convenient,

Rev W Parker, Lake Pleasant, Pa.
Rev J B Larh, West Mansfield, O.

1.15

elegantly

Vermont

testimonials gathered from

MAIL.

Eugene Sutphen, Romeo, Mich.

- T Peterson—M

the

Forwarded.
BY

D A Wellman, Evart, Mich.
¥ D Tasker, East Dixmont, Me.
Rev W H Lyster, Moes River, PP. Q.
J W Martin, Woodyards, O.
W M Breckenridge, Buffalo Gap, Taylor
Texas.

Breckeoridge

In

1.00
1.00

N Y

pages,

for

Were it possible to collect the cream of all Sunday
School music not found in thisfbook into another voliime,
it would not equal in brilliancyor usefulness the “ G EAM

WKER FERTILIZER

| as being the most thorough and practical work vet
published on this subject, and all are surprised
at
the very low price.
For sale at all bookstores, all general stores and
all news depots in every city and town

1.00

Mrs A Kk Bradbury Providence R I
N Vineyard Hillsdale Mich
bd

120

‘Every One is Pleased With It

(52t38)

Rev. A. H. Morrell, Chepachet,

contains

bound in cloth.

Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio.

3t13

book

on

By ASA HULL. A NEW S$. S. MUSIC BOOK.

Ensilage and Silos.

periments of feeding poultry at one-half the usual

Portland,

Ohio

Expe-

kinds with Ensilage, and the practical results, conclusively showing the undoubted success of this procers—the Ensilage of Green Forage Crops.
By this process the farmergcan realize
five dollars in place of one dollar, as praciiced by
the old system of farming.
Alse wonderful ex:

of the

State

to Rufus Deering,

Practical

NIVING their experience of feeding stock of all

Post-Office Addresses.
REV. E.N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
he Sent), Lewiston, Me,
1
AR
C
A. Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma, N. Y., to
whom

My

or

CIRCULAR.]

OF

Twaly-Tiw. Praskioal armen BATTERY.

Ocean

Com.

H. J. WRITE,

cover,

Ohio

riemce. Also the Practical Experience of

three miles

M. A. SHEPARD, Clerk.

Bath, April 13.

paper

Dayton,

SILOS.

Fairview

ASSOCIATION of F. Baptists will

Park ” in August

copy,

—gN—

held there, comM.; and continuthat each church
We expect to
there and hope

be held in connection with the opening of

Sample

W.J.SHUEY,

testimonials

agents,

GEM oF GEMS

for sale STOCKBRIDGE MANURES:

i ow

Send for it. Shssimen pages free.

Breen Forage Crops

Simmivieannvs————————

NEW

FOR

Uli. Tons ghroe years ago, 8!
| liked by the farmers. If
agent near you, send to us.

Single copy, 85 cents;

Ensilage

others also will be with us.from other parts of
the State. Come praying and prepared for work.
:

post-paid.

Aadress,

local

[gL vow =esov. [ff]

POSTAL

SEND FOR PAMPHLET.

pr doz., $3.60 by express, not prepaid ; $4.00
25 cents.

of attending.
F. F. BAILEY, Clerk. LEBANON (TIL.)Q. M. Owing to the very
inclemeut weather and almostdmpassible condition
of the roads in Feb., at the time our Q. M. should

2t16

"

other books in Adaptation to all the wants of the
Sabbath-school, * Never before were the authors
so successful and happy in their music.” .

Session

member their dues for Q. M. expenses. Teams
will be at Sparta on the arrival of trains Friday
to convey ‘to the place of meeting those desirous

Fairview church is located about
southwest of Ashley, on 111. C. R. R.

CAROLS.

This book is considered superior to'any of their

GRAND RAPIDS Q- M. Conference will be held
with the Liston church, commencing at 1 o'clock,
P. M., Friday, April 29. Programme:
Friday, P.
M., Business conference ; evening, Missionary Exercises; Saturday, A. M., Missionary Sermou; P.
M., ReligiousjConterence; evening, S. S. Exercises ;
Sunday, A. M., Sermon,
Brethren will please re-

The May term will be
Friday the 13th, at. 2, Pp.
the Sabbath. It is hoped
reported by delezation.
the ministering brethren

[SEND

dcast, either with or without manure,
1 produce a much earlier and larger
. In the Report of t!
spec
to
Fertilizers, its valuation is from

“HEAVENL

containing

:

Special Agent
Hampshire.

HILLAoDRILL

OF THE POPULAR

ffp OLDEN

conducted by Rev. G. R. Foster and wife. We
Rope to see a good delegation.
A, P. HOUGHTALING, Clerk.

church.
mencing
ing over
will be
meet all

Vt.,

Thisis a true bone superphosphate, and
may be used on any crop, in the hill or drill

to commence Friday evening at 7.30. Saturday
evening there will be a Woman’s Mission session,

have convene 1, there was no session at

Sutton,

>

Com.

22—24.

BLAKE,

|

AUTHORS

*

GLIDDEN

IPHOSPHAT
BY THE

- - 754 Toms.
- -44,700

Pamphlets

application to

& CO.

Dorchester,

-

and other information furnished
by our

=

_. Sold by Grocers.cverywhere.

W. BAKER

’

& CURTIS,
GENERAL SELLING AGENTS OF PACIFIC GUANO COMPANY,
"BOSTON, MASS.

CHOCOLATE,

Quarterly Meeting Notices.
LANSING
Q. M., with the Grand Ledge church,
May 6—8.
Opening sermon Friday evening by
Rev. A. KE. Wilson. Bring your 5 cent apportionment.
I. P. BATES, Clerk.
the church at Pine Valley,

18656
1880

.. to fill orders promptly.

EL

The standard for a Century.
This Chocolate is made from the
choicest Cocoa, carefully sclected
and prepared.
It is the best
preparation of plain Chocolate in
the market for family usc.

New

SING.

This Fertilizer, which was at first sold almost entirely in
he Southern States, has of late years become so deservedly
popular, in the North, for the cuitivation of all Farm Crops,
that the company hay, enlarged their works especially to
supply the Northern demand, and we are now in & position

Ee

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.
BAKER'S

of Angels,”

Hatch—H C Hodge —~A K P Harmon~[L

i

Pleasant

Miss

In Palermo, Feb. 28, Mrs. Nancy S. Marden,
62 years and 4 months.

Clerk.
of CEN-

PER ORDER,

Coleman~J G Clark—V R tars

h demands to the amount of $75 or $80 hEainst the

Prescott, Free Baptists. Bro. Howell has done

visited

1y34

should attend to the collection of the five cent tax,
asiiovided by the Y. M. constitution; there are

collection was taken

church and Subbath-school,”

New

Tama Co., commencing Thursday Toledo Si
9, and continuing over the Sabbath. Ahi
sermon Thursday evening by Rev.8. Summerhn,
‘The committees of the several departments are
to prepare full reports of their business, &c., and

amounting to a sufficient sum to buy 8. 8,
books,

goods

the ten cent dues. Persons coming on cars will
stop ac Springfield, or if.on Miami K. R., at Selma.

.

traveling with ite, delivered a Subbath school
lecture, after which

OIL

New York,

Yearly Meeting

as

who

LIVER

Oni0 Y. M. will convene with

Edgewood,is stop.

Bro.

St,

Hotices amd Bppointments.

Preached some four sermons, we

think with good effect.

selling

most delicate stomach will not reject

Platt St.,

ping a few days with Rev, H. Gifford, who is
confined with sickness.
.
Arkansas,
Rev. W. Il. Morehead sends the following
intelligence from this State:
** In March we
had the pleasure of meeting the church at’
Rocky Ridge, Sebastian Co., three miles from

Ft. Smith,

COD

For salédy all druggists, and E.

that brother's

»-

week

10 Barclay

Send fortheir Catalogue and terms.

QUERU’S

the loss of a loved

granddaughter and other relatives.

Scalds
413 ’

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs; colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
secured to the pasiont by a single teagpoonful of
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid

Al-

care

from $25 to $50 2

York,

John Hisey, of Waynesville, has just recovered
from a very severe attack of brain fever. Sick-

and

Mandrake

- family.
Used
for Cuts, Burns,
Sy Strains, &c., it has no equal.

the Big Island church, sud will commence labor with tbem in April or May”......Rev.

family and they mourn

Baxter's

for E. G. RIDEOUT & CO.,

bany church, Athens county, closed his labors
there April 6.
Rev. J. A. Sutton writes ‘that Rev, Mr, Bates

ness

use

AGENTS AND CANVASSERS'

:
able Rastor

the

to

Henry &
Johnson’s
Arnica and 0il
Liniment is a family remedy which should be in.
e
+

formerly of Auburn, but lately from Michigan,
is married and has removed to his old home

hus consented to accept

time

RBitters and prevent Dyspepela, Biliousness and
Jaundice, which are so prevalent in the spring
months. Only 25 cts. a bottle.

Ohio.
Rev. J. Phillips has resigned the pastorate
- of the Chagrin Falls and; Orange churches.
esses The Portage & Genugn Q. M. is left entively destitute of pastors......Rev. A. Crafts,

Powell, the

Body

2t16

Western.

Rev. D.

4t13

Many of the best [
PROFESSIONAL TESTIMONY.
physicians use Downs’ Elixir in their daily
practice because it is the best cough remedy that
can be made.

ut

at Hiram Rapids.

Only

does not always belong to an inebriate. Kidney
troubles will cause bloat, but Warner's Safe Kidngy and Liver Cure has never failed to remove it,

‘oy

:

Ss. D. Bates.
;
X
The above productions together with the discourses preached during.the session of the Y. M.
will be subject to criticism.

BLE

Sale in

D.

In Lyndon, Vt, Feb. 10, of heart disease,
Mary Gilbert, aged 73.
ho

to the

the

Bailey,

»

Growth 1n

of

“ Ministry

14, by Rev. J. M.

tor

for

25 ots.

Soluble Paifie Cans,

L. Harmon,

Died

11: 123” D. Wilson,

*‘ Nature

2.

le hei

Saco, who were married by the same administrator
some 30 years ago.

ot Keep-

*‘

Service

D. D. MITCHELL,
LAYMEN'S INSTITUTE

Programme:—l.

E D Jordan

Life.

A Bloated

organization one was received for baptism and
membership. The prospects for growth and
usefulness are very flattering.
Clerk, C. 8.

-

Matt.

For the Phillips

25 cts. per bottle.

ney, in the Atar of March 23, should have been
placed in Pepnsylyania items instead of New
Yorkesees.A church of ten members—six gentlemen and four ladies—all heads of families,
was organized on Marsh Creek,on the 3d inst.,
by Revs. A. Dodge and O. C. Hills, After the

In Sico, Me., April

a

Rev. John Willis, Putnam, N. Y.

Indigestion, 8ick-headache, Costiveness,
Prostration, Palpitation of the Heart,
other distressing symptoms.
Baxter's
Bitters, taken according to directions,

8. McKin-

make this

Q

will remove the ocuuse and cure the disease.

great encouragement to the interest there.
' Penmsylvania,

Hills, Marsh Creek, Tioga Co.

of the

We live in a beautiful world, and a temperate
enjoyment
of life's blessings is both reasonable
and right; but to do this we must have health,
Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint is the direct cause
of seventy five per cent. of such diseases as Bil:

Dea. Clough, of Folsomdale, has removed to
Attica. His coming is opportune and is a
The ordination notice of Rev. G.

* Woman's

Rev V Elliot Bloomfield

—

i

very

Business Hotues.

unanimously re-elected.
A young people's
prayer-meeting has been established.

A,

Growth,” G. H. Damon; 16. ‘True Mission of the
Church,”
I. Seitz; 17. Lesson
VIII,
Bautler’s
Theology, teacher, RK. Dunn, alternate, 8. D. Bates ;
18. *¢
Church Extension: its conditions
and desirableness,” C. A. Gleason; 19. ‘Can we reasonably
believe the Bible if we reject its Miracles ?”

A

Enjoy

L.

DORE

~~ SECONDTO NONE.

Rev.
Miss

Mr.E.

2

T

and Revelation (or Bible), UO. E. Baker; 14.
¢ What should
be the political attitude of Chriss
tians toward Temperance Reform?” A. H. Whit:
aker;
15.
* Hindrances
to
Denomivational

Next session to be located by the Q. M. clerk.
a
J. A. SUTTON, Clerk.

being

superintendent

former

and

aay Sg

?

gift of God?” P. Randall; 13. * Harmony of Science

its last session
few

by Rev.

J, A. Sutton; 11. Exposition of John 14: 16, J.
C. Dyer; 12. ‘Is Fath a Quahty of the mind or

Rev. 8. D. Bates,of Marion, ReV.

v

session,

Birth,” I. 8. Parsons;

the sermons excellent.

A series of meetings have been held Tecently
The
«with the church at Dickinson Center.
church has been awakened and seems more in
earnest in the ‘Master's service, sinners have
been seeking for pardon and some wanderers
expressed a desire to return to their Father's
house. On Apr. 3, Rev. R. Parks preached his
closing sermon as pastor, so that for the pres
ent they are without a pastor. The field is
reorganized
The Sunday-school was
large.

Apr. 3d, the

But

March?2s,

:

a, kd

Sample

er is used.

OE" ms

Eg

Miss Fannie T. Jaquith, of
:

March 14,

J. J. Mills; 8. Expositionof
Rom. 6:17, 18, K.
T.Higging; 4. * Savbath Breaking,” J. W. Michener; 5. ‘‘ Intermediate Stute of the Dead.” B. I.
Zell;6. ¢ Is Kvolution consistent with Inspiration 2” R. Dunn; 7. Witness of the Holy Spirit,”
T. C. Inman; 8. Prayer Meetings,” J. Rhodes; 9.
«ur Denominational Literature,” J. C. Robinson;
10. ** How shall we render the Sabbath-school’
more efficient for the salvation ofthe Scholars?”

Isaac Seitz,of Liffin, O., were present.
But
few of the churches were reported by delegates,
on account of the inclement weather
and bad roads. The meetings were ‘spiritual,

Sita

=

of Y. M.

(0.) Q. M.—Held its April session
Berwick
(Green Camp) church,

April 2,3.

be lessened to some extent, a change favorable
The pastoral
to his delicate state. of health.
tree of four years’ growth at West Oneonta

pulls up hard.

church.

of Covington, Ky. and
Wright's Cotner, Ind.

TRAL O. Y. M., June 13, 14, following thé session

churches in the Q. M. reported by letter, or
were represented by delegites. Two or three
of those reporting churches reported revivals,
under the labors of Rev. Geo. Donnocker, assisted by the pastors.
A few were added to
the churches.
The ordinary business of Conference was performed by jthe delegates pres:
ent. The religious servicey
were spritual and
interesting,
with
a "goad
attendance,
all
through.
Rev. L. Kellogg was appointed to
preach the opening¥sermon - at next session,
which will be held with the Brookfield ehurch,
May 27-20.
A.V. WELLS, Clerk.

engaged as pastor Mi>s Clara A. Bassett, a lady
of fine culture and ability. She is a graduate
of Albany Normal School, and bas spent many
She enters upon
years in successful teaching.
her new field of labor with great earnestness
:
:
and much hope.’
Rev. John Willis, has accepted a call to the
F. Baptist church at Putnam, and has already
entered upon his labors there.

Rev. T. A. Stevens has received and

Tuscarora

Q. M.—Held

this

* Duty

the pastor, led many happy converts down to
the watery grave.
The chureh for some time
past was ina very low condition spiritually, but
for the past few weeks, God has bountifully
blessed the labors of his servants, and the
church bas been greatly revived and strengthened by the accessions of some 51, among
whom are some of the old as well as the
young.
The businéss of the Q. M. was transacted in bariony.
A change was made in the
time of holdhig its session from the 4th Saturday of Jan., April, July,
and Oct, to the
4th Saturday of Feb., May, August, and Nov.
Bro. Swain as Cor. Mess. from the Little Sciota
Q. M. added much to the interest of the meeting and ulso preached an excellent sermon.
The preaching throughout was spiritual. Bro.
A. Frowine was appointed as a Cor. Mess. to
the Little Sciota Q. M. and Elder W. Shabot
aud Bro. Davis tothe Lewis: Q. M. (Ky.)
-~Next session with the Union church, May 28,
S. P'ISHER, Clerk.

— Rev. G. 8. Ricker, on the 10th inst., tendered
his resignation of the pastorate of Mt. Vernon
Jt is probable, however,
church, Lowell.

of

tance of Bible Study ;'’ R. Poston,

creased in numbers and interest. Bro. Sheppard,

Seminary.

Massachusetts.

L.

\ many towns none o

eral Exercises.

6, by Rev. A. M. Simonton, Mr. George W. Martin.
In Hampton,

Missions;” W.
Palmer, * How
J. M. Haskell,
Welch, *“ lmpor-

were all amply rewarded, for the Spirit of
God met with us. The meeting was protracted by Elder Sheppard and Bro. Smith.
The
Jdetings were at first thinly atténded through
the inclemency of the weather, but gradually in-

Vermont.

Miss Currie

FOUNT
ET

LAA

I

Davis, of Haverhil, N. H., and Miss Eliza J.
Willard, of Sutton, Vt.
:
At the residence of the bride’s mother, April

11%

** Duty ot the Chuorch to Home
Hayden, ‘* Sunctification;” J.. B.
to conduct Prayer Meetings;”
s Future Punishment;” L. A. H.

good attendance. Most of the churches were
reported by delegates’ und lettd.
And they

‘regain his health and strength.”

New

a

and

D., Mr, Elbert E. Clary, Ezq., of Boston, and Miss
L. Dunn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. Dunn of

church,

was

Dimond

Susan E. Switser, allof

Par-

Kettle;

Arlie

commencement

Clerk pro tem.

there

J.

Mr.

Mr. Ernest Porterand Miss Klla Trafton, both of
Portzmovth. ‘Also, April 9, by the same. Mr.
Willism H. Trafton, of York, Me., and Miss Annie
Campbell, of Portsmouth.
:

roads almost impassable

ice; yet

3: 9,

Rev. C.L. Pinkham,

above are requested to present a paper of their
own eelection for criticism.
And all
ministers
belonging to the Y. M. are expected to.
present a

PINE CREEK Q. M.—Held its Jan. session
with the Mt, Hope church.
The weather was

(D. V.), till their pastor is able to resume his
«labots. Brethren, pray that he may speedily

dent from the Green Mountain

L. J. ANDRUS,

John

Lord;” J. S. Staples,

be is resigned to the Lord’s will. He is 66 years

people

young

thirty

About’

revival...

1st

Grace;”’J. M. White,

old, and has been a minister 40 years. The
prayers of Christians are requested that he
may recover his health.

a gra-

of

ing ¢ The Lord’s Day;’ ” A. White,

Rev. F. R. Randall commenced his labors with
been
Some of the good results of the year have
the ‘(Cook’s Prairie church about the same
Rev.
pastor,
the
8d
April
On
lately.
manifest
| time, preaching every Sabbath. Rev. Wm.
all but
Taylor is preaching to four churches in the Q
Thomas Bpooner,baptized nine persous,
church.
M. The Burlington church is about to secure
the
one of whom were received into
the services of Rev. R, Martin as pastor and
profesby
church
the
with
united
others
“Pwo
expect to have preaching every Sabbath, Rev.
bap:
A. W. Ensign, widely known und respected, is
sion the same day. April 10th the pastor
right
the
them
gave
very weak and emaciated by disease, and contized six more persons and
fined to his room; there is but little hopes givband of fellowship, together’ with one other
en
by his physicians thatthe will recover, bjt
expected that
who united by letter, anditis
others will be baptized soon.
‘ Rev. D. Waterman writes: - “The church at

Exposition

th by

L. Hoxie, both of 8.
;
At the parsonage, Lyndon Center, Vi., by
E. Owen, Feb. 2, Mr. Wm. T. Sidney antl

MINNESOTA
Y. M.
Assignments for the Ministers’ Meeting, June 24—26: A. A. Smith, * Atonement;” C. L. Russell, * The duty of every Christian to unite himself or herself with some Evan
elical church ;”’D. D. Mitchell, ** Prayer;
I. D.
Batson, ¢¢ Millenium ;” Geo: Rogers, Kxegesisiof
Rom. 9: 11-24; A. Hathaway, ** Prerequisites to
Baptism;’ G. P. Blood, ‘ Intermediate Siate;”
B. R. Rackliff, * Christian Union;” M, H. Tarbox,

M.—Held its last session with the South Litch-

gaged with the church in Canton, where he bezan his lubors the first Subbath in January.
‘New Hampshire.
7

cious

the

profitable and interesting occasion.
rahi
4t16
.
. WM. WALKER, Sec.

BRANCH

B. Coleman,

writter report of their lgors, studies and support.
1t is hoped that all will be present promptly at the

Quarterly Meetings.

& Foxcroft church.

‘Meredith Village has been blessed with

‘‘Is

|, March

Mr. Fremont Rollins and Miss Sarah E. Merrill.
In West Stephentown, N. Y., April 7, by Rev. I.

And all ministers belonging to the Genesee
Y. Mi. at the time ‘of conference, not mentioned

needs help as he has a large family.

Dover

pastor of the

In Northwoo

B. Randall—ulternate, 8. R. Evans.

enRev. E. C. Cook, of North Berwick has

tered upon his labors us

Essay:

Wesays ¢ The Influence of Christian Homes,” D.
M. L. ‘Rollin; 12. Sermon, Thursday Evening, J.

The

brother is a very old man, worn out in the
Master’s cause; but still he says "he expects t
preach the remainder of his short life. - He

‘the labors,
The church in Green has secured
SeminTheological
the
of
of Bro. Musgrove,
Rev.
ary, for the present. The former pastor,
L. W. Gowen, has received a call to Milo,

9.

church

10.

all day and preached at night at Onion Creek
chureh; Bro. Cunningham, pastor.
This

J

Donnocker;

don of Sin Absolute or Conditional 2” 8. R. Evens;

there.

ton, Mr, Edward L. Lewis, of Woodland, and Miss |
Mary Etia Boxwell, of Green Camp.
y
a

“The Life and
Times cf David Marks,”
H.
Whitcher; 8. Fifteen minutes’ sermon (extempore),G.

Married

In Green Camp, O., March 27, by Rev. J. A. Sut-

and Development,”A. P. Cook; 7. Essay:

Newhart, Williams, Sanders—ministers‘of our

‘convenes in June.

Maine

Conference.

business was all conducted in good order and
‘much good accomplished. ' I met Brothers

’

we do the present sease
upon its future success.

commenc-

125

Has by its big sales proven itself to be the most popular Singing BO
Sunday-Sch ools, Prayer Meetings, Family Worship
a i

-

it

make

and

Shall we not rally.

Y.,

ing Thursday, June 16, at 10, A. M. Order of
exercises as follows: 1. Opening sermon, J. M.
Crandall; 2. Essay: * Religion and Education,”
T. H. Stacy; 3. Essay: * Revivals,” C. B. Hart;
4. Essay: “ Nature of Old Testament Revelation,” K. Martin; 5. Essay:* Christian Manhood,” C. A. Hilton;
6. Essay: *‘ Crristiao

.

|

+

places in the

ring
of the most popular wate

the F. B. church of Scottsburg, N.

Y

ELECTRIC

one

property, at
valuable grove and beach

.

CONFERENCE, with

Mt

acres of

fifty

ment ‘selected, : containing

GENESEE Y.M. MINISTERS’

i

Psy

ONISNASNYY.L

PRESS.

frst class?

=

|

iyld

hi
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20, 1881.
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“Poetry.

faithful worker

in

the

cause,

sure you long to see our

thatl

schools.

Fiterary Wiseellany.

week, go have found grains of gold each | rescue.— Mrs. J. D. Ohapiin, en The Helptime.
ou will become richer, alto, for 9 Hund.
digging once again in company with two

am

They

|

Protestants and Papietetsby

genius,

he published

a

his

own

pamphlet

unaideq

“ Qn the

Construction of Sheepfolds.”

It had a great
are very interesting onés —or were so two
run among the moorland farmers. .
2 WORD ABOUT BIBLIOMANIA.
‘years ago,” added Mrs. Malden with'a such paupers. But we have begun. to
MAKING THE ENDS MEET.
Th
mun e
who is ambitious to founda }
The wood of this broken hive is so sweet,
the passion for—eol-{
mine, and, Goad helping us, we mean to | A perplexed young honsekeapreof-otrL.I ofall the form which.
faint blush.
library will.soon discover it is the work
of’
The honey smells have struck through
« Can you leave: baby-long enough- to-{ dig-deep,
and go deeper every day. To acquaintance, whose . pretty brow was lecting assumes, surely that of bibliomania_ or years, and reqaites endless patience
and’ acute.
And through its fiber, till each thread doth |;
book-hunting iis the most ‘innocent, most eleattend both services ?” asked the visitor.
be honest, I feel as if I had much to make ‘most unbecomingly puckered
over
a Vating in its tendencies, and—though the true ness, even if supported by an inexhaustible
- hint
:
«+ Oh! nurse is faithful and efficient,” up.
1 have never felt entirely satistied wrong-sided balance-sheet of the family bibliomaniac would spurn the thought—in the pyrse.! Five thousand standard works maybe
“Of plaees where bidtoms grew.
answered Mrs. Malden.
¢ Baby is not with myself since leaving the Sunday- expenses, declared that the problem of end one of the best investments to which ghey obtained; and even ten or fifteen
‘Sandal wood were not half so sweet to me
housand, if he he very miscellaneous in his
As this common pine with its spicery.
responsible for mamma's delinquencies.
school work,—sort of fell in my own esti- ‘‘making the ends meet” almost out- money may be put. Compared with the many
tastes; but after that the increase is very slow,
ways
in
which
gold
is
spent,
it
is
even
economI could have attended school for all the mation. But now—"
weighed the advantages of having a home ‘ical; and this is only one of many points which the'more so if he incline to early” editions of
Of the shaded nooks where the wild flowers
hindrance baby has been. I had simply
“We are going forward and up,” said of her own. Upon our mildly suggesting
rare books,
drew
ow
the book-collector can urge in its favor. If a
fallen out of the way of it before baby his wife. ‘We knew how to do good to her that perhaps the trouble came from piece of china, lace, or carved oak be valuable
The most acute form of the mania is reuched
The honey-robbers from afar,
Where the golden lilies shone through the came; and when once your class is given
work once, we can find out how to do it the fact that her good man and herself |; for its antiquity, much more so is a book which when duplicate and triplicate copies are purgloom,
\
up, or broken up, it is not easy to. begin again. I believe God will accept our late were born with tastes that would do credit contains the compressed essence ofthethought | chased, Before this, every book was * abso.
lutely necessary,” now, the disease is plainly
As each were a mimic star.
beginning!”
again,
At least I do not find it edsy.”
to a much larger income than they and opinion of the agé in which it was pros apparent both to the victim and his friends.
I can smell by turns every flower whose
duced.
«I am sure He will,” eaid Mrs. Mad- enjoyed, she replied that
«« Still, the work iis a great work, and
it didn’t
grace
Good Society is, according to their different The type of the old collector of uncient litera.
ison, encouragingly.
‘* The Master's call make any difference; if
the Lord has need of laborers,” said Mrs.
Is well known to me as aa friend’ s dear face.
they had lights, the nim of every rank; and in one little ture is painted with such an aceurate ang
sounds all day long. The Lord rewards six thousand instead of two, she was sure room aman may surround himself with the loving. touch by Sir Walter Scott in the
Madison’ gently.
:
Delieute harebells are bent by the bee
hi¢ willing servitors, though they find it would all go. And very likely it would. noblest minds of those who have taken kingly character of his antiquary Monkbarns, that we
«It
is
very
good
of
you
not
te
lecture,
»
Almost to the gold-green moss;
said Mrs. Malden.
¢ I was afraid you'd their way to the vineyard at a late hour in A good many people have yet to learn the rank in the empire of intellect. For him suspect a fellow-feeling has been .the cause of
The cup of the mandrake—a censer sweet-—
such clear insight. ‘Listen to the old ma
Shakespeare wrote, Milton sung, and Bacon
be dreadfully shocked, and conclude ‘us the morning. And when we have done
Doth swing as the bee doth crop,
lesson of limiting their needs, and prac.

THE BROKEN HIVE.

And the tingling fingers of the child close
In shutting the bee in the half-waked rose.

Then we

heather.”

With the gleam of an arrow-head,
:

open

from

tHe child’s

hand
Just touching the fingers, the droning thing

friend,” replied the visitor, ‘is doubtless

Flew on with its treasures, nor left a sting.

action or inaction, surely

Almost every flower hath its honey-dew,
But chiefest of all sweet things

you that the harvest is great and the la-

Is the clover.

proach

:

It hold the essence rare

Of all the beautiful

springs.

And this wood is sweet to its inmost core
With the fragrance that the white clover wore.
The knitted fiber is charged with the scents;
The fragrance pervades this room.
It is rarer far than the incense that‘Wafts through the Cathedral’s gloom.
It touches our whitest nerves, this most rare
And subtle essence that the blossoms wear.

the

sweets

with

that

scents

the

And analyze every part,
And then I will tell you what maketh ap
The @ir in th’ home of the heart;

You know the sweetness

that doth indwell—

The pulse that throbbeth.

If we could tell,

lose

the

sweetness

tounch—
The outcome of all the years.

And some of home’s fragrance

Joy,

and

lose

the

of our

.»

and

the scents

of life's

deathléss flowers!
—Adelaide
>

¢0

IN TWILIGHT.
* I’m so big, mamma,” and the little hand
Marked where her brown head reachced
against the wall;
‘“ Don’t hold me, mamma, I don’t need your
L.Arm
Around me; such a large girl can not fall.”

The twilight shadows gathered o’er the hills,
A childish figure nestled close to me;

“ I’m such a little girl,” she pleading said,
¢ Please, mamma,
knee.”

take

your baby

Flushed warm with youiis hope andipride,
+ # The world is ours to have and hold,” we

ery;

:

“ We'll conquer it slope} no help we need;
Courage like ours fails not of victory.”

—Youth’s

Companion.

of Christian work!” suid Mrs.

Malden,

a

had

ventured upon a suggestion concerning
the duties of the coming Sunday. *¢ You
may think, Mrs. Madison, that I attend
church as regularly, af Sunday-school
as religiously, as I used to do before fay.
marriage ; but indeed it is not the case.
I have not entered a Sunday-school room
once in the past two years;

indeed,

far away village, as Mrs. Madison related
the facts of her friend's step forward,
another, who had fallen out of ranks, was

roused to a sense of duty by the example,
and resolutely set herself to work beginning afresh.

May not the circle yet widen
den?—S. S. Times.
———

tere

And

for answer there was the accusing
‘| of conscience,
, whose whispered

voice

word
to blush with

caused the self-examiner
conscious conviction.
It was Saturday afternoon.
Malden's custom was to take

the

early

Robert

tea.

Promptly

at

How quickly his eye noted it!
he

ask-

that the

no!” she made

haste

to

re-

ply. ¢ But, yes,” she added in the next
moment. ‘‘ Two people have gone wrong,
I think; and I am a bit trombled about it,
for I believe I am to blame for both.”
It was Robert's turn to look serious
now.
« How are you to blame, my dear?”
he asked, ‘‘ and who are the people ?”
“ You and I, love,” answered

soberly,

Heloise,

as she placed
and walk-

ed slowly down the hall to the supperroom. “We are not worth anything in
Christian work ; are we, dear?”

she

said

earnestly.
‘‘ We have lagged behind,
and actually have fallen out of ranks.
done

for

our

Master

in

these past two years in which he hus done
so much for us?”
¢¢ Little, indeed,” said her husband.
“You are right, Heloise, we have gone
wrong.”

it every day. Let us begin afresh. What
chould hinder?”
They entered the

asked

“tea-room as

{he question.

Heloise

Mrs. Madison, an-

swering the summons, was

entering

room also, by another door.

the

In the ex-

change of evening greetings, and the seating around the table, opportunity for Robert’s answer was lost. But when the waiter
girk

broidered flowers and birds and butterflies.
Drawing the teacher aside for secrecy,

“+ Lady, I have despised you
and the low people you teach. I know

retired

from

the

serving,

Robert

it is

I will give him my love.

He com-

forted my one friend over the coffin of her
sweet child.

He

‘has

promised

her to her child in the days

to

take

to come.

I

want him, bat he will not come to me.”

The lady sat down beside her visitor,
and told her that the one, only God so
loved the world as to give his Son for the
salvation of all who believe on him, and
that Christ so loved the world as to give
himself for its redemption. She told her
that Jesus was our pitying brother as well
as our God and King, and that-he nqw invited all the troubled to come to him for
peace.
‘“ Yes,” said the visitor, ‘* my one friend
who knows the God told me all this,”—

this ¢ friend” was the mother of the sweet
child of whom we told you

some

‘months

ago, who asked that the Gospel of St.
Luke might be her pillow in her last
sleep,—** but I can not tind him.”
+ She found God true to his word,—a

helper in times of trouble. Go to her,
and she will help you to find bim.”
After receiving a portion of the New
Testament in her own language, and ljs-

tening to a fervent prayer, she went
away, promising to repeat the visit.
The missionary at once sought the
judge's wife, and begged her to encourage
and help ber poor neighbor.
“ Oh,” said the lady, mournfully, * God
will not take her. She is the wife of a
gov&rnment official, rich and amiable ; but

sheis a drunkard. * No one ever sees her
shame, for she hides herself away. Christ
will not haye drunkards for his friends."
When the troubled woman came again,
she was still { wanting to find the God.”

t0-IOTTOW.

You are such an earnest and

+ “Indeed you wil, " said Robert, heartily. *To him that hath’ shall be given,’

You have mined

iviog

bix days this

The

results

of

gloating over his treasures:

their

“ See this bundle

of ballads, not one of them later than 1700,
and some a hundred years older.
I wheedled
an old woman out of these, who loved. them
better than her psalm book.
Jobacco, sir,
and snuff, and the ‘ Complete Syren,’ were the ©

resign himself
to their influence, and earthly
trouble and care will be soothed by their siren
voices.
Many. of our largest public libraries owe

to be as

If they choose

to

to dress,

or

furnish

tom—every chair, every

equivalent!

For

that mutilated copy

of the

rich

in intellectual

table, keep your tastes within your means,

and put your purse in subjection to the
lead-pencil, if you would preserve the
peace of mind necessary to happiness in
any state of life.— Golden Rule.
HOME

LOVE.

Home love is the best love. The love that
you are born to is the sweetest you will
ever have on earth. . You,
who are so

anxious to escape from the home-nest,
pause a moment and remember this is so.
It is right that the hour should come
when you, in your turn, should become a
wife and mother and give the best love to

others; but that will be just it. Nobody
—not a lover, not a husband—will ever
be so tender or so true as your mother

your father.

or

be divided
tall

early

practiced

you
and

kept from harm. You may not know it
nowgsbut you will know it some day.
Whomsoever you may marry; true and
good though he may be, will, after the
love days are over and honeymoon has
you

men,

men,

vigorous article entitled, “The American View
of the Copyright Question.”
It is evidently

several

distinct

classes.

Ac-

copyists,

English’

uucut

men,

rough-edge

‘dramatists,

Elzevirian

with no ‘little

statement

of

satisfaction
the

that he finds

question

in

1868

his

equally

applicable uow to the solution of the difficulty
as taken fron his.point of

view, which is that

of a free trader.. The same obstacles which
stood in the way then of a law which should

render full justice to authors, have not been
removed in the least, he thinks, by subsequent
discussion and overtures.
In his postscript,
nearly as long as the original article, he recites what was done by the Executive Committee of the Copyright Association in 1872,
toward getting a bill through Congress “to
secure to authors the right of property in their
work,” and uses the facts of that failure, and
several points recently in discussion, to emphasize his previous views.
He stoutly maintains that authors have as natural a right of

broadsiders,
pasquinaders,
old
brown-calf
men, robicists, Grangerites, snd those who go
in for vellum, old ballads,
and play-bills.”
There is also a lower class, called inch-rulers,
property in the written and printed products
innocent of knowing the contents of a volume,
of their brains as farmers have in the fruits ef
but to whom the breadth of the margin and
their tilled fields. But he says: * There is a
the external expense of binding
are most
way of muddling this question of literary
significant, and who by these means
could
property and of maundering about it that is
instantly detect a renewed book.
very apt to provoke men of common sense and
The art of renewing books is a most delicate
common honesty to wrath.”
And in connecone, and employs all the skill of experienced
tion with this he mentions Mr. Matthew Ar
workmen.
When used in- a legitimate: way, | nold’s recent statement
that the question of
to preserve and enrich some valuable treasurethe author's natural right is simplified for him
‘trove discovered in a tattered condition, a skill by the conviction that
* men if they go down
ed workman applies
with
tender care a into their own minds
and deal quite freely with
bituminous solvent ‘to its ragged edges, and
their own consciousness, will find that they
literally
incorporates—by
a
paper-making
bave not any natural rights at all.” This
process—each mouldering page into a broad
** strange notion” Mr. White finds
coupled
leaf of fine strong paper. This'is termed * en- with Sir Louis Mullet's dictum
that ** proplarged,” and is a lofty department in the art of erty arises from
limitation
of supply "—
binding.
Then the once ragged fragment goes
a * characteristic example ’, besays, * of the
through the process of binding in Russia or politico-economical ‘moonshine
which is someculf-gilding, tooling, marbling, and takes its times cast as light upon plain
common sense
place as the pride of the book-shelf,
When
subjects.” And of the doctrine that the public
part of the Cottonian Library-was burned in good demands the partial confiscation
of the
1731, some valuable manuscripts wile by the
property of authors for the welfare of socfety,
influence of the fire drawn into altost “a solid
he says it would suit well a nation of footpads.
ball. Some of those rescued were given over
*t Justice is more beneficent than cheap readto the enlarger, and may be considered the
ing. Honesty is beiter than culture.”
brightest triumphs of the art. They may now
The author's natural right in his property
\be seen at the British Museum.
be believes would be fully secured by the common law that secures to citizen or alien his
But there are other processes of renewing
property rights in his horse or his truck,
which are scarcely so honorable, “mamely, the
whether he be in England or the United
manufacture of rare orearly editions of old
States. But the Queen Anne coypright law
authors.
This is done by staining. the paper,
of England and the copyright law of the United
imitating closely the decorated capitals, and
reprinting accurately all defects, The pro:
States make literary property the ereation of
duction of First Folio Shakespeares has been
statute law, and limit the author's rights in
a profitable piece of business.
Paris is .the each country respectively by their provisions,
center of the renewing trade, though it is also ind debar the author of one country from hav-

be anything so sweet as the little circle of

what

THE COPYRIGHT QUESTION.
Twelve years ago Mr. Richard Grant White
contributed to The Broadway Magazine

Some ides of the extent of his

into

curidus.”— Cham-

Journal.

4

Heber |

cording to Dibdin, ¢* there are the black-letter

have broken the beautiful bond, will there

waned, give you only

Mr.

their collections, so too the bibliomanines may

Never again, after strangers

mother, father and children, where
were cherished, protected, praised,

Germany.”

libraries may be given by the fact that at the
sale after his death the catalogues formed five
thick octavo volumes.
Tbe nucleus of the British Museum, fifty
thousand volumes, was collected and presented
to. the nation by Sir Hans Sloane.
As the
wisest china-maniacs confine themselves to
one style, whether it be Wedgewood dragon. or
old blue, and thereby increase ‘the value of

entertainments, they act as if there were
never another season coming.
Oratorios,

you have reached this point of philosophy,
add to your good sense clear calculation.
Don’t spend money thioughtlessly. Conform your fleas to the multiplication

with curious

He had a library in High St., Oxford;

the same work.

In

operas, plays, lectures, concerts, must all
be taken in, or postponed under a bitter
protest that brings unhappiness. The
habit of a wise selection from each, and
the reflection that though in one sense life

bers’

attic

was most libera) in lending his books to poor

who not only omit to mark out any rational lines of enjoyment, but think they

found
those = miiscelluneous

trokers,

dealers in things rare and

to

scholars; but was so enthusiastic a collector
that he nadPtrequently ten or twelve copies of

tastes that they are not able to gratify,

and

laden from ground floor

Low Counties and in

which otherwise they might enjoy. There
are people in our cities, with ssthetic

a city Tike our own,

brokers

piles

of erudition, He had another housefin York St.
books.

te give up the ‘summer trip, the concert
and lecture tickets, the books and pictures

must take in the world at a mouthful.

table containing

‘an immense one in Puris; another st Autwerp,
Brussels, Ghent, and at other places in the

their

but one person who has your God. She is short, it still affords time. enough for
loves him.
all rational enjoyment for those who
|... st L have a.sore heart, and..am. bowed. [know how to ~u¥d “their opportunities,
low down. 1 have been to our temples would be worth more than a legacy to
with offerings of fruit and flowers; but such people.
my gods do not help me. I have gone
Be reasonable, first of all, good friends,
day after day to the shrine of my ances- who are perplexed with such matters.
tors; but no one, not even my tender
Don’t quarrel with the fact that two and
mother, answers when I call.
two make only four, and that four will go
to find the God. I want his into twelve but three times. ‘And when
| ‘I want

said, ** We will have our ride, dear, but
The missionary asked her if she was
only semi-occasionally that we see the in- we will drive around into” Crab Alley, willing to give up everything for Christ.
side of a church. I regret it, but I do and fish-for ‘boys and girls.
There is a
She hesitated a moment, and then renot see just how to help it. After things new mission school at the head of Gay ‘plied, ** Yes, everything but—but—"
take shape one way or another, it is so street.
Ed Moreton has spoken more |- ** But your wine?”
hard to alter them.”
| than once to me about it,—tried to get
“Yes, all but that,” she cried, with
+ Is not your husband a church mem- me in there. 1 couldn’t go without you, tears. *‘ And I will drink at night, and
ber ?* asked Mrs. Madison, .
| you knew, and I didn’ feel right sure sleep off my disgrace, and never disgrace
““ Yes, and used 10 be an active work- that you could very well attend.
I have him. Then he will not be ashamed of his
er in the Sunday-school.
Since our mar- to follow my wife's lead, Mrs. Magdi- new disciple,” she said.
ria
ere have: been so many hin- son,” he added turning tu their guest.
The missionary explained to this heath.
drances, and so many addgd cares, that it (Heloise blushed, but her eyes beamed
en woman that hidden sin is just as offenseems as if everything helped to crowd us ‘with pleasure, as ‘she eagerly Tésponded sive to Christ as that which is open to the
\
“both out of and away from all fields of to the suggestion.
world.
. active labor. We were gone for three
* How providential that Mrs. "Madison
For some time, she wept, and fell back
months, you know, on our wedding jour: is with us!” she said. -** Her winsome on the promise, ‘ never, never to shame
ney. When we returned, there was the tongue has a certain eharm that is irre- the new God by open drunkenness.”
_ house to fit up,—and I fell ill, and there sistible. Lam sure"’we shall ly gather up When the ‘missionary explained ‘to her.
were bothers innumerable, so that it a class. We will prepare th@ lesson un- what Christ had saidwabout bearing the
seemed quite impracticable for me to go der your guidauce, after our return,— cross for him, she trembled ike a slave
again into the Sunday-school, and Robert may we not, Mrs. Madison ?” she asked. before a tyrant.
- never likes to go anywhere without me,
** I shall be more than glad to go over
Only he who knows the Tour of frail
and so—well, as I said, it is easy’ to fall the lesson with you, ‘my friends,” said humanity knows what that woman endur‘out of ranks. You think us quite lazy, that lady. “It is a beautifal, helpful les- ed before she came off conqueror over her
. ho doubt; and I fear you will not alto- son, and its treasure is inexhaustible.
I besetting sin. But she did conquer at
!
. misjadge us. Réally, in two years, shal} deemjt wiptivilege to study it again, length, by the power of the Highest. And
je becomes timid about re-entering a with two tresh minds as added gleaners. to-day she and the judge's wife ‘are 'mov- |
| of labor that one has kept out of for I shall be, doubiless, enriched by the. la ing about, like angels of mercy, among
that length of time. I should feel. strange- | bor.”
poor and degraded women, each being
1

ly out of place now in a Sunday-school.
Bat, of course, we will visit some wchool

Ba-

table, on a scale suitable for persons with
double their iincome, they should expect

:

and Ler silken robe was covered with em-

love.

ed.

tiful in some kind of ‘ expense,

If they decide

his wife -to [*she said:

¢«¢ Has anything gone wrong?”

humbly, yet very

:

wise

pay expensive rent rather than to live in
a more modest way, they ‘should accept
this luxury as an equivalent for many
that they are thereby compelled to forego.

—————

realizing

the

toiled:

close to his hand; and he has but to

saving again in some other: Ag, if hefbe their birth to private individuals, not a few of ¢ Complayut of Scotland,’ I sat out
the drinkwhom, like Richard Heber, began with a
plentiful in diet, to be saving in apparel,’ single volume. He worked and, it must be ing ef two dozen bottles of strong ale with
and the lik®; for he that ‘is plentiful in confessedy spent so indefatigably that, as we the late learned proprietor, who in gratitude
expenses of all Kings will hardly be pre- are told#*, thé new library at Hodnet, which bequeathed it to me. These little Elzevirs are
the memoranda and trophies of many’ a walk
he built only a few years before his death, was
served from decay.
by night and morning through the Cowgate,
found
tebe
full
of
books.
His
residencein
|
“This indicates a line of conduct in which
London, when he died, like Magliabechi’s at ' Canongate, the Bow, St. Mary’s Wynd—
many persohs of limitediincomes- aré-vex- Florence,was filled with books from top to bot- wherever, in fine, there were to be

ceedingly thoughtless.

and wi-

A HEATHEN LADY'S TRIUMPH.
lady,

‘“ A man has need,” said

Newton

labors lie

con,—whose practice, by the way, fell
far behind his precepts,—** if he be plen-

in a

souls of the rich were of as much value as
those of the poor, lamented her inability

am I

ride. Let us study after tea the lesson
for to-morrow.
Mrs. Madison studies

of the way

young mother, to her visitor, who

example,

will go forward.
Send the carriage
away, Robert. We can do without the

BEGINNING AFRESH.
- * How easily one gets out

by my

She interrupted him. ¢¢ But we will
go wrong no longer. By God's help we

Family Circle.

morning, and, on the next Sunday,

.| and

ticing the art of selection.

there is but one path that leads to peace.
It is the plain path you have chosen, my
dear friends.”
Two fresh classes entered the Gay
Street Mission School on the next Sunday

A missionary

keeping back my husband’s also?”

‘| What have we

But when the shadows of declining years
Over our pathway fall, we humbly pray,
Dear Father, take us in thy sheltering arms,
We are such children, put us not away.”

duty,

You may imagine her joy at seeing a
finely dressed lady entering her compound
one evening, followed at a respectful dis-'
tance by a servant.
:
The hair of thé visitor was piled half a
yard high on top of her head, and was
stiff and heavy with perfumed oils and
decorated with great-headed gold pins;

her arm within her husband’s,

on your

will

of some

to reach them.

¢¢ No—oh,

Stout.

you

omission

Mrs. Malden considered the words she

O thou home of ours,

with

Resolve,

wrong by the

had heard:
¢ Begin afresh” sounded
again and again in her mind, and ‘¢ The
Lord has need of laborers.”
‘Am I
‘keeping back my reasonable service?”
she asked herself; and then followed the

late.

And the lift ‘of our heart makes care
art charged

afresh.

. glancing out of the. window, saw. that the
cirriage waited at the door. She greeted
her husband with her usual happy smile
as he entered the sitting-room, but there
was a deeper shade of seriousness on her
face than Robert had been wont to see of

Till we weep on the sill of the old, old home,
One pulse of the essence rare
Comes floating in at the heart’s open door;

Thou

Begin

six o'clock his ringing step and cheery
voice were heard in the hall, and Heloise,

And some of the amber of tears,
‘But however it came, no one can party
This most subtle presence that melts the heart.

To fall away.

one thing for
promptness to
‘Go work in
past be past.

drive after
is born

re-

borers few, surely there is
you-to do. Respond with
the Master's command:
my vineyard.’
Let the

query, ““ And,

But gather the breath of this broken hive,

We might

no

Mrs. Madison said no more, but taking
a book from "the table began to read.

sweet
‘With subtler essence of thought—
presence’ that is, as
stole
To this wood core, charging
. whole?

I have

If now it admonishes

do for our ‘Master, we must do now.”

Some essence, of the things brought.
Oh, home of the heart, hast ‘thou grown more

Some

for- you.

find the work almost as easy to begin as
you found it to leave off. Remember the
time is short. What we are permitted to

All this broken wood, it has kept some_part,

'

rich

a faithful monitor.y Itis- God's voice in
your soul. If it has—justified-your past

That tingles, for the bee sped,

:

she added; with a

blush mantling her cheek, ‘My own
conscience does something like this.”
*“ Your own conscience, my
dear

laugh as the angry prisoner darts

As the (leaves spring

Then

to

a small

‘extent in moglimd: ing proprietary” Fight io bisliterary work in

Apropos of renewing,smany collectors scorn
its aid, and will only purchase imperfect copies.

the

Muny books are undated, their age being decided by the quaint conceits of the old printers.

suthors would come by their own again, and
the question of international copyright would

country.

If each
law

copyright

its

country

would

White thinks

Mr.

Gesner’s * Bibliotheca ” had numerous frogs
and. tadpoles imprinted on its pages,
the
printer’s name, meaning a frog, being Latin.
ized into Christopberus Froshoverus, _Varro’s

At this point, however, he asks virtusdly,
** What is the use of talking about the author's

“* Qua

start resolved itself into the protection of Amer-

Kxtant,”

printed at Dort, is adorned

with ‘wobd-cuts
of portly
clumsy co
mri

nis Bearwonf,

deserve

other

repeal

bears and their
the printer Joan-

So too a book issuing from the

be settled in

right?”

Englund and the

When

the

United

question

States.

from the

very

ican publishers, paper-makers, type-founders,
printers ind book-binders against their British

competitors, Mr. White concludes thus:

* An

of love or sympathy—and uswally much press of Gryphius of Lyons begins and ends international copyright law which préScribes
with effigies of portentous-looking griffins,
by whom the foreign
less; never more. You must watch and The device of Michael and Philip Lenoir isa when, where, how,
author shall
be wary, lest you lose that love which Jjet-black shield with an Fthiopian for crest, insulting, and pubjfsh bis book , is somewhat
is Jgainst the interests of most
came in through the eye because the one’ and negroes for supporters. Apicarius has a foreign nuthors afd of sll
foreign publishers.”
who looked thought you beautiful. But bear robbing a bees’ nest in a hollow tree. But —N. XY. Tribune.
those who bore you, who loved you when most valuable of all, Asceneius has an accurate
you were that dreadful little object, a representation of the printing-press used at
LITERARY NOTES,
that period, every nail and screw being faithsmall baby, and thought you exquisitely
Carlyle
is
to
have a statue by Boehn,
fully delineated, and a burly somposijor setting
beautiful and wonderfully brilliant—they up the type.
.
Mr. Longfellow
bas a piece of Dante's
do not care for faces that are fairer
coffin.
Sometimes books owe their, fame and value
and forms that are more graceful than to particular mistakes. A celebrated Elzevir
The Guttenberg Bible of the Brinley collecyours. You are their very own, and so “¢ Cesar” of 1635 is known by page 149 being tion was sold for $8,000,
better

to

them

always

than

others,—

Christian at Work.
ror

‘A Christian’s amusements must have
nothing in them which way be likely to
excite any of the tempers which it is his
daily task to subdue; any of the passions
which it is his constant business to keep
in order. His chosen amusements must

printed 168, none other being genuine editions.

How defective most editions of the classics are,
may be guessed by the great value assigned to
Didot’s * Virgil” and the ¢ Horace ” of Foulis,

said to be the only editions extant free from
error. They have both been admirably copied
by Baskerville of Birmingham.

The odd blunders as well as verbal eccentricities appearing in different editions of the
Bible are too numerous to mention. A
well

not deliberately add to the “weight” which

known specimen is ¢ the Breeches Bible,” so
called because the aprons of Adam and Eve
are so designated. The Vulgate issued by

against

of its numerous

he is commanded to ‘‘lay aside;” they
should’ not imitate the besetting
sin

which

he is struggling ; they

should not obstruct that spiritual-minded-

ness which he is told is life ‘and peace;
they should not inflame that lust of the

flesh, that lust of the eye and that pride of

life which he is forbidden to gratify. —

Hamnah Moore.

oe) © SISPULEIU
mm

Mr. Miller; the new Senator from California, is a professing Christian.

.He rose

in one of Moody's meetings in San

Fran-

like a strong staff and a beautiful rod to cigeo recently and asked prayers for himthe missionary band, whose hearts were | selfin his endeavor to: lead a Christian
wéll-nigh failing when they came to the- life.

Sixtus V. is of immense value

blunders.

in

consequence

The story of the

German wife who altered the type in the passage declaring her husband should be her

The Pope has authorized
8,600 historical

the publication of

documents

from the

Vatican

library referring to the history of the
cate of Innocent 1V,

pontifi-

It is curious to find that the eagerness with
which ancient manuscripts

the

large

sums

which

were

sought, and

illustrious amateurs

were willingto give Tor them,

suggested to

some unscrupulops scholars the idea of publishing forgeries of their own as authentic.

Just as false antiques touched

up

with

some,

ingenious chemical mixture were offered to the
Medici, so they and their learned advisers were
made the victims of literary Srgchies from
Greek writers.

the

for “something light and amusing,” it ‘beng

The conductors of Scribner's Hontity
adopted a policy of having a number of short
novels to accompany , their historrical serial of
* Peter the Great.” The publication of ¢ Peter
the Great” has materially increased the circulation of the muguzine, and has resulted ina
large sule of buck “numbers and volumes, .

many

the heavier materials of the history,

lord (Herr), to make
wants confirmation.

him

her

fool

(Narr),

The titles of books ure sometimes amusingly
misleading.
‘{Putley’s | Diversions”
have
caused acute disappointment to ‘the searchers

one. of our toughest books on grammar, en- and the printing of these bright Hovelettes
livened by Latin explanations, When * Urban hug uppealed to even u wider “constituenBeds” was first published, it was purchased by |cy, und has been an excellent bulance to
an enthusiastic apiarian,

It is a biogru-

phy of celebrated men who flourished pnder the

pontificate of Urban 11., whosé family device

was a bee, When Mr, Ruskin conceived the
noble ides of reconciling the differences of
ET

‘In May

begins Mr, Cable’s “ M
phine,” snd
Mr. Howells will also contribute ‘one, to begin
in the June number titdér the title, “ A Fear- :

ful Responsibility.”

Xue

*

|

rH.

»

ill,

Ey

pr

|

crone.”
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since

en structure,
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standing

back

Secretary Robert’ Lincoln, when a boy,”

the

at City Péint. A guard on duty had been
wounded in one of the early engagements
about Petersburg, and had returned to
his post while still uncured. One stormy
day, young Captain Lincoln watched the
poor fellow pacing back and forth util
his kind heart could. bear it no longer.

street, in a grove of pine trees. There
:
is an old fashioned yard in front, and a
er of to- garden of half an acre in the rear. Here
The foremost American writ
is undoubted] y the great man lives in quiet and dignified
ed,
ider
cons
gs
thin
all
day,
He is philoso- ease, hut not in seghysion. He is very
Ralph Waldo Emerson.
the field of courteous and hospitable, and his roomy
In
.
poet
and
pher, essayist
no equal mansion is often filled with guests. Alhas
he
hy
osop
e
phil
ativ
empl
cont

on

RALPH WALDO EMERSON.

es-

an

As

side of the sea.

either

.sayist we know of none Who surpass him,

In poetry.
that would

and bits few who equal him.
he has written some things

honor Yhe geuius of a Longfellow or a
Tennyson.

;

Mr. Emerson belongs to a clerical race.

For eight generations back to his ances-

tor, Peter Buckley, one of the founders of
‘Concord, Mass., there has always been a

«clergyman in the family either on the paternal or maternal side. His grandfather,
Rey. William Emerson, was a soldier

of

the Revolution, and lived in the Old
Manse * celebrated by Hawthorne when
the battle of Concord Bridge was fought
close by, His father of the same name,
was pastor of the first church in Boston

for many years.

In person Mr. Emerson is above the
medium height. He is slender rather than
thick. He has keen dark eyes and an
aquiline nose. His face has a thoughtful expression,~and his appearance, is
singularly refined, gentle manly and dignified.

surrounds Beacon Hill and

attending,

the Latin-school of his native

city, he

made his first attempts at literary composition, writing some poems which were
He |
real at exhibitions of the school.

entered Harvard college at the age of fourteen, where he graduated in 1821. While
at the university he

patronized the libra-

ry more than is common among students,

and was distinguished among his class-

mates for his knowledge of general lit
erature. Nor was he behind in his studies. He twice received a Bowdoin prize

for declamations, and once a Boylston
prize for dissertation, and
of his class on class day.
:

He was a teacher during

was

the poet

five years aft.

er leaving college, but spent. his spare
In 1826
hours in the study of theology.
he entered the ministry. Afier spending a
“winter

in Florida and South Carolima for

his health, he was ordained at the Second
Unitarian church of Boston as the. colleague of Henry Ware. He also preached
for a time in Concord, N. H.

:

At his request he was dismissed from
the [Unitarian church in 1832, on account
of differences of opinion between himself
and its members regarding - the Lord's
Supper. Afterwards-he spent a year in

Europe, visiting all the leading cities and
the most beautiful portions of England
"and the continent. He returned in the
spring of 1834, and begun a career as a

lecturer that has continued
even to the present time,

on multitudinous

at intervals
He has spoken

id

Ie writes for the

few,

in that movement known as transcendentalism.
He was assistant editor of the

quarterly periodical called the ** Dial,” in
connection with Margaret Fuller, Channing, Alcott, Ripley and Theodore Parker,
and during the last two years of its existence was its sole editor. His *“ Method of
Nature,” published in 1841, contained
the most prominent peculiarities of his
scheme ofidealism, and by its freshness
and depth of thought, and power of ex-

pression, allured many readers into becoming disciples.
It was in 1850 that he published his
Men,”

which

is perhaps the best known of his prose
works. This series of masterly. mental
portraitures are not matched in literature,

not even by Carlyle's *“ Heroes and

Hero

nd, EEL, VV Lol. Rd

Worship.”
Doubtless some of the features are overcharged, doubtless he fails

In some instances in the correct analysis
of bis characters, more particularly perhaps Plato, and Napoleon, but as a whole
the book is without an equal.
The author's style is coneise and of austere bean-'
ty, his critical ability large, and he has a
common sense shrewdness and a
pervasive wit that comes in demand
for the

: detection of pretense and imposture.
His *¢ English Traits" is almost equally
powerful.
AL

In this work he sizes

and em-

phasizes the characteristics of the English
mind and people. All the salient points are
well taken, and its criticism is judicious
and honest. He has contributed many articles to the Allantic Monthly which have

been collected and put in permanent
for. Some of his best ideas and some
of his strongest and most

beautiful

lan-

guage are to be found in those pocket
editions of the Harpers including ** Beau-

ty,” « Truth,” * Logic,” ete,

Emerson has written many poems

that

will live. He does®hot belong to the

Shakespeare and Millon class of poets,

* but may be compared with Wordsworth,
. Burns and Bryant. His poems are do-

mestic, patriotic and

idyllic.

and can only be understood by the few,
though this refers more to his prose than
to his poetical works. But.in the days

to come the number
there is no reason

will jncrease, and
to doubt

mother next her

that in the

silvery

streams.

and

Hg. Joves

Arcadian

will rank with those. of Mortargne, Bacon and Kant.
4
i
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“I’m all Played Out,”

Ifyou

feel so, get

% Because it acts on the LIVER, BOWELS
and KIDNEYS at the same time,

a

package of Kidney-Wort and take it and you
will at once feel its tonic, power.
It renews
the healthy action of the kidneys, bowels and
liver, and thus restore the matural life and
strength tothe weary body.
It can now be
had in either dry or liquid form, and in either
way is alway prompt and efficient in action.—

New Bedford Standard.

Because it cleanses the system of the poison
ous humors that develope
in Kidney and Uri-

nary Di

2

Hine

as he

Mr. Moody is expected home (Northfield, Mass.) early next month. The
Boys’ Farm School founded by him will
be opened May 1.
Lord Dufterin is to be appointed ambassador at Censtantinople, and Sir Augustus
Paget will succeed him’ as British ambassador at St. Petersburg.
Capt. Boycott, of Ireland, whose treatment by the Land J.eague gave rise t»
the term ‘ Boycotting,” is now traveling
through the United States.
. The new Czar leads a very simple life.
He rises early and takes a long wulk,
then breakfasts with his family.
After
dinner he spends # long time in amusing

Selling Pictoral Books and

duced 35 per cent.

A

Bibles.

pretty, purple flower which is one_of the

turned from

Senate Chamber,

ha

National Pub.Co., Phila. Pa.

in

3 Lk
FREE

M. M, B. Goodwin, an editor in Chardos, Ohio,

Outfit

says he was not Sxpovted to live, being bloated

Augusta,
y19

—

beyond belief, but Kidney-Wort cured
him, ° |
Anna L, Jarrett of South Salem N. Y., sags
that seven years suffering from kkidney troubles
and other complications was ended by the use of
Kidney-Wort,
John B. Lawrence of Jackson, Tenn., suffered
for years from liver and kidney troubles and
after taking
“barrels of other medicines,”
Kidney-Wort
made him well.
Michael
Coto of Montgom
Center, - Vt.

8 Samples and Catalogue of best sell.
ing

articles

3h

earth.

Mfg Co. $22
=
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this

after
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suffered eight years with

was unable to work,
“well
as ever.”

|=

There
in the
of

near her

son.

as she passed,

to doher

in
ard

MRS.

and

with

eyes

most sacred feelings in the

and

What

memories

President,

heart

his eye

from that

rested

told
to the

of man.

platform a

first

upon

that

aged, white-hairéd mother,
and under
these circnmstances he stopped and kissed
his mother and the wife who was support-

Her husband is also accomplished

ing her, while tears stood in the eyes of
the little company of witnesses.
And in

thus
honoring his
mother
honored both himself and the
which

he” surely
high office

he holds.

Obituaries,

a

King Kalakaua, the Hawaiian, has the
civilized good taste to dress simply, to
wear no jewelry and no decorations.
He
is a remarkably handsome nan, more

PARTICULAR
NOTICE.
Obituaries
should
be
BRIEF and for the public.
For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning
Star it
18 but just that CA8H should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER IANE of eight
words,
VERSES are inadmissible,

than six feet in height.
Ilis carriage is
erect, his beard, mustache and eyes are
black, and his expression is amiable.
Mrs. Arnold, the wife of the ‘author

of

‘* The Light of Asia,” and grandniece

of

t@r
It is

New
.She

down the avenue was
horse and rendered

thrown from "his
insensible.
The

church.

President and Mrs. Garfield have decided to spend the summer at the Soldiers’
Home,

Washington, with their

children,

fidence of all who knew

Seoupyin a cottage there. Early in Julythe President will attend commencement
at Williams College, and a little later

home where

A
in

up, and quick as lightningy= the

and then sat down laughing like a school-

8 Ferry, lives with

two-daughters and” a son-in-law,

‘mountain

ranch

thirteen

on

miles

a

from

No better description of ‘* A Snowstorm”
California. Mrs. Brownis a
has ever been given than in hig poem; tall, doce,
straight woman, apparently 50 years
‘bedring that title. /nd in # The Hum- ‘old, though really 65.
Her hair is just

Pr

May

bring

God

them

bless

to

the

their child and sister waits

for

J. M. CRANDALL.

ESTHER P., wife of Rufus

the days when, a very young lady,she presided over some ladies’ committee of
benevolence.
There was some picture to

slavery hero of H

and

them.

as students.
The President's mother
will return to Mentor, to remain during
the summer with the family of Captain
Henry Rudolph, a brother of Mrs.
(sarfed, who is living on the President's
arm.
The Princess Iouise, wife of the (overnor-(zeneral of Canads, 18 hot oly fond
of music but she sings extremely well.
She has always been.greatly liked for her

be hung

her,

the sorrowing family,

his two sons, Harry and James, will enter

gentleness and simplicity of manner.
pleasant little sketch is given of her

At the time of her conversion she be-

came a anember of Dea. Palmer’s Sundayschool class, placing large value upon the instructions she there
enjoyed.
From
that
time until called to the bigher walks, ‘it had
been her delight to #ttend the church and Sunday-school.
In her life she always exhibited
the Christian character in deed,as well as |
word, and enjoyed to a large degree, the con-

medical aid was summoned.d

A.

Smith,

was

born June 27, 1838, and died March 10, 1881.
She SEperlenced religion and united with the
¥. B. church at the nge of fifteen, under the
ministry of Rev. Jacob Decker.
During the
past eighteen years she had been an invalid,
but bore her great sufferings with meeknpess.
She was universally respected by all who
knew ber, and died with a firm faith in God,
and unwavering hope in heaven.
Besides a
husband, two children, four brothers and two
sisters, she leaves an aged father and mother
to mourn their loss. Fuueral services at the
M. 1: church by Rey. W. H. Rogers.
E.

SoruIA B., widow of the-late Jeremiah Dolly, of Gray, died in Durham, Me., March 12,
She

was nearly 68 vears of

age. She was

cone

verted in Portland under the. preaching of
Elder Brown from Acts 17:80, And the

times of this

ignorance

God winked at; but’

now c¢ompmandeth all men
pent,”

everywhere'to

She was born in Gray,

ried there to be ' buried.

Me.,

For

and

fivé years

res

car.

she

“bad been a preat sufferer, though with true
Christiwn fortitude.
‘I'ext of funeral sermon:

-4¢ Precious in the sight of the Lord isthe death

of his saints,”

:

on -

GET IT ATTHE DRUGGISTS,

PRICE, $1.00

WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Prop’s, .

|

ONE OF THE OLDEST

.

AND

MOST

(Will send the dry post-paid.)

RELIABLE

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
Sore Throat, Bronchitis

HENRY & JOHNSON’S
Ia

ARNICA2OLL

Influenza, Asthma,

JLINIMENT

commit

affection of the

hasan

Lk

hb lS MU

hi

Me

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST,

a]

For Man and Beast.
A

including

CONSUMPTION.
© A WELL-KNOWN

ft

aw’ @ au

‘Whooping Cough,
Every

BURLINGTON, VT.

EERE

WEE
:

REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
THE CURE OF

sure

cure

for

Wounds,

PHYSICIAN WRITES:

“It does not dry up a cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with most preparations; but
loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of complaint.”
DO NOT BE DECEIVED by articles bear-

|

ing similar names.

Be sure you get

:

DR. WISTAR'S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY,
with the signature of “I. BUTTS” on the wrapper.
50 Cents and $1.00 a Bottle.
Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Bos.
ton, Mass.

Rud
and «ll Skin Diseases.
it in well with the hand.
Sold by all druggists.

Price 23 and 50c per

Sold by druggists and dealers generally,

._

A TRUE TONIC

yt

.A REVIVER.1
A PERFECT STRENGTHENERSURE
for

recommended

highly

are

BITTERS

IRON

all diseases re-

quiring a certain and efficient tonic; especially Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Inter-

mittent Fevers, Want of Appetite, Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy, ete. Enriches

the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new life to the nerves. They act
like a charm on the digestive organs, removing all dyspeptic symptoms, such
as Tasting the Food, Belching, Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn, etc. The only

Iron Preparation that will not blacken the teeth or give
Sold by all druggists. Write for the A B C Book, 32 pp. of
‘headache.

JWLIA, daughter of the late Ivory B. and
Hannah A. Crockett, died of consumption. in
Alton, Feb.28, aged 23 years, 9 months.
She
was converted at the age of 11 years, was baptized by Rev. C. C. Foster at the age of 16 and
united with the New
Durham church, of
which she remained. a faithful member till
death.
She loved dearly the church and Sabbath-school, mapifesting that love by her constapt attendance and earnest participation in
{lh public services.
In her last vocal prayer
she ‘inveked the blessing of her Heavenly
Father upon these precious means of grace.
She was of a’ cheerful, genial disposition, always ready with smile and word, to add to the
joys of her companions and cheer the heart of
10% weary. To the mourning friends gathered

useful and g§pusing reading
— sent. free.

BROWN

CHEMICAL

CO., Baltimore, Md.

i

about the bedside, when about to leave them she
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aged 28 years. Fourteen years ago this month,
she became a Christian, and in July following
was baptized, uniting with. the East Penfield

good Queen at once alighted and had the
sufferer placed in her carriage, which
was led by herself on the right and’ the
groom on the left to a house whither

i

0 bhp: very

or It acts with equal efficiency tn either form.

tect of distinction.
She is superintending the making in Loudon of the memo- |
rial window to be placed by the Channing family in the Channing Memerial of beyih, and everything was done for him
Church at Newport.
that ¢ould be: His children all visited hima during his last sickness.
He leaves a widow and
Sophie Pioffsky, who is convicted of tive
children (three sons and two daughters),
ManaLa P., wife of Jacob Dingman, died
complicity in the murder of the Czar of brothers, a gister- and a large circle of friends
Russia, is a woman of aristocratic connec: to mourn their loss. He was a kind husband in Millvill (four miles east of Troy, N. 'Y.),
29, in the T0th year of her age. She was one
tion, high social position, and superior and affectionate father, but he has gone to his Mar.
of those quiet, unassum#g Chiristian mothers,
He had been u-very active, industrieducation. She is the daughter of a for- reward.
who by a consistent life and godly example
ous man all his days.
About his last words
mer Provincial Governor, and niece of an were, ‘ I have got almost through, I shall soon impressed all who knew her#with the idea that
her
religion consisted more in good deeds than
officerin the army.. She was the guid- be at rest over on the other shore.” The
writer of this was with bim to the Jast. It is’ in a.great show. She had long indulged in a
ing spirit in the assassination.
hope of eternal life through Christ, yet she had
God that has taken the loved one, weep not.
The Queen of the Belgians is a kindly ¢ Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord.” not bad confidence to make a public profession
until about 12 years ago, when she came eut
A. E. FOYNTON.
and energetic lady.
She was driving
and united with the Poestenkill F. B. cburch,
her four ponies in Brussels the other day
LYDIA ANN, only danghter of Alden ard of which she remained a consistent and worthy
when a gentleman who was galloping Jane Taber, died in Pevinton, N. Y., March 21, member until her death. Her life was devoted
~

A

putup in Pry VegetableF

Iq ult
of medicine. Also in
eeutrated, for those tha

relation

in

FL

Constipation and Piles.

EB

75 years.

DISEASES,

tin cans, one

said: ¢* Do not mourn for me, I am only going
home.”
After listening to the reading at her
request, of the hymn ‘entitled ‘¢ Jesus Only,’
just, before she expired, looking up with a
look of sweet satisfaction she suid, *¢ Isn’t that
enough, mother?”
She leaves a mother and
only sister, besides many other relatives and
a host of warm friends, who deeply feel their
loss.
Yet we feel that her influence will still
live, for truly,‘ The memory of the. just is
blessed.”
J. S. NEAL.

JOHN BoyNTON died in Plymouth, N. IL,
of organic disease of the heart, aged 72 years,
10 months and 7 days. « He experienced religion about forty years ago in Bridgewater, N.
H., was baptized by Elder Paul Perkins, joined the ¥. B. church; and remained a member
until his death. He had been for some time out

archi-

died

nearly

-

CURES

LIVER COMPLAINTS,

therefore received comparatively few of the
multiplied blessings that come to the healthy
and strong. Yet ber loss in this direction was
more than met by her love of home, and the
pleasure she found in efforts for the comfort
of those she loved.
The piety of our sister
consisted in the exercise of the passive virtues; in her quiet and uncomplaining submission to life's surroundings, rather than in the
more active methods of Christian work.
May
the memory of ber virtues be to the lonely |
ones left in her home like fragrant flowers
along their future pathway, and may the dear
Master give strength for their burdens and release from their sorrows.
CoM,

must have rushed through

his mind as, turning

foreign
of KEu-

which

GORDON

and

him

had been in ill health for a series of yearsjand

all the
to the

appealed

MauALA

Hampton, Feb. 1, aged

honor of all, rough and cultivated, the act
was referred to .in tones
that indicated
strongly the incident

KIDNEY

of her brother, Dea. Benjamin Butler, in Ottawa, 111, aged 74 years.
She was the second
wife of the late Dea. Francis Stowers, of New
Sharon, Maine, and second daughter of Capt.
Benjamin and Huldah Butler, of Farmington,
Maine.
She with her husband, at the time or
their conversion, some
forty
years
since,
united with the first New Sharon church,
which was their Christian home.
Her last
sickness was very long and distressing, being
of dropsy and consumption.
It may truly be
said of her, * She hath done what she could.”
B. BUTLER.

To every one, while the tears
there evidently rose up a vision of
road from widowhood and poverwhich she had struggled with her

subject of general mention
crowds throughout the day,

PERMANENTLY

SISTER LOVINE STOWERS, died at the home

Her

kidne;oy difficutty

Kidney-Wort made

: KIDNEY-WORT

for forty years I have been preparing for this.”
¢« Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord,
Yea, saith the Spirit, that they may rest from
their labors; and their works do follow them.”
A husband
and six children remain to cherish
her memory and to carry forward ber Christian work.
May each do this faithfully.
IRA EMERY.

beautiful

another

church

n trying for four years.

John Arnall, of Washington, Ohio, Joye

dney-Wort.

Free. Address P., O. VICKERY,

base known—in the home circle.
‘* Are you
ready to go?” *. Why should -I not be, when

com-

boy, seeing him rise step by step from one
success and honor to another, up to this
position of crowniug triumph.
It was the

is said to be the first Pres-

-ay an

noticed

as one

nations uncovered,

honor.
started,
the long
ty over

how

is mentioned

been

presence was the one touching feature in
the magnificent pageant.
American manhood and’the representatives of the foreign

deep feeling,

.

platform,

and iorward to a seat

of age,

home.

had

this

ee

PEOPLE
SAY :»

physisians ata that oie DY

*

A YEAR and expenses to Sree.

through life. Hers wus a life of self-consecration to
Christ. this shining out
amid the
scenes of domestic life; in the example, teachings and prayers of the truly pious mother,
and “in the purity and prosperity of the Christian home: loved and appreciated most where

the great crowd there recognized
the
white-haired mother of the President.
There had been many more as she was
helped down the steps of the east porch

Gustavus Adolphus, eldest son of the
King of Sweden.
She is fourteen years

ident's wife able to talk with
diplomats in the court language

the

whole circle which

There is a rumor of the betrothal of
the Princess Louise, . eldest daughter
of the Prince of Wales, to Prince Oscar

Mrs. Garfield, who speaks French

who

Joseph Davis, retaining

WHAT

- says, hy Kidney-Wort
rw
cured him m after r egular Phy: -

Prices re-

2

MRS. MARTHA, wife of Bro. Jacob Tuttle,
died in East Alton, March 17, of typhoid pneumonia, aged 76 years. 4 months.
Born in Lee
in 1814, married in Effingham in 1838, professed religion in 1840 and united with the F. B.
church, then under the pastoral care of Elder

and Mrs.

act of filial and manly devotion.
had been a multitude of moist.eyes

himself with his children.

Dr. Channing,

left,

mon with all the rest, saw that he stopped
to kiss his eld mother, and then his wife,
who sat next to her.
It was an act as far
removed as possible from the spectacular,
and there was scarcely a dry eye in the

tion nbxt October.

rope.

her

few of the correspondents

dress at the Yorktown centennial celebra-

German fluently,

on

CG

, Jaundice, Consti.

A———

BEE

AGENTS WANTED for the Best and Fastest-

Her death was a triumph of faith, and can not
fail to comfort the friends bereaved by her
departure.
Appropriate , resolutions
were
passed on the occasion of her death, by the
“Free Circle” of North Anson, of which she

was a member,

, Pili

pation, Piles, or in Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Nervous Disorders and Female Complaints.

Eugene B. Stork, of'Junction City, Kansas,

ELIZABETH SCOTT BEAMER, wife of David
L. Beamer, died of heart disease at their home
in Lansing, Mich., March 15, aged 58 years,
8 months and 7 days. She was born in Blanchford, Oxford Co., Canada, became converted
at the age of sixteen, and united with the F.
B. church soon after their removal to Lansing.
She leaves an aged mother, 4 brothers, a sister, a husband, a son and a large circle of
friends to mourn their loss which is her eternal gain. Sermon by Rev. J. R: Spencer, ber
former pastor; text, John 14:1—3.
Services
conducted by Rev. I. B. Potter.
Com.

given seats close to the Presidential party,
and a fe of those near General Garfield

Ex-President Hayes is reported to be
engaged in writing a history of his Administration.
President Garfield is to'deliver ‘the ad-

nooks. In reading his lines to ** The girl,
" oth SAI
a
He
- Rhodora” one can’ not help. seeing the | ‘The
widow of Joh Brown, the anti-

very earliest to greet us in the epting,

!

Garfield next to her. The balustrading
along the front, heavily draped as ,it was
with fags, almost entirely, if it did not
wholly, concealed these ladies from the vast
andience in front, while those who stood
back of them shut them in from the sight
of the mass of officials on the platform. A

fature the name of Ralph Waldo Emerson

nature, and some of his swetest lays have | young Princess jumped on a chair and
with childlike enjoyment ca#ght hold of a
“been ingpired by dark, waving pines, hammer and nailed the frame to the wall,
limpid,

and

few inches above the floor. Along the
center of this were three chairs.
General
‘Garfield sat in the middle one, with Pres.
Hayes at his left and the Chief Justice at
his right.
Mrs. Hayes sat back of the
Chief Justicé with
General » Garfield's

M. Gustave Dore is feeling in the death
one of the most prominent of the lecturers who address the lycetims-of-theeoun- "of his mother his first great sorrow. They.
were devoted to each other, and it is said
try. The best of his lectures have been that it was for her sake that Dore has
published.
never married, preferring to give her
In 1840, Mr. Emerson became interested sole command over his heart and his

“Essays on Representative

overcoat,

and

is a common complaint,

J. Calder, in thé presence of a large concourse
of relatives and friends of the Yeseensed: 5

The correspondent of a Cincinnati paper describes as follows a touching incident
which
occurred at the
recent
inauguration of President Garfield, which
forcibly illustrates an admirable trait in

been in German and French.

topics, and has

private’s

*

speaketh 1” in
| services were held ai the
First FB.
Feb. 7, conducted by
Rev. T. H. Dfttke; the pastor, assisted by Rev.

THE PRESIDENT'S FILIAL DEVO-TION.
:

Sime

mass of readers.

127

Cherry

Colds,

EvA M. BUNKER died in North Anson, Me..
Mr. Emerson is one of -the great men
Mar.2, aged 24 years.
At the early age of 13
of the world. His fame, however, will the character of the noble statesman who years,
Sister B. accepted the lot of God’s people
be greater after bis defith than it is now. now bears the highest honors which the and united with the Anson ehurch. From that
time until her death, she loved the house ‘of
Not but what he is appreciated at the nation has to confer:
God, and the gathering of her people.
Her
presentitime, for he is. He may not be a |. At the outer edge amd in the center of sickness was protracted, but her trast was unshaken.
During these years of debility and
popular author, for his writings are hardly the great platform erected at the east suffering she manifested no lack of interest in
front of the Capitol fef the inauguration
ot the style that will be read by the larger ceremonies, there was a small one, rising a the home circle, or in the church of her choice.

The.eminentauthor and

Massachusetts Bay.
When but a boy of twelve,

:

a

of Wild

Coughs,

sumption, and all Throat
50 cents and $1 a bottle.

behind him, for a little while, his wife and five
children, two sons and three daughters, who
“‘sorrow not m8 those who have no hope”
through grace divine. ¢ He, being dead, yet

went out, insisting on taking the soldier's
place as guard.
The man yielded, and
for an hour the President's son carried the
gun and guarded the headquarters tent.

though verging on to eighty (he is seventy-seven) he is yet lively and genial.

thinker was born in that city, and thus
was nurtured in the intellectual atmos-

phere that

He borrowed

Balsam
It cures

still, -¢hitis, Whooping Cough, Croup,

was permitted to live to see his children 4ll
brought into the church militant. He leaves

did an act of kindness to a private soldier

Wistar’s

always at hand.

is love for the sanctuary was so great, that
his son frequently brought him to public worship, when his bealth would permit.
He was
a firm believer in the Bible, and its soul-inspiring doctrines,
He was a true temperance
man, his principles being thoroughly tested on
this question, by his keeping a temperance
"hotel in this city for many years.
Bro. Boyer

to pay

farm. Her daughter walks six miles daily over a mountain trail to give one
music lesson for small compensation.

1835.

from

daughter

Have

one so
A few

Joats since, he lost both his lower limbs;

the interest on a $1,500 mortgage on her

The house is alarge, plain, square, wood.

BY FRED MYRON COLBY.

:

matter for herself and

¢ Wood-notes” and ‘‘ The BosHe has lived there

of the cross. . We have seldom known
patient,so eheerful, so hopeful as he!

destitute circumstances,
and it is a hard

ton Hymn” are full of allusions to nature.
The home of Emerson is ‘in Concord,

Mass.

dn

Ly

touched with gray, and.her face furrowed
by lines of sorrow and care. She is in

ble Bee” the poet has described what
every country. frequenter
has
noted
about the ‘hot midsummer’s
petted

The Worning Star. |

’
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DEA. THEODORR F. BOYER died of paralysis in Hurrisburg, Pa., Feb. 4, aged 06 years,

10 months and 113 days. - Although his last
‘sickness was brief, yeu be had been u great

sufferer for many. ‘years, ‘and

amid: all "his

afflictions, bis. sweet trust in Jesus enabled
him to,'* endure hardness as a good soldier”

to the Master, her family and the good of others
and her end was quiet and peaceful. She leaves

an aged

busband

and

six

children to mourn

their loss.

I. Jd. Hoag.

~

SOPHRONIA (, FLETCHER, wife of A. T.
Cates, died in Lowell, Mass., Jan, 3, aged 37
years and 8 months,
She gave her heart to
Christ in childhood and lived a life of consecration ever after, ever submitting cheerfully

Le

o

those who knew her best loved her most,

two brothers, all of whom though deeply afflicted, realize that she is only gone a little before. The great love for her family, the strong
desire she had to bring up her little ones in the
fear and love of God, und her perfect submis-

gion to his will, were a remarkable‘evidence of

the truth and reality of the religion of Jesus,
and of what he can do for us at the close of u

Christian life, ¢ Preciousin the sight of the
Lord is the death of his saints,”
Com.

LYDIA, wife af Dea. Elijah Wheeler, died in Albany, Me., Dec. 8, 1880, aged 73 years. She
was converted whea
18 years of age und
jomed the F. B. church in Bethel, Me., of

which she remained & worthy

member

until

deuth, Through her long
pilgrimage Bister
Wheeler adorned her profession by loving ser
vice in her family, obliging kinduess to her

neighbors and hospitality to strangers,

Faith-

ful to Christ.through life, she died in the .Lope
of an eternal inberitance with those that have
gone before and that shall follow after, She
lenves an aged companion, five children snd
many friends to mourn her loss,
1
L. W. RAYMOND,

gerion
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“CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND

V
jv, CI

& PACIFIC R. R.°

EAST & THE WEST!
TING LINK BETWEEN forTHE
IS THE GREAT CONNEC
eating purposesonly. One other
Dining Cars
Chicago to Council

Its main line runs from
Bluffs, passing through Joliet, Ottawa, La Salles
Geneseo, Moline, Rock Island, Davenport, West
* Liberty, Towa City, Marengo, Brooklyn, Grinnell,
Atlan»
Des Moines (the eapital 6f Iowa), Stuart, Bureau
with branches from
tic, and Avoca;
Junction to Peoria; Wilton Junctiofi to MuscaBelknap,
tine, Washington, Fairfield, Eldon,

|

She

suffered much the last two months of her
life, but the lust 12 hours were peaceful, and
she slept her earthly life away, to'awake in the
everlasting kingdom of our Lord.
She leaves
to mourn, a kind husband, a little daughter of
three years, an infant son, father, mother and

ttshy pl

A

O

A

to the will of God in all the trials incident to
life. She united with the F. B. church in
Solon, Me., in. June, 1861, was married Dec.

94,1874, removed her church relations and
joined with her husband the Paige St. church,
Lowell, the same winter.
Most of her early
life was spent in obtaining her, education and
teaching school, where she formed many valuable acquaintances and lasting friendships, for

a

CameCentreville, Princeton, 'I'renton, Gallatin,
Kansas City;

|

great feature of our Palace Cars isa SMOKING

SALOON
at all

where you can enjoy your * Havana

hours of

the

day.

Magnificent Iron Brides

and

Missouri
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the Mississippi
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this
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PO
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ville, Oskaloosa, Pella, Monroe, and Des Moines;
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Avoca to Harlan.
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There is talk of Alaska

gold fields, and the

Washington dispatches say thata movement
of miners toward that region has already be-

fore-

gun.

The ¢ Oregon war debt” bonds of the act of
March 2, 1861, with the accrued interest thereon, are to be paid on the 1st of July next; interest on said bonds to cease from that date.

en the pains to be more. definite and local in
r prophecies, the people of Scio might
have escaped to solid ground.
Perhaps the
prophets imagined that they had done their
whole duty when they warned the world that
, lhe malefic conjunction between Saturn and
Jupiter, due in a fortnight, takes place in Tau-

A party of masked men

recently

rode

into

Poledo, Arkansas; one-half surrounded the
court house, whils the others entered the treas-

uary, blew open the safe,

rus, whieh sign rules Asia Minor,.and that for

and stole from

to ten thousand dollars and escaped.

this reason the disaster should have been expected in that neighborhood.
By the way,
among the foretellings for this annus mirabi-

five
:

With a view of protecting American authors
snd publishers, Postmaster-General James will
soon issue an order declaring all publications
issued in violation of copyrights granted by the
United States, unmailable matter.

Als, it was predicted in Zadkiel’s ATmanac that
the Czar would be in danger early in March.
But the most singular fulfillment of prophecy
is now going on in Washington.
The astrologers have
declared that in early April we
might expect ‘‘deadlocks
and
disgraceful
soenes in legislative assemblies.”
The ¢ountry would feelrelieved if Zadkiel or Professor
Grimmer wopid bring from the planets some
authéntic
report
that
these
‘disgraceful
~~ seenes” would speedily come to an end.—N.

Nearly ten thousand European immigrants
arrived at New York last week, the greater
proportion of them Germans.
For these Germans there is an.urgent demand just now,
especially in the fields and workshops of the
South and Southwest.

Y. Tribune.

Earthquake shocks of considerable violence
coutinue in Chio.
It is estimated that barely
twenty houses remain habitable ‘in the whole

Dead ~-Lock.

There is no assurauce yet that the dead-loek
island. Forty-five villages have been totally
in the Senate will be speedily broken, but
destroyed, and the population in mauy locali:
some Senators have given expression to the
ties has absolutely disappeared.
hope that a way will be devised during the
Two
English steamers
collided off the
present week to permit an executive session
British coast; one of them was sunk'and fourfor action on certain important nominations.
teen persons were drowned.
It is said that supplies for the Indians can not
be regularly forwarded unless there is an InArmy rations, clothing and supplies are to
dian commissioner to sign the necessary pa. pare an official act that can hot be performed /be issued by the government to the sufferers by
by any other officer. It is very uncertain the Dakota floods,
. whether a majority of Republicans will conMr. Daniel F. Beatty; proprietor of Beatty’s
sent to go into executive session.— Correpianos and organs, has been elected for a third
spondence Boston Advertiser.
term as mayor of the ¢ity of Washington N. J.
Swift Retribution

for Crime.

The King of Abyssinia is dead, and has been
succeeded by his son Michael. A letter from

During Tuesday night, the 12th inst., two
young men named Foster, twin brothers, entered the house of Mr. Abiel Wilson at North
Andover, Mass., for the purpose of burglary.
After
ransacking the
house—Mr.
Wilson
meantime sitting in terror in his bed with a

prepared

to defend

himself

broke into his room, whereupon

Assib states that the King fell in a battle fought
with the Assimeraks.
All the Nihilists, except

old

Sophie Pieoffsky—were hanged

Luther was

arrested

On
evi-

dence which goes to show that the brothers
meditated u'more serious crime, and, it is believed, had not Wilson got ip the first blow,
.they would bave stained thejr hands with
ay

Wilson will be exonerated from all

Friday

morn-

tion there can be little doubt, and what makes

“the

Doth uases the more shocking is the fact that

in

their habits of growth are similar to * blackeaps.”
It is a new variety that originated in this section
of the country, and on account of its earliness is
dttracting much

attention.

As

early

berries

are

e by the pain of pralonged disease.
r

post-mortem éxsmination showed
, 8 drop
of blood was in the body,

has no equal as a cough

Turner, Highland Hardy and Early Prolific

early red varieties—the first two being unusually
hardy.
Welsh is another very early red raspberry

gradually

either at that distance, or with the rows from
10 seven feet apart.

As the Raspberry

is

easy fruit to grow, requiring only about
kind of cultivation as field-corn,

it

a

the

will

ble for almost any one to obtain many

increasing, but it is not yet

hand to mouht, and much

be possi-

an

what similar selection to that which I have named
above.
:
Moorestown,

and

goes

Batt

Choice Western
best

:
York to my small farm

makes

ull cleaned

ladle

still

is

well sold

command

2

@

the

We ¥ Bb,

bat

There continues to be a light supply

common to good 2 00 @ 2 15; Medmm, choice hand
picked 230g 2 35; Medium, choice screened 220
@ 225; Medium, common to good 200 @ 2 10; Yellow Eyes. choice 210
@215 ; Yellow
Eyes, improved 220 &. 230;
Common,
200 @ 205; Red
Kidneys, 150 @ 1 65.
‘
POTAT0ES.
Aroostook Rose. # bu, 80 @ 8c;
Maine Central Rose,75@80c; Vt. Rose,76a80c; New
York
Rose,
75¢; Jacksons, 65 @ 70c;: Prolifi 8,

part of the profits, We made a stock company
ofit. I became the president, my wife the vicepresident, ory son the treasurer, and my danghter
the secretary.
The book was kept in the regular

business form.
The meetings of the” company
were calledto. erder by the president, aiid reports

75 4 80c; Peerless, 65 @ 70c; Seedlings,

were submitted,

@ 4 00; Bermuda,
¥ erate 4 00 4 25.

dren are

grown

up and away

from

our

Baldwins,

a moderate

sale7

@ Ske ¥h

' MAPLE SUGAR
AND BYRUP. New Sugar, in
cakes, 1 10 @ 120; New Sugar, in tubs, 7% 8 9:
Syrup, ¥ gal of T1bs, in cans;

80

@

85; Syrup,

¥

gal of 11 Ibs, in kegs, 70 @ 75; Syrup thin 60 @ 70.
HAY AND STRAW. Choire coarse, 2200 8 23 00;
2

chil

0B 2) 30}

300;

Rye Straw

12008 1400.

I

the census office in Washington.

The story of

her wrongs, as related by herself, implicates
John Q. Cannon, the Mormon delegate to Congress, in aplot by which she was duped by
Miles und forcibly detained in his house after
she discovered that she had married a bigsmist.
»

a

Even the barbers aregiving expert testimony
in the Whittaker case.
What was
sought to

be proved was the inability of the colored
cadetto cut his own hair in the precise manner in which it was shorn on the eventful
night of the rape of the lock at West Point,
and, furthermore, that the pair of scissors used

must have been larger than the pair
his room.

.

found in

=.

The conference of the Morinon Church, held
last week at Salt Lake City, resolved to continue the work of proselyting in the Territories

by

colonization,

ard

detailed

seventy-seven

This plan

has

reach themeelves, but their purpose is to secure and hold influence in the Territories that
are soon to become States.

Encouraged by the success of Mr. Mabone in
Virginia, independent parties are forming in
peveral Southern States, Gentlemen taking an
interest in politics, who

have recently

arrived

.

States of the South in. which

elections

26 00; Oa

W; Oat Simw

roves the Mahone movement in Virginia is
saken by the men who are organizing the néw
parties in the South to be a guarantee of his .aproval in their case. ~ Boston Herald Dis.
atoh.

Western

Extra prime, ¥ bbl. $1300 @ $14 00; 01d

mess, $16 00 @ $16 50: New

not

mess, $1700

@

clear $20 003 $20 50; Boston backs,

$1750;

$22 00

BEEF. Western mess, ¥ bbl, $1000@ $10 50;
Western extra, $1050°'@ $11 60; Extra
plate and
family, 812 50@ $13 50; Beef hams, $17 60 8 $18 60;

Beef tongues, $26 00 @ $27 00.

THE FRUIT OROP.

of them on account

killed.

of

being

thoroughly

They report
a great many

days

is weatheg

thinks

to all early

frufts.

He

berries and raspberries,

bolh

in

Delaware

and

b

has superfoded
all other treat

In short, such is its intrinsic merit and superi

ority, that it is now the only recognized reliable remedy,

. 1S STRONGLY

ENDORSED!

‘We have the most unequivocal testimony to its cura,
tive powers from many persons of high character, intel,

ligenoe
and responsibility. Our book, ‘How
a Life was

Raved,” giving the history of this new siscovery,
and a

largo record of most remarkable cures, sent free. Write
forit.

t

DAY’S

y

KIDNEY PAD3 are séld by druggists, or

willbe
sent by mall (freeof postage) on receipt of their
price:

Regular, $2.00; Special, for obstinate cases of

long standing; $3,600; Childress, $100. Addross,
"DAY KIDNEY PAD C0, TOLEDO, OHIO.

CAUTION. , Orne tothe many worthierrh
epi
oso la wir de
For sale > 22 F.RACKLEY, Dover, No H,,

(MRO. C. GOO

N & CO. GENERAL Aouxiy
STON,

Plant as many other flowers as possible, hut |
don’t forget to plant a bed of choice Everblooming
Roses. They exceed all other flowers in beauty

and fragrance, and the choicest varieties are now
y

introduced

ments.

PLANT BEAUTIFUL ROSES.

within the means of all. Among the many Floral
Catalogues now issued is the “New Guide to Rowe

:

supply’ng a want which men of eminent ability have
devoted years of study and expériment to find—a Specifie for Diseases of the Kidneys, Bladder, Urinary *
Organs and Nervous System—and
from the timo of its
discovery has rapidly increased in favor, gaining the
approval
and confidence of medieal men and those who "
have used it ; it has become a favorite with all classes, and

ward; that he did not see a single strawberry blos-

|

:

Is effective in ita cure 6f Female NPenknese.

CENTENNIAL

Vegetine

This

Is the great remedy for General Debility.

is acknowledged by all classes of people to be the
Vest

workl.

y

and

mest

reliable

blood

purifier

in

the

of great

PRING MEDICINE.

ELEVEN

NUMBER.

FOR

(EXTRA

—

I

‘AGE
th

;

iain, 18

ANTED 35%
‘and
WY Ro ha 4 ron

vou y of fate:

or achine
crcl asdo., 46 oe
womity
Weshingion
bt..
hy
»

nies

ENGRAVINGS

Six copies

.

Iigver, N. ‘H

¢

—

SPIRITUAL SONGS.
This book

of Hymns

and Tunes, re-

‘ently offered by the Printing Establish‘ment,is issued.in two separite volumes.
The one for

CHURCH AND CHOIR,
:
Contains 1,086 hymns, and about balf as
(many tunes.
They constitute a choice
and comprehensive
selection, having

to continue

Col. Geo. E. Waring, Jr., on
of New

i

Be

There ie the first paper of a remarkably valuCondition

STEEL

2

by Gep. Ww. Cable,

“ Madame Delphine,” is begun,
through several numbers.

startlin
Sir Jul

they

I. D. STEWART,

EDITION.)

ublished by special arrangement with Mr.
imerson and the Muss. Historical Society.

by

and

for 85.00, and GO cents for postage.

Thomas Carlyle in 1848,” by.
Ralph Waldo Emerson,

able

for reference,

cents additional as postage.

MAY.

The May number of SCRIBNER'® MONTHLY
contains many special features, some of the
illustrations being of great beauty;-notably
A Frontispiece Portrait of Carlyle,
one of Cole’s most striking works. It accompanies a paper on “Personal Impressions. of

A Novelette

value

of grominent
ministers deceased, ar:
themselves worth more than the price of
the book, which is One Dollar, with ten

2ui6eow

SCRIBNER

is a historic: !

ble, the progress of our work during its
successive periods. .

is Sold by -all Druggists.
A GREAT

just issued,

show in the most compact manner possi-

18 THE BEST

Vegetine

RECORD.

TWENTY TABLES, —

‘Vegetine.
)

‘book,

lowest

work. It gives a brief, but comprehen
sive yiew of the:denominational work for
‘the century, including its Missionary,
Educational, Temperance, Sunday School
and Anti:Slavery work. It contains

Vegetine

York’—a

those’ which are old and substantial, as
well as those which are new and stirring, including a large number found in

ation of facts; an article by
dict, on ** Jenny Lind,” with a

splendid fullfpage portrait; “ Among the Esquimaux wi ith Schwatka,” by an aeffices of the
part, with portrait by Blum;
i

“The Mutineers of the Bounty,’ ?

‘the Gospel Hymns,
Price, $1.50; or,
when a church is supplied, $1.20, with a.

the Pitcairn Islanders from 1859—80, by
a native; * In and out of London with Dickens.”

silk-bound, gilt-edge copy for the pulpit.
as one of the number.

ith Views of the * Old Curiosity Shop,” etc. ;
rtemus Ward,—his Home and Family,” with
the most faithful portrait extant; a capital
short story, ‘ Honi Soit Qui Maly Pense,’
& new writer,.ete., ete.

RUBY HAMILTON;
scovery by AD

Jersey, he thinks, are not likely to be this
more than a one-third crop. Anothdr dealer,
arrived from Norfolk, Wednesday, reports
the season there is two three weeks back-

som, although he visited last week about all the
growers tha ship lo Northern markets; that peas
are only three inches out of the ground, and not
looking at all thrifty, owing to cold storms,
One
growet who bas 40 acres in Spinach has not
yet
een able to pull enough marketable to ship. The
planting of potatues has been enormous, and he
ooks for an immense harvest. .. The' son of one
of the leading dealers in the. long market, ‘who
went South last week to hurry along tho earl
truck, writes home that on Monday last, when rid.
ing in the cars from Jacksonville, Fla., to Savannah, Ga., there was ice on every pond and puddle,
and w every swamp along
the route. ‘Another
dealer, returning from a t:in throngh the Southern

thorized to contract for advertizing at our
ates.

by the

the Window.

which it is

OLD

AND

NEW

Ruby's Daughters.

Hamilton. By Maria Oliver.
YENSIE WALTON;
By
Graham Clark,
Cr

OUR STREET;
ham

Clark.

$1.50

FRIENDS;

A Sequel

or,

to Ruby

and

is adapted

to

Some "congregations prefer it to the
larger
one, because it is furnished at halt
|
the price, and the hymns and tunes are
selected

and

are

es-

seny one of either, or both, at one-third of

So far as we know, every church that
has used them is entirely satisfied with

Mrs. 8. R.
$1.50

Fare

Story,
Lo.
$1.50
Boatan + D. Lothrop & Co., Publishers.

purposes,

the retail price, 50, or 25 cents.

them.

Temperance

for both

pecially devotional:
When wanted for examination, with a
view of supplying the congregation, we

- $1.50

By Mrs. 8. R. Gra-

A strong

abridged,

both
THE CHURCH AND SOCIAL WORSHIP.
;

or, Light in

By Maria Oliver.

We share the ex-

press expenses with the purchasers.
~ The smaller book contains half of the
hymns and tunes of the larger one, from

by

REGENT BOOKS.

the

strawberries are not much injured, but will be
about three weeks later than usual. The blackNew
year
who
that

S. M. PETTENGILL
& CO. 837 Park
Row, New York. are our Agents, and are au-

SCRIBNER & CO., New York.

seaspn when the thermometer has ranged between

ten and Lwenty-two below zero, which

iy

By W. DD. Howells,

winter

T. 8 HUBBARD, Fredonia, N.Y.

Trees, Small

which will be followed by a short novel
author of ** An Earnest Trifler.”

the past

disastrous

PRENTI 3

Rend stamp for Price and Descriptive List. Also

A richer number has never been issued.
Price 86 cents. Sold everywhere.
:
In June begins * A Fearful Responsibility,”

Advices from. the South® mdjcate a late crop.
One of the largest peach receivers in Boston has
just returved from a visit to his consignors, and
reports that especially in Delaware, in and about
Clayton and Smyrna, the leading shipping points,
the trees have been badly damaged by the frost,and
that one of his patrons, with an orchard of eight
hundred trees, was pulling up about one-quarter

occur |

next fall the independence will be a power, agd

Clover,

S26

wantto go away until they start for themeelves in
the battle of life.
a

in

POKK.

BEED.

Hay

court of the United States, is now employed

will

GRASS

Fine, 1700 6 1900; Swale

GRAPE VINES

Effectually cures Kiduey Complaint.

100 @ $1 50,

DRIED APPPLES. Quartered and Sliced continue
dull and hard to cell at 4c ¥ B®. Evaporated find

a‘ Btart
home,

375

GREEN APPLES. Choice Russets # hh], 8175 @
200; Cho'ce Baliwins, $200 @ $250; Common

wile, and ran the company themselves, they taking the whole management of the hens, and disposing of the eggs.
It occupied
their leisure

that the

70 @ gsc.

ONIONS. Red, # bbl 300 @ 3 5G; White

dis-

-cussed, such as “ how to break up sitting hens,”
and “ would the company be able to pay quarterly
dividends.” We all became very much interested
in our company, and as it was very successful the
children purchased all the stock of myself and

for a business education, and now

and
2Ic;

BEANS.
Pea, Northern, H, P.,# bu. $235 @ $2
40; Pea, N. Y., H. P,2208 230; Pea, N, Y.

but soon grew weary.
The thought came
to me
that 1 could get them interested by giving them a

them

buyers are
very best.

up, an!

pive CataCornwallon.
Aldeow

:

Cures Pains in the Back.

out.

CHEESE.

pied away from home, I waoted -the childegn to
take cave of them. They did well for a short time,

hours when not at school, it gave

1

of desirable stock; quotations nnchonged.
EGGS. Eastern, ¥
dozen 2lc; New York
Vermont,
2ic; Canada, fresh stock
20@
Western, 19 a 20%; Southern, 19 @ 20%c.

soon get tired of farm life.
I purchased a large
flock of hens, and, as most of my time was occu-

questiohs

as

of

°

All Leading Varieties
in large su
WW
| rue to Nnnse, Prices low. vo. ts celenrated’®
NEW
WHITE
GRA

Vegetine
Vegetine
Vegetine
Vegetine

inferior grades are plenty enough to take a wide
range. The stock of good old
Buiter is nearly

everything was new to the children. It was away
from noise and bustle, and I thought they would

and important

8

off slowl

18 @ 23c & Bb; rome of it runs as low

there is a drop of 2 or 3c a pound, as
very discrminating and want only the

.

A correspondent, from Connecticut, to the Manchester Mirror, says:
When I moved from New

new

N.Y.

Relieves faintness at the Stomach.

larger receipts will pro-

of the

Hudson,

Vegetine

than

Choice Western creamery is in good demand
32@34c ¥ b, and a few popular brands bring a
higher range, but after passing these grades

A,

A NOVEL PLAN.

undesirable quality

fiom

N. J.

I

large portion

cess with Small
Fraits.” ‘1
logue free. Add.ess E. P. ROE,

Removes the cause of dizziness.

New York choice dairy lots are tnkeo at 25 § 26:
¥ 1b, and a very few are gnod enough to bring ov

feast, and many an hour’s enjoyment from & some- - er 25¢c.- A

400 Acres. A

& CO.,vy Painesville,

Restores the entire system to a healthy condition.

fine selections a little higher, hut it is not safe to
count on more than 27¢ for the best straight lote,

a luscious

HARRISON

nes, and makes : om : singulariy.liberal
y
plants with the uy erbly hatred
Urs of

Vegetine

Vegetine
Vegetine

bably canse a decline. Choice dairy Jo's from
Vermon are sel'mg at 26 @ 27c¥ 1b, with some

very

same

18 Greenhouses,

|E.P.ROESIPUBS oie:

Removes Pimples from the face.

Will eure Dyspepsia.

enough for the demand and prices are sustained.
There i8 a very uncertain tone, however, and
present rates cap not be depended upon for anv
length of time. Buyers are operating only from

five

STORRS,

Vegetine

Wis-

more

(with 1 0b1'd strawberrios)
free.

27th Fear.

Ie a valuabie remedy for Hendache.

and is considered quite promismg.
;
Though the fagpberry can often be planted suc- at 48; and No 2 mixed and No 3 white at 46 8 4c
cessfully in May, especially il young plants are | ¥ bu
RYE is scarce and firm, with small sales at $1 12
set out, yet persons to whom I have mailed the @115¥
bu.
plants at different times report that they seem to
BUTTER.
The supply of choice new Butter is
meet with better success when
planted mm April,
thaa if doing so later in the season.
The usual
distance for planting when in the garden is about
four feet apart each way, and in field-culture

Hd

:

~ Vegetine

consin extras; $425 @ $4 76 for Western common
extras; aud #4 ¢¥ bbl for Western supers.
CORN.
The sales have been at 59% & 61 for
steamer mixed and yellow, choice
yellow at 2c;
and no grade at 57% @ 69 # bu.
0 arrive 59 @
59% is asked for high mix-d.
OATS.
The sales of No | and extra avhite have
been at 40 @ 52¢; No 2 white at 48 @ 48% ¢c, mostly

are

EET
Siam, LEE

of

:

Cures Constipation and regulates the Bowels.

$6 ¥ bbl, inc ua-

ing choice bakers’ brands; 84 50 @ $5 50 for

cases

Will eradieate Salt Rheum from the system.

mixture.

spring extras range from $4 7C @

Cluster, and Gregg a little later. They are all
sufficiently hardy for most localities, and are very
desirable varieties.

Vegetine

in

5

. Vegetine

stances recommended it to my friends, and all
have been benefited by its use.
We think it

hardy than the average raspberry, so that persons

cures

Se

Vegetine

of pn severe cold

yeh

refusal. to, may carry the electionin other Stales besi
NovemVirginia. The fact that the Precident ap.

1th inst. She died having
a fall 47 days in attaining ber oh.

Balsam cured me

to which I have been subject, especially during
the winter months, and I have in many in-

often the most profitable this new fruit may become quite popular.
Caroline and Flore!
are two comparatively
new yellow varieties. “Both of them prove more

fathily
and friends
of each of the vietims—- from” Missouri, Mtssissippi, Louisiana and
andin the easaof Hattie Duell of Towa City, Alabama, state that independent parties formTows, several medical men, also—stood curi- ed by a fusion’ of Republicans, . Independent | (
ously over the sulcides and watched ‘their life Democrats
and Greenbackers are already in
‘slowly wasting sway, being content with sim- existence in their respective States and are
ply tmploring them to eat. In the case of growing. They represent that. in those

1¢ 10 stated that she had been, ren-

Botanic

some marvelous

Meets with wonderful success in Mercurial Diss
eases.
.
:

It gives me pleasure to say that Adamson’s

our homes 80 pleasant that our children

‘families to locate in Arizona.

example
of voluntary fasting to death on the

plaats

of Utah, was recently decided by the supreme

favor a action
supreme court

been pursued in- Idaho and other Territories,
isa mania in which the would-be self-murder- and Mormon influence hus been gradually extended. It is possible that in thus encouraging
erIs rarely successful in accomplighing),
his emigration
the Mormon leaders may over-

Prt of ‘two women,of whose mental aberra-

the

§
@ 8ke
a]
Western, New York 84 @ 9¢; Timothy, # bu.,
1 i 2 3 20; Red Top, ¥.bug,$2 05 @ 2 15; Canary,

Sulcide by Starvation

. purpose, thanks to the skiliful manner in
which this common peculiarity of insanity fs
treated in the asylums. But we have now the

while

effected

Cancer.

.

that causes such feelings. but disordered kidneys
or liver, which Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver
Cure will invigorate, restore, and thus bring you
happiness once more.
2t16

look back and feel a satisfaction iu the little trouble that we were to, and the amount of pleasure
it confered on our household. And this leads me
to ady that it is our first duty as parents to make

Miles, the Mormon, in whose
for bigamy, appealed from the

stairs and jumped from the dairy

yaduth breathed his last.

Russa-

ng.
Caroline Owens, the second wife of John D..

window throtigh which they had gained access
* to the house by breaking out the glass and
drawing out the nails which held it. Arthur,

and made a full confession of the crime.
the floor of Mr. Wilson’s room was found

Hessy

koff, Michaeloff, Kibaltschitisch, Jeliabott and

gen-

“who had been shot, as quickly as possible
arose from the floor where he had fallen, and
bastened after his brother, leaving a trail of
blood behind him. In jumping from the window he placed both hands on the plastered
wall on either side, and leaped or fell out upoun the grass, siriking upon bis face. He was
u
to rise, and his brother returned to
bim. He rpoke to him but received no answer, as- Arthur was in the death throes and
g for breath. Luther took his dying
rother in bis arms and bore him behind a
stone wall, about 125 feet from the house, and
beld bim in his embrace urtil the unfortunate

woman

with the Czar’s assassination—+namely,

tleman leveled his gun and fired.! Arthur Foster fell to the floor, and his brother Luther
down

the

Helfmann, condemned to death for connection

with—they
the

red,

Has

Cures te worst cases of Damier,

U. L.PETTENGILL,
having gardens in northern latitudes need not
No. 10 State 8t., Boston.
necessarily be deprived of the pleasure of baving
these two sorts in their collections.
They are
both very productive. The Florence doing especTHE
MARKETS.
ially well at some points at the West, while the
Heavy frosts are reported throughout the
Caroline though no larger, is sometimes preferred
State of Texas, and much damsg® has been for table use gf account of its more delicate fla‘Boston Produce Report.
done to corn, cotton, fruits and vegetables.
| vor. A yellow raspberry, being a novelty in many
Reported
by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
Thousands of people are destitute snd howe- localities, will be quite a desirable addition to
erchants and dealers in butter, cheesé¢ and
many gardens.
:
.
, beens, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3
less in the Missouri valley, and the destruction
cy Market, Boston.
le
Cuthbert and Reliance are two of the best red
of property by the recent floods will exceed
varieties, and are rapidly arowing in popularity
the estimates hitherto made.
BOSTON, Saturd:y Morning, April 16, 1881.
better known.
As both of them
FLOUR. The market continues in the same
A societyof Mormon girls, each pledged to ashavetheythebecome
merit of ripening somewhat late in the quiet state previously noticed. The trade are
marry only one man, has been brokem up in
purchasing only -for immediate
wants, altheugh
seasen, they will do nicely to plant in gardens
the sales of leading brands aggregate a fair aver.
Salt Lake City. It is said that five grand- “where only the early kinds, suth as Turner, Hersage business. Wneat continues to rule hish
daughters of Brigham Young belonged to it.
throughout the West, and Western millers are so
tino or Highland Hardy, are growing. The Cuthconfident of the future of the market that they are
A boy of 14 shot and killed his sister, a girl
bert and Reliance are among the hardiest of vanot disposed to contract for future delivery at
rieties, and at present are being very largely
of 17, in Sunbury, Pa., while the family were
present. Leading brands:continue to be well sold
up, and low grades are comparatively scarce.
planted out both for market and family use.
seated at dinner.
His reason was that they
The
of medium.
and choice Patents have
‘would not give him enough to eat.
Gregg and Kentacky are two new blackcap rasp- been sales
at #7 @ $8°¥ bbl, with sales of leading
berries, and each of them have their admirers.
brands from $7 75 @ $8 # bbl. Winter wheat 1a
James O'Brien alias Lindsay, one of the per- The Gregg produces fruit of very large size, and tents range from $6 50 @ 8775 & bbl, including
jurers in the Morey Chinese letter fraud case,
choice and favorite brands from 7 3 $775. Win
in great abundance, and ripens quite late. s Davidter wheats are quiet at 86 & $6,560 for St. Louis
has been sentenced to eight years’ .imprisonson’s Thornless is one of the very earliest: blackand Illinois $5 50 & $625 for Indiana; and $670 @
ment for his crime.
$575 & bbl for Chio and Michigan.
Mi.nesota
caps;
Doolittle comes soon after, then Mammoth

boding of earthquakes about this time had tak-

The Senate

The rapidly increasing popularity of DAY'S KIDNEY PAD is due solely to its intrinsic merit.
:

CITEAP, ind
FS
es os pg:

To

a general

is

}

Vegetine

‘ Naru Kissar, the most advanced fort on the
road to Merv, has been captured by the Turcomans and the entire Russian garrison Killed.

Astrologers and Earthquakes.
. If the astrologers who made

Don’t use anything to soften and improve the
Skin, except Pearl’s White Glycerine, and Pearl's
White Glycerine Soap.

cs MIT bn

’

—-Vegetine

Is recommended by physicians and apothecaries.

Fo

sto Journal.

Will cure the worst case of Scrofula.

BL

United States Senator in the
place of Johnston, on the platform of equal rights, a free
vote and a fair count, has alarmed both the
Virginia Bourbons and the Bourbons of the
South.
They are therefore already engaged in
a bitter political campaign in Virginia, and in
this fight the colored men and most of the Republicans are determined to stand by Mahone,
whose friends are confident of victory.— Lew-

fruil

°

Vegetine

paper)

to DR. SANFORD, 164 Broadway, New York, and
receive free, a 100-page book,treating of numerous
diseases, and by which you can probably learn
the nature of your complaint and what to do for
it.
:
:

in vain if pleasure and recreation have been obtained from them.
x
“
The Wetherbee is quite a . curiosity for a rasp-

35 Cortlandt St., New York,

Is the great Blood Purifier.

|

If not, send your.address (mentioning this

Peter Henderson & Co,

Yegetine

SI

a

in New

Health *

W.
38

i

a leg-

elect

raised

the

Beth

are the largest
in America,

a

will

earthquakes in Chio are being
York and Boston.

by

etc. ' Pamphlets free to any address.
Fowle & Sons, Boston.
2
Are You in Good

.

Qomplaints,

TR FR

which

sufferers

Female

a Er

bons in-the next Virginia election when

Funds for the relief of the

er Complaint, Boils, Humors,

FR

the Bdur-

have

thousands

A

deelares his purpose to antagonize

employes

cured

I

Send orders to

1. D. STEWART,

y

Dover, NX. H.

aaa

he hasshad the courage not only to do this, but

street-car

has

It

they thought he would not dare to act with
the Republicans in the Senate. The fact that

Cincinnati

struck for an advance of fifty cents per day in
wages.
:

of the ceded

President Cheney, of Bates College, who has
just returned from a visit to Virginia, reports
that there is great excitement in that State
over the revolt of Mahone from Bourbon rule.
Notwithstanding Mahone was elected by independent Democrats and Republicans against
the utmost efforts of the regular Democracy,
and partly on the issue of a free ballot, yet.

islature is to be chosen,

The

Syrup

pel

.resentatives of the powers at Athens of its acoeptance of the Turkish proposals touching the
frontier, conditionally upon the powers guar-

Peruvian

who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liv-

If Yoy Feel Despondent
Some vatieties prove superior: to others already
on hand, but even when they do not, yet it is not | and weary of life, do not give up; it is not trouble

berry, as its

The Canada local prohibitory ‘law has been
rejected by the popular vote at Hamilton, Ont.

The Greek government has notified the rep-

=

The

will,

A

conference

The recent storms in the West will,it is

Averted.

Virginia.

Raspberries,

_—

The
internationsxl
wonetary
meets at Paris to-day (Tuesday).

thought, seriously affect the wheat crop.

!

of tiie new

A

of mterest in some

"THE
TERMS:

MORNING STAR

$2.00 per ear, if paid. strictly in

advance; $2.20 if
pai within thé first thirty
days, and J $2.50
$2.50
ifif not.
not
'or
26
cents
received
we will send the Star
’
’o
Clarke's Compound Mandrake Bitters three months on trial.
Each subscriber will please notice the date
ures
Sick.
che, Constipation of the Bowels,
bp pli ar
Liver Cumptaints. It
purifies Of payinent, on the labelof his paper, and not
the
!
igeetion, and
8 the |, allow it to be in arrears.
i
skin ele:
1
fair,
rge. holtles only 60 cents.
The Star is net discontinued when the time
expires for which it is paid unless persons reofof (he,
the Kuropean
BE i Cama e, oteaeton
Bronce quest
it; and it is diecqntinued when
it has
Fir #4 Remedy, West Buxton, Me,
deow.
been more than one year in arrears, after due

| notice and ‘time shall have been given,

PA

proceeding which led to his being struck off
the ‘* Legal Hundred” by thie Wesleyan Con-

the powers.

{in the United States.’

Says a Boston physician, “has no equal as a
blood purifier. Hearing of its many
wonderful
cures after all other remedies had failed, I visited
the Labratory, and convinced mysell of its genuine merit. - It is prepared from “baiks, roots and
herbs, each of which is highly effective, and they
are compounded in fuch a manner as to produce
astonishing results.”
z
:

ed

ministry, and

territory.
Greece, at the same time, commends the Greek population remaining under
Turkish rule to the equitable consideration of

They send
post-offices

EP

a
a

ference.
Many of his sermons and
lectures
are i
popular, especially the lectures on
“ John
Bunyan” and the’ * Huguenots.”
He
also published a'small volame of poems.

surrender

81ve growers of roses in this‘country.
<oses ~afely
by mail, postpaid, to all

tug

Pui bed

Latest News.

tropotis, where his addresses both from the
pulpit and the
platform attracted considerable
attention. In 1368 he left his country for Can-ada, and married his deceased wife’s sister, a

loyal

H. HAINES.

paihaps, be welcomed by those who do nét care
There is a larger number of persons seeking
todevote the necessary
time to experimenting
Second Assistant Postmaster-General Brady’s
place than for all the other positions at the with them. However, what little space I can now
devote to tae subject will leave nruch to be ascerPresident's disposal.—In the recent severe
tained by each one iadividually as they ghall herestorm which swept over the northern portion
after experiment with the different varieties. It
of Drew county, Arkansas, ‘several persons
is well for business men, as well as for others who
were killed and a vast amount of property
are liable to be overworked by a press of professdestroyed.——1It is now reported that only four
ional duties, ‘to have some pleasant hobby
or
thousand people perished by the earthquake at | method of recreation.
Many persons are
imChio;
there are now fifty thousand persons
pressed with thig fact, and yearly devote a small
sum to novelties for (heir gardens.
In some rehomeless and destitute on the island.—The
new governor of Candabar will take full posspects this experimenting with fruits and flowers
session of that city from the British on Wedis much more fascinating than the mere collecting
nesdsy.——No male Russians between the ages
of curiosities or objects of veitu, as these latter
of 10 and 18 years aye to be allowed to leave the
when-bought; being inanimate; reveal their mer:
country withoufgpermission. of the govern:
ment.——The BasSutos have been defeated at its at once, while living fruits and flowers develop
80 many different forms and excellencies, accordLeribe, South Africa, with heavy loss.
ing to thetreatment and experiments practised that
new beauties may coptinually be found in them.’
Miscellaneous.

parts of the country, besides. visiting the ‘me-

the

R.

A little information in regard to the chief points

leyan College, at Richmond, was four years
later called to his first pastoral charge in the
ministry at Marden, in Kent.
At the ‘ Cone
ference" of 1845 he was appointed to the ministry of Whitehaven, in Cumberland, and although ouly twenty-one years of age, his reputation was such that people flocked to hear
him from all parts. He ministered in various

War

BY

oP

the

Culture,” published by the Dingee & Conaryl Company, Rose Growe!
est Grove, Chester Co, Pa:
It is fluely illustrated, describe: over 50» varieties
of roses, and tells all about their culture and
tre:tment. Itis eebt free on ApDlics}ion, The
Dingee & Conard Company have tifty larce houses
devoted Lo roses alove, snd are the most exten:

NEW RASPBERRIES OF MERIT.

weeks,

expired on the 6th.

strove zealously to qualify himself for the
work. He began in 1840 as a * local preacher,” and after further preparation at the Wes=

bis lod.

20,. 1881.

A

1824, at Doncaster, where his father was
draper. He early became possessed with
for

Bural and Domestic.

stom-

er refusing any nourishment for three

Punshon, LL. D., one

study

The

aeh also wus entirely devoid of any substance.
The other case was that of a Mrs. Magdalena
Mills, in New York city, aged 61 year~,—who |:
became insane by troubles and mi-fortune. in
her family and the loss of $2,000, and who, aft

of the most prominent of* English Wesleyan
- preachers, died Thursday at Brixton, Eugy of
a complication of disorders.
He was born in

strong desire to

N

which weighed forty-five pounds.

Death of Rev. Dr. Punshon.

Rev. W. Morley

rushed
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